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ABSTRACT 

Cellular energy transduction processes are often driven by transmembrane ion 

gradients, and a number of artificial membrane systems have been developed that allow 

for chemically or light-induced transport of ions across lipid bilayers. These liposomal 

architectures, however, are not readily interfaced to a solid-state transducer. A significant 

step toward this goal is described here by assessing the possibility of coupling a lipid 

bilayer directly to a transducer to form a stable uniform film using hybrid bilayer 

membranes (HBMs). 

Although the surface attachment of self-assembled monolayer increases the 

robustness of the lipid assembly, HBMs cannot maintain film uniformity under harsher 

conditions due to the absence of strong lipid-lipid interactions. Therefore, HBMs were 

prepared and characterized using a cross-linking polymerizable lipid, bis-SorbPC. 

Several parameters relating to lipid deposition and film stabilization through 

polymerization were examined. Film characterization strongly suggests that 

polymerization of bis-SorbPC stabilizes the HBM such that its structure is largely 

preserved even after the dehydration process. This work suggests that network formation 

in the upper monolayer is not enough to prevent oligomer desorption, intermonolayer 

covalent linking is also a prerequisite in making uniform, defect-free planar supported 

lipid assemblies.  

Some of the challenges associated with the application of lipids involve the 

creation of supported bilayers that are stable to chemical and physical disruptions, yet 

retain their ion barrier properties, and allow transmembrane ion transport by lipid-soluble 
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shuttles. Polymerized lipid films provide the stability required for these structures, but 

permeability properties of cations across poly(lipid) membranes are not known. 

Therefore, convenient liposome-based proton and Ca2+ permeability assays were 

developed. These assays were applied to various poly(lipid) compositions. 

In addition, three novel sorbyl-substituted head group polymerizable lipids, which 

have been synthesized based on a strategy that head group polymerization would 

minimally perturb the characteristic ion impermeability of the membrane, were evaluated 

for their lipid characteristics and ability to form polymers. None of these compounds 

forms vesicles by itself. Therefore, attempts were made to form mixed vesicles with other 

fluid lipids. The miscibility of the mixed monolayers was assessed using Langmuir 

isotherms.  
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CHAPTER 1. 

INTRODUCTION TO LIPIDS, POLYMERIZABLE LIPIDS, AND 

SUPRAMOLECULAR LIPID STRUCTURES 

1.1. INTRODUCTION 

The boundaries of biological cells and organelles are defined by membranes that are 

as dynamic and complex as the cell itself. The cell membrane is an array of lipids, 

proteins, and carbohydrates (Figure 1.1) that carries out functions that include 

molecularly specific transport, receptor binding, enzymatic activity, and control of cell-

cell interactions. Signal transduction of binding events at the cell surface controls 

intercellular processes such as protein synthesis and cell replication.1, 2 Studying the 

structure and function of the membrane-bound proteins that are responsible for these 

activities at cellular level is difficult due to the complicated structure of the cell 

membrane itself and the variety of events happening around it. Isolating these 

transmembrane proteins and studying them at the laboratory environment presents special 

challenges, since in general, these proteins must remain in a lipid matrix to retain their 

native structure and activity. For these reasons, simpler and more easily controlled 

models of cell membranes have been the subjects of intense study.  

The primary components of model membranes are amphiphilic molecules, 

predominately phospholipids, which self-assemble in water into thermodynamically 

controlled aggregated structures.3 Many kinds of model membranes have been used in 

research, including lipid vesicles or liposomes, black lipid membranes (BLMs), 

Langmuir-Blodgett layers and tethered and nontethered planar supported lipid bilayers 
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Figure 1.1. Graphical representation of the eukaryotic cell membrane including the lipid 

bilayer and embedded transmembrane proteins. Membrane compositions are extremely 

diverse. Carbohydrates can compose up to 10% (dry weight) of the membrane but are 

generally in the form of glycolipid or glycoprotein, while the relative amounts of proteins 

can vary from 20-80%. Phosphorylcholine lipids are the major component in animal cell 

membranes.2 Reprinted with permission from D. Voet and J. Voet, Biochemistry, 2nd ed. 

Copyright 2007 John Wiley and Sons, Inc. 
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(PSLBs).4, 5 In addition to being used as biomimetic models to study protein 

functionality, there are many other applications that use properties of lipids and take 

advantage of transmembrane protein activities. These include but are not limited to 

liposomes for drug delivery, biofunctionalization of inorganic, metals, and polymer 

interfaces, to make non-fouling surfaces and biosensors etc.1, 6, 7 

A key problem associated with implementing lipid structures formed from 

naturally occurring lipids in practical applications is that the lipid molecules are self-

organized with each other and with the underlying substrate surface by relatively weak 

noncovalent forces.8 These forces are insufficient to maintain the bilayer structure under 

chemical, mechanical, or thermal distress. Consequently, partial or complete loss of 

bilayer structure occurs upon exposure to surfactants or organics as well as upon removal 

from water.9, 10 In addition, bilayer instability has been observed upon extended storage 

and exchange of the contacting buffer, in the presence of soluble proteins, and with 

variations in buffer pH and temperature.11, 12 Therefore, interest in developing stabilized 

lipid films while maintaining their inherent biocompatibility has been a focus of research 

efforts since the early 1980s.13-17  

From a broad perspective, there are two approaches to create robust lipid 

assemblies. The strategy most commonly used is polymerization of lipid monomers with 

reactive moieties. This approach has proved successful with cross-linked polymerized 

liposomes and supported lipid bilayers that showed stability under harsh conditions.6 The 

second strategy is based on formation of hybrid bilayers. These hybrid bilayers 

demonstrated to extend the aqueous stability of lipid structures.18 However, they do not 
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prevent lipid loss upon exposure to much harsher conditions such as transfer across air-

water interface.  

In addition to the stability rendered by polymerization, some practical 

applications require retention of some properties of natural fluid lipids. One such 

property is the ability of the membrane to act as a barrier for ion diffusion, while at the 

same time allowing for facilitated transport of ions. Ideally, these could be achieved 

while maintaining a poly(lipid) network for stability. Knowledge of the ion permeability 

of lipid bilayers is important for the studies based on permeability changes associated 

with bilayer incorporation of integral membrane proteins, peptides or active transport 

molecules, and assembling biomimetic applications that rely on charge separation and/or 

ion transport. Despite the interest in polymerizable lipids, to date, studies of proton and 

metal ion permeability of polymerizable lipids have not been performed.  

It is hoped that the work described herein may be of scientific benefit to the 

understanding and eventual application of ultrathin hybrid bilayers, characterization of 

novel lipid molecules, proton and cation permeability measurements of liposomes, and 

screening of lipids that are useful in making molecular devices. In this chapter, the reader 

will be given background information in several pertinent areas including: structure and 

properties of lipids, deposition of various lipids films and making of hybrid bilayers, 

different polymerization methods used in this study, and a brief review of polymerization 

parameters that affect bilayer physical properties. 
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1.2. STRUCTURES AND PROPERTIES OF MEMBRANE LIPIDS 

Biological membranes surround and compartmentalize cells. They form the interface 

between the cell and its environment, and are key players in cellular homoeostasis and 

metabolic-energy transduction. Biological membranes are more complex than was first 

thought when the “fluid mosaic model” was proposed in 1972.19, 20 The role of the lipid 

components of the biological membranes is an active area of research. Once believed to 

simply provide passive support to membrane protein components, it is now being 

discovered that lipids support proteins in dynamic way through specific and dynamic 

lipid compositions that are closely related to protein functions.21, 22 The membrane lipids 

are a diverse class of molecules that form an electrically insulating, semi-permeable 

barrier that separates compartments in cells. In addition, it participates in other functions, 

such as signal–transduction and cell trafficking. Following is a basic review of lipids and 

lipid properties.  

 

1.2.1. Chemical structure of lipids 

The most striking feature of membrane lipids is their enormous diversity. The 

reason for the diversity is not at all clear, although there is an increasing awareness of the 

multiple roles of lipids in membranes. The major lipid classes are shown in the Figure 

1.2. Generally, the bulk of their structure is nonpolar or hydrophobic while another part 

of their structure is polar or hydrophilic. This makes them amphiphilic molecules. The 

most common class of lipids in biological membranes are phospholipids or 

glycerophospholipids that are built on a glycerol backbone to which are linked two
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Figure 1.2. Structures of some common classes of membrane lipids: phospholipids, a 

glycolipid, and sterol. The structures are drawn to emphasize the amphipathic nature of 

lipids, with nonpolar groups on the left and polar moieties on the right. 
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hydrophobic fatty acid-derived "tails" by ester linkages and one hydrophilic "head" group 

by a phosphate ester linkage (Figure 1.3). Most phospholipids have the phosphate at the 

sn-3 position of glycerol when the glycerol is drawn in a Fisher projection, with the 

hydroxyl in the middle drawn to the left (The prefix sn- is used before the name 

according to the stereospecific numbering (sn) system). The long-chain hydrocarbons are 

attached to sn-1 and sn-2 positions.2 The chains themselves vary widely in terms of 

length, branching, and degree of unsaturation. An even number of carbon atoms in the 

acyl chains is generally found in natural phospholipids, with 16, 18 and 20 carbons being 

most common. The degree of unsaturation varies widely but nearly all naturally occurring 

double bonds are cis rather than trans. This places a kink in the molecule, which is 

generally disruptive of ordered packing of the chains in the bilayer. Branched chains and 

cyclic chains are found in some bacterial membranes. The lipid head group 

predominantly featured in this work is the phosphorylcholine moiety. The nature of the 

head group, linkage, and tail group greatly affect lipid behavior in aggregated structures. 

23 The structures of some of the lipids used in this dissertation work are presented in 

Figure 1.4. 

 

1.2.2. Physical properties of lipids 

The large variety of lipids, as well as their morphologies, can be distinguished 

from one another through their physical properties; these include lipid polymorphism 

(nonlamellarity), gel/liquid-crystalline phase behavior, membrane fluidity, and membrane 
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Figure 1.3. The general structure of the phospholipids is shown with many of the 

common head groups found in biological membranes. 
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Figure 1.4. Structures of some of the lipids used in this dissertation. EggPC is a mixture 

of lipids and the structure of one of the most common constituent lipids is shown here. 
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permeability. The following sections discuss these properties as appropriate for the scope 

of this text. 

 

1.2.2.a. Lipid polymorphism 

Mixtures of lipids and water are polymorphic, meaning that they can adopt 

different aggregates depending on conditions that affect the chemical potential of the 

system. Even for single purified lipids, there is more than one kind of organized structure 

when hydrated. These aggregates are driven by entropy to exclude water from tail groups, 

known as the hydrophobic effect,2 and the interaction of the head group with water, 

causing the amphiphiles to aggregate into separate, non-covalently associated phases, or 

mesophases. The particular form which predominates depends on such parameters as the 

lipid concentration, temperature, pressure, ionic strength, and pH.2 The mesophases that 

lipids adopt range from simple micelles to more complicated inverted hexagonal 

structures. A few examples of lipid mesophases with associated lipid shapes are given in 

Figure 1.5. X-ray and 31P-nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) techniques have been 

particularly valuable in defining the kinds of structures in lipid-water systems,2, 6 and this 

is most often studied as a function of lipid concentration and temperature, with data 

presented in the form of a phase diagram indicating the structure in various regions of the 

“temperature-concentration” plot.2 Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) is often used 

along with X-ray diffraction to define the phase boundaries of the lipid-water phase 

diagrams. These studies are usually performed at high lipid concentrations [>40% lipid 

(w/w)]; however, many of the structures which have been characterized at high lipid
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Figure 1.5. Representations of lamellar and nonlamellar phases of hydrated amphiphiles 

(left to right). The phase changes from lamellar to bicontinuous cubic (QII) to inverted 

hexagonal (HII), as the spontaneous curvature of the hydrated amphiphiles increases and 

the water content of the sample decreases. The approximate repeat distances are shown 

for each phase. Reprinted with permission from ref. [6]. Copyright 2007 American 

Chemical Society. 
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concentrations also exist in lipid dispersions in a large excess of water. By far the most 

common structure associated with phospholipids is the lamellar phase. Due to 

comparable areas of head groups and tail groups in phospholipids, they assemble into 

“planar” or lamellar phases in excess water. In aqueous solution, the lamellar phase 

generally exists as closed, spherical structures known as vesicles or liposomes. 

 

1.2.2.b. Lipid phase transitions 

 The most studied lipid phase transition is between the lamellar gel and liquid-

crystalline phases. Phase transitions can be induced in several ways, included changes in 

pressure, temperature, ionic strength, or pH, depending on the lipid being examined.2 It is 

most common to measure the thermally induced or thermotropic transition, because the 

measurements can be made relatively easily and with great precision, and the results 

directly yield useful information on heat capacities and ∆H° values.  

The main lipid bilayer phase transition, often referred to as the gel/liquid-

crystalline phase transition (Figure 1.6), is the equilibrium temperature (Tm) between the 

lipid solid-analogous phase (gel phase, Lβ) and the liquid-analogous phase (liquid-

crystalline, Lα). A variety of techniques is used to monitor phase transitions: 2H-and 31P-

NMR,24-26 ESR,27 FT-IR,28 fluorescence,29 and DSC27, 30, 31 among others. DSC is the 

most direct technique, measuring the change in heat capacity as the sample undergoes a 

thermotropic transition. 

In the gel phase, the hydrophobic lipid tails exist in an ordered state in which all 

C-C bonds have trans configurations as indicated by 2H-NMR and FT-IR studies,24, 32, 33 
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thus allowing for maximal extension of the acyl chains and a high degree of order. At the 

Tm, the gel phase becomes disordered with trans C-C bonds adopting gauche 

conformations. This allows “kinks” in the hydrocarbon chains. “Kinks” are defined as 

any change in direction of the all trans acyl chain, not only from gauche defects in single 

carbon bonds, but also due to the presence of cis-double bonds and other perturbing 

substituents.2, 34 At the Tm, kinks decrease the order of the acyl chains. This results in an 

increase in the overall area per molecule of the lipids, and consequently a decrease in 

bilayer thickness. Reviews on the effect of acyl chain structure on the phase transition 

temperature for pure phosphatidylcholine lipids are available.35 Because the transition 

can only be measured for defined lipid compositions, its exact biological relevance is 

unknown, however biological membranes are nearly always found in the Lα phase. It is 

speculated that localized regions of Lβ phase lipid may be required for particular aspects 

of membrane function.2 Lipid rafts are localized regions of membranes enriched in 

certain lipid types frequently in the Lβ phase and are a topic of great interest 

scientifically.36 

In many cases, lipids with a large area requirement for the polar head group, such 

as phosphatidylcholine, have the acyl chains tilted with respect to the bilayer normal. The 

chain tilt is often denoted by a prime (Lβ').37 In addition, these lipids show an occurrence 

of a pretransition between the main bilayer transitions of Lα and Lβ. This subgel phase is 

known as the “ripple phase” and denoted as Pβ (Figure 1.6). The undulation of the bilayer 

is believed to be resulted from increased motion of the phosphate head group.38 
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Figure 1.6. Schematic of the transformation of a solid-like bilayer, where the lipid tails 

are in the all-trans extended conformation, to the liquid-crystalline phase, where gauche 

conformers are abundant in the lipid tails. The intervening ripple phase is found in some 

pure lipid systems. 
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In addition to the tail group structural changes that accompany the Lα-Lβ phase 

transition, other properties are affected as well, including the rate at which individual 

lipids laterally diffuse within the two dimensional confines of the bilayer. This mobility is 

the origin of the descriptive term “fluid” lipid bilayer, which will be used throughout this 

text to convey lipid systems with laterally mobile constituents. Lβ diffusion rates are 

commonly two orders of magnitude less than Lα phase diffusion rates, which are about 

10-8 cm2/s.2 

 

1.2.2.c. Permeability properties of lipid membranes 

A primary function attributed to lipid membranes is to provide a selective 

permeability barrier between the aqueous compartments on either side. The thin 

hydrophobic core of the bilayer is a very effective diffusion barrier for inorganic ions but 

allows nonpolar solutes to pass across to varying degrees.2 The rate at which a 

nonelectrolyte passes across the bilayer is quantitatively related to the solubility of the 

solute in the bilayer as estimated by its partition coefficient between water and an 

immiscible organic solvent. Generally, ion permeability is maximal at the Tm, possibly 

along boundaries between coexisting phases.2 Although the permeability of inorganic 

ions across the lipid bilayer is very low, the permeability to protons is unusually high for 

reasons that are not entirely clear.39 It has been reported that permeabilities of lipid 

membranes depend strongly on degree of packing of lipid chains in the membrane.27, 40, 41 

It was proposed that functional groups in the lipid hydrophobic region likely to perturb 

the lipid packing,27  and thus, increase the permeability.40 The permeability of cations and 
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protons is further discussed later in the dissertation. Chelates of organic molecules with 

inorganic ions can partition into the bilayer core as a result of their neutral hydrophobic 

character and transport the ions across the membrane.2 Ionophores are molecules of this 

type.  

 

1.2.3. Lipid mixtures 

Mixtures of lipid molecules add extra level of complexity to the scientific 

understanding of physical behavior of lipids. However, the thermodynamics and structure 

of such mixtures are relevant to biomembranes since they are composed of different 

kinds of lipids. In mixed model systems composed of two lipids, miscibility is typically 

observed in the Lα phase, but only under certain conditions in the gel phase.42-48 Even in 

the liquid-crystalline phase, two lipids may be miscible but the mixture often behaves 

nonideally.2 That is, noncovalent interactions between lipids of the same type are 

different from interactions between unlike lipids, resulting preferential interactions of the 

same type of molecules. Nonideal behavior can be characterized by comparing the 

experimental phase diagram with that predicted theoretically using regular solution 

theory. Calorimetric and ESR studies have shown that in two-component mixtures of 

saturated PCs, complete miscibility in the gel phase only occurs if the acyl chain lengths 

of the two lipids differ by less than 4 methylene units per chain and the difference in their 

Tm values is less than 20°.49, 50 The miscibility of different lipids with identical chain 

composition, such as PE/PC mixtures is limited in the gel phase and complete in the 

liquid phase.43, 45, 51  
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1.2.4. Liposomes 

 The term “liposome” is used for a spherical bilayer that encloses an aqueous 

volume. Liposomes are frequently called vesicles. These two terms are used liberally and 

interchangeably throughout in this work. Liposomes can be single-walled (unilamellar) or 

multilamellar (Figure 1.7). They have been used extensively as model membranes for 

scientific study, and also have a long list of potential and realized applications involving 

the encapsulation of solutes.2 Liposomes are characterized by their lipid composition, 

average diameter, and the extent of size heterogeneity in the population. The vesicle size 

can be determined by a number of techniques including size exclusion chromatography, 

dynamic light scattering and electron microscopy.52 

 Liposomes can be prepared in variety of ways. When a dry lipid film is hydrated 

with an aqueous phase, the lamellae swell and grow into thin lipid tubules but in general 

do not detach from the support.52 With mechanical agitation provided by shaking, 

swirling, pipeting, or vortexing, the thin tubules break and reseal the exposed 

hydrophobic edges, resulting in the formation of liposomes. The vesicles formed often 

are multilamellar vesicles (MLVs). In order to prepare smaller, unilamellar vesicles, 

additional energy has to be added to the system.52 Several methods are available to 

prepare unilamellar vesicles, such as extrusion of MLVs through polycarbonate filters at 

temperatures above their Tm. Extrusion through very small pores can result in small 

unilamellar vesicles(SUVs) of varying diameter, down to around 50 nm.53 This method 

produces a relatively narrow distribution of vesicle sizes, which is important in some 

studies.54 
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Figure 1.7. Schematic presentation of multilamellar and unilamellar vesicles. 
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 The most common method for the generation of SUVs is high-powered sonication 

of aqueous lipid dispersions, which produces SUVs with diameters between 12-50 nm 

depending on the number of variables such as sonication power, temperature, and lipid 

structure.55, 56 This process is easy, rapid, and generally produces a relatively narrow 

distribution of vesicles. These two processes described above were used to prepare SUVs 

in this dissertation. 

 

1.3. SUPPORTED LIPID FILMS 

Phospholipid bilayers closely resemble cell membranes in some key respects. For 

example, they retain two-dimensional fluidity and can be a suitable environment for 

preserving the activity of incorporated membrane proteins. Model bilayer systems allow 

for the investigation of biological processes that occur at the cellular level, providing 

information about ligand–receptor interactions,57-60 viral attack,60, 61 and cellular signaling 

events.62-64 In the 1960s, Mueller et al. developed the first system for the investigation of 

the electrical properties of a planar phospholipid bilayer.65, 66 This system, usually 

referred to as a black lipid membrane, consisted of phospholipid molecules painted across 

a 1 mm hole between two solution chambers. Twenty years later Tamm and McConnell 

deposited lipid membranes directly onto solid supports.67 In 1997, Boxer et al. pioneered 

the partitioning of supported phospholipid bilayers into lithographically patterned 

corrals.68 This led to the development of individually addressed arrays of solid supported 

phospholipid bilayers by Cremer and Yang69 and sensor arrays for the study of cell 

adhesion by Groves et al.70 
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In certain instances, black lipid membranes have an advantage over solid 

supported phospholipid bilayers. For example, they avoid direct contact with an 

underlying substrate, which can potentially be problematic for the presentation of 

transmembrane proteins. They also allow solution phase access to both sides of the 

membrane. However, they are less stable than supported membranes, harder to 

manipulate chemically, and are far less accessible to surface specific detection 

techniques.71  A solid-supported bilayer with embedded transmembrane proteins allows 

application of surface analytical techniques to study its structure and function. To this 

end, Spinke et al. laid the foundation for polymer supported phospholipid bilayers on 

planar solid substrates.72 It was found that thin polymer films could couple bilayers to a 

large variety of materials such as metal films, oxides, and semiconductor electrodes. 

Adding a polymer layer between an underlying substrate and the phospholipid bilayer can 

be achieved by the use of either a cushioning polymer film5, 73-77 or the direct tethering of 

the membrane to a lipid presenting polymer or peptide layer78-83. Other effective surface 

modification strategies include self-assembled monolayers (SAMs)1, 84 and adsorbed or 

bound proteins as a cushioning layer85-90 To this day, however, there is not yet a 

completely satisfactory supported membrane system for the presentation of 

transmembrane proteins with both large extracellular and intracellular peripheral 

domains.71 

Lipid films on supports can take many forms: Langmuir-type deposited 

monolayers, bilayers, or multilayers, solvent evaporated multilayers, self-assembled 

bilayers, monolayers on hydrophilic or hydrophobic substrates, respectively. Although 
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lipids can be deposited on surfaces in multilayers, these structures are not as potentially 

useful as mono- and bilayer structures for biosensors that require analyte access or 

diffusion to incorporated biomolecules. Furthermore, detection methods such as Surface 

Plasmon Resonance (SPR) and other evanescent wave spectroscopies require that analyte 

be located very closely to the sensing platform. For the purpose of mimicking natural 

membranes, the bilayer is the most useful structure because its dimensions are 

comparable to natural membranes. This section introduces the assembly, properties, and 

some applications of supported mono- and bilayer films pertinent to this dissertation. 

 

1.3.1. Langmuir-type films 

 When amphiphilic molecules in a volatile organic solvent spread on air-water 

interface, molecules form a monolayer with the polar portions in contact with the aqueous 

phase and the hydrocarbon chains extended to air. Upon evaporation of the organic 

solvent, reduction of the air-water surface area with a moving barrier results in a 

corresponding decrease in surface tension or increasing surface pressure due to 

compression of monolayer. The surface pressure (π) and the area per molecule (A) of the 

monolayer can be monitored by Langmuir trough. The plot of surface pressure versus 

area occupied per molecule is known as a “pressure-area isotherm” - isotherm because 

compression takes place at constant temperature. The shape of the isotherm is 

characteristic of the molecules making up the film and hence provides a two-dimensional 

“fingerprint”.91 An example isotherm is presented in Figure 1.8, illustrating the pressure- 
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Figure 1.8. An arachidic acid isotherm on pure water, where πc is the collapse pressure 

and Ao is the zero-pressure molecular area of the arachidic acid. 
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induced phases that can exist at various areas per molecule for a model amphiphile, 

arachidic acid (CH3(CH2)18COOH). 

 As the monolayer is compressed, it will undergo several phase transformations. In 

the “gaseous” state, the molecules are far enough apart on the water surface that they 

exert little force on one another. As the surface area of the monolayer is reduced, the 

hydrocarbon chains will begin to interact. This “liquid” state is generally called the 

liquid-expanded (LE) phase. As the molecular area is progressively reduced, the “liquid-

condensed” or LC phase may appear. In the LC monolayer phase, the molecules are 

closely packed and are oriented with the hydrocarbon chains pointing away from the 

water surface. The surface pressure continues to increase with decreasing surface area 

until a point is reached where it is not possible to increase the pressure any further and 

the area of the film decreases if the pressure is kept constant, or the pressure falls if the 

film is held at constant area. This is referred to as “collapse”, at which molecules are 

forced out of the monolayer (Figure 1.8). This occurs at the collapse pressure (πc) and is a 

function of the temperature, the pH of the subphase, and the speed by which the barrier is 

moved.92  

Quantitative information can be obtained on the molecular dimensions and shape 

of the molecule under study from the Langmuir isotherm. When the monolayer is in the 

two-dimensional LC phase, the molecules are relatively well oriented and closely packed. 

The zero-pressure molecular area (Ao) can be obtained by extrapolating the slope of the 

LC phase to zero pressure - the point at which this line crosses the x-axis is the 

hypothetical area occupied by one molecule in the condensed phase at zero pressure 
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(Figure 1.8). Such an area corresponds to the cross-sectional area of a hydrocarbon chain, 

suggesting that the compressed monolayer consists of close packed vertically oriented 

chains.93 

Highly ordered mono- and bilayers can be assembled on substrates by transfer of 

the monolayer from air-water interface. Monolayers can be deposited with the polar 

group in contact with the substrate by passing a hydrophilic substrate (starting in the 

subphase) up through the air-water interface vertically (Figure 1.9a). Monolayer transfer 

to hydrophobic surfaces occurs on the downstroke (starting in air), resulting in films with 

the polar head group oriented away from the substrate (Figure 1.9b). This vertical 

deposition is known as Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) deposition. Bilayers or multilayers can 

be assembled by repeated transfers through the interface. Alternatively, the outer leaflet 

of a bilayer, or a monolayer on a hydrophobic substrate, may be deposited by a 

Langmuir-Blodgett-Schaefer (LBS) transfer, where the hydrophobic monolayer in air is 

transferred horizontally into the subphase through a compressed monolayer. This method 

is commonly used for the formation of the upper leaflet of LB assembled phospholipid 

bilayers (Figure 1.9c). LBS transfer is used because vertical deposition of the outer layer 

of phosphorylcholine lipids has been observed to result in poor films with a high number 

of defects.94 

A combination of the LB and LBS methods is useful for the formation of 

asymmetric bilayers;95 however, it is difficult if not impossible to incorporate 

transmembrane proteins into the lipid bilayer with Langmuir deposition techniques, 

because prior to transfer, portions of the proteins within the monolayer are exposed to air  
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Figure 1.9. Graphical representation of Langmuir-type depositions a) LB deposition on a 

hydrophilic substrate, b) LB deposition on a hydrophobic substrate, and c) LBS 

deposition to make a bilayer. 
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 and can become irreversibly denatured.96 

 

1.3.2. Self-assembly by vesicle fusion 

Lipid bilayers are frequently assembled on solid supports by the spontaneous 

adsorption, rupture and spreading of small unilamellar vesicles on appropriate substrates, 

a process known as vesicle fusion.97-100 The lipid membranes are held in place above a 

solid support by a combination of van der Waals, electrostatic, hydration and steric 

forces.8 Factors affecting the adsorption and fusion of SUVs to solid supports include the 

vesicle composition, size, surface charge, surface roughness, surface cleanliness, solution 

pH, ionic strength, and the osmotic pressure of the vesicles.101, 102 A high degree of lipid 

lateral mobility is required for vesicle fusion; it has only been reported to occur in the Lα 

phase. Vesicle fusion occurs on a number of hydrophilic substrates including a variety of 

glasses,103silica,67 some polymer surfaces,104 mica,105 and on single crystals of TiO2 and 

SrTiO3, as well as on thin films of SiO2 on LiNbO3 crystals.106-108  

Lipid bilayers on glass, fused silica, and quartz are by far the most thoroughly 

characterized self-assembled lipid films. In solid supported systems, membrane fluidity is 

maintained by a 10–20 Å layer of trapped water between the substrate and the bilayer.67, 

109, 110 Evidence for the presence of this water layer has been obtained using neutron 

scattering experiments on supported planar bilayers and NMR experiments on bilayers 

supported on glass beads. The lateral mobility of lipids in supported bilayers is usually 

determined by fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP).2 Tamm and 

coworkers have reported diffusion coefficients of 3 x 10-8 cm2/s for labeled 
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phosphatidylethanolamine lipids in supported bilayers of PC lipids that were assembled 

by either vesicle fusion or Langmuir-Blodgett deposition.96 Other authors have reported 

similar values in supported lipids structures assembled by vesicle fusion.111, 112 

The adsorption process can be accelerated by the presence of divalent cations 

such Ca2+ and Mg2+.95 Fusion of SUVs to the substrate can also be enhanced by 

heating,113 creating an osmotic gradient across the vesicle membrane,101 or by the 

addition of fusigenic agents such as polyethylene glycol.90 Although the exact mechanism 

of bilayer formation from the adsorption and fusion of SUVs is not fully understood, 

mathematical modeling of the process has shown good agreement with experimental 

results.114 

 

1.3.3. Hybrid lipid bilayers 

 Many surfaces do not promote the fusion of laterally mobile lipid bilayers, most 

notably, electrochemically active substrates such as semiconductor or metal surfaces,101 

which are of interest for the investigation of electrochemical properties of lipid 

assemblies or as transducers in lipid-based sensor applications. Self-assembly of 

homogeneous lipid film on these surfaces requires surface modification. One such 

approach involves the use of alkanethiols to form self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) on 

metals such as gold, silver, and mercury.71 First developed by Nuzzo and Allara at Bell 

Laboratories in 1983,115 methyl-terminated alkanethiols on gold provide a well-defined 

hydrophobic surface that facilitates the formation of a hybrid bilayer membrane 
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(HBM).57, 84, 116 In its simplest form, the hybrid bilayer membrane consists of a metal 

supported, alkanethiol SAM and a monolayer of phospholipid (Figure 1.10a).117 

There are a wide variety of alkanethiols that will self-assemble on a metal surface. 

Octadecanethiol is a typical choice for hybrid bilayer formation due to its ability to form 

tightly packed and well-ordered monolayers.71 The SAM layer can be formed by 

incubating a clean metal substrate with an alkanethiol solution,117 or by LB transfer.118 

Two general methods exist for applying the phospholipid leaflet to the SAM-covered 

surface: vesicle fusion and lipid transfer from an air–water interface.119 Vesicles in 

aqueous buffer have been shown to spontaneously fuse to the hydrophobic surface of 

supported lipid monolayers96 and alkanethiol SAMs.84 The process of vesicle fusion to 

such surfaces has been investigated by surface plasmon resonance,120 cyclic voltammetry, 

and impedance spectroscopy.121 Alternatively, a phospholipid monolayer can be 

transferred from the air–water interface to the hydrophobic surface of an alkanethiol 

SAM.122 This method requires horizontal transfer from a stable phospholipid monolayer 

supported in a Langmuir trough. 

The physical properties of a hybrid bilayer can be altered through the use of 

different alkanethiols, lipids, and membrane additives such as sterols and proteins. For 

example, increasing the chain length of the alkanethiol or phospholipid results in a 

thicker membrane, thus decreasing its capacitance.84, 123 Altering the composition of the 

vesicles used to form the lipid layer can also change the properties of hybrid membranes. 

Incorporation of ligand-conjugated lipids into the membranes is useful for investigations 

of binding kinetics and multivalent interactions. In this respect, hybrid bilayer formation 
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Figure 1.10. Graphical representations of (a) a planar supported hybrid bilayer 

membrane (HBM) and (b) a planar supported lipid bilayer membrane (PSLB). 
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 via the fusion of phospholipid vesicles containing the appropriate ligands has been 

shown to be effective.57, 124 

There are several advantages to choosing hybrid phospholipid platforms for 

sensor applications. Foremost is the coupling of a phospholipid monolayer directly to a 

metallic surface. This allows for non-labeled analyte detection by direct electrical 

measurement,1 surface plasmon resonance spectroscopy,57 or quartz crystal 

microgravimetry.124 Hybrid phospholipid membranes are often more robust than their 

solid supported counterparts due to the strong interactions between the alkanethiol SAM 

layer and the underlying substrate. For example, they can be dried and rehydrated while 

retaining at least some of their original physical and chemical properties.122  

While the rigidity and close packing of the underlying alkanethiol SAM layer 

provides many advantages, it also presents several limitations. An alkanethiol SAM layer 

is typically more crystalline in structure125 than the leaflet of a fluid phospholipid bilayer. 

This results in a less fluid environment. Insertion of proteins is also affected by the 

packing density of the underlying SAM layer.125 Transmembrane proteins with both large 

extracellular and intracellular domains cannot be easily accommodated by hybrid bilayers 

which can inhibit proper functioning.71 

 

1.3.4. Stability of supported lipid bilayers 

 An exciting and newly emerging field in solid supported lipid bilayers is the 

development of air-stable lipid membranes. Supported lipid films are “notoriously 

difficult” to work with because they are very fragile systems that require careful and 
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delicate handling procedures.126 Unprotected solid supported lipid bilayers are known to 

delaminate from the supporting substrate upon passage through an air-water interface.127 

In addition, lipid bilayer instability has been observed upon extended storage in, and 

exchange of, the contacting buffer, in the presence of soluble proteins, and with 

variations in buffer pH and temperature.12 The forces between lipids are exclusively non-

covalent and as a result, partial or complete loss of the lamellar structure occurs upon 

exposure to surfactants or organics that form mixed micelles or solubilize the constituent 

lipids.128  

This is problematic for development of practical biosensors based upon supported 

lipid bilayers because the membrane must be constantly hydrated and used immediately. 

It would be highly advantageous if the system could be dried after fabrication and 

rehydrated just prior to use. Consequently, interest in stabilized lipid films has resulted in 

a number of approaches designed to increase their chemical and mechanical stability. 

These include hybrid bilayers,1 protein stabilized lipid bilayers,127 and polymerized 

membranes formed using synthetic sorbyl-9, 10, 129 and diacetylene-containing 

phospholipids.130  

Although several authors suggest that hybrid bilayers are more stable than lipid 

bilayers on silicon dioxide surfaces,1, 84, 131-133 no demonstration of film stability after 

rinsing and drying, or exposure to organic solvents or surfactants has been published. 

Chaikof and coworkers investigated the stability of hybrid films by following the loss of 

a radiolabeled lipo-peptide doped into DPPC (dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine) films on 

OTS (octadecyltrichlorosilane) SAMs.12 Under buffered aqueous conditions, they found 
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that the films were stable for several weeks; however at temperatures above the Tm of the 

phospholipid, or in the presence of the protein albumin, significant lipid loss occurred 

within days. Consequently, they concluded that the system was insufficiently stable for 

the intended biomimetic applications.  

Another approach to stabilize lipid films is introduction of covalent bonds 

between the lipid molecules. Only a handful of scientists have investigated the use of 

polymerizable lipids to form covalent networks in supported lipid films. The following 

section provides background information on polymerizable lipids and reviews different 

polymerization methods and polymerization parameters that affect the physical properties 

of lipids. 

 

1.4. POLYMERIZABLE LIPIDS 
 

The advent of methods to polymerize supramolecular assemblies, first in 

monolayers in the 1970s, followed by bilayer vesicles in the early 1980s, and more 

recently in nonlamellar phases, i.e., cubic and hexagonal phases, has led to the creation of 

new materials, the development of new methods, and a widening perspective on the 

potential applications of these novel polymeric materials.6 These uses include the 

controlled delivery of reagents and drugs, the preparation of biological membrane 

mimics, the separation and purification of biomolecules, the modification of surfaces, the 

stabilization of organic zeolites, and the preparation of nanometer colloids, among 

others.6 
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All polymerizable lipids are obtained synthetically. Many polymerizable lipids 

exhibit physical properties that are similar to their non-polymerizable analogues before 

polymerization. Upon polymerization, the polymerizable lipids form covalent bonds with 

their next neighbor and stabilize the membrane. The polymerizable group can be 

incorporated into different parts of the lipid molecule, i.e., into the hydrophobic region or 

the hydrophilic region. The polymerizable moiety can be positioned anywhere along the 

lipid tails or linked (covalently or electrostatically) to the head group. It is notable that 

polymerization of acyl-located groups generally leads to the disappearance of the Tm, due 

to the restricted internal motion of the acyl chains, whereas phase transitions can still be 

observed in the polymerization of some head group associated moieties.128 

A variety of polymerizable groups has been successfully incorporated into lipid 

molecules.6, 128, 134, 135 Figure 1.11 shows some examples. The use of different moieties 

helped to fine tune polymerization factors such as the method of initiation, rate of 

polymerization, size of polymer fragments, and the conditions required to achieve 

efficient polymerization. All but the diacetylenyl group can be polymerized in the more 

fluid liquid-crystalline phase (Lα). In contrast, diacetylenic amphiphiles are only 

polymerized efficiently in the solid-analogous phase (Lβ) or in other solid-like 

assemblies, e.g., tubules, and the condensed phase of Langmuir monolayers.6 In many 

instances, assemblies composed of lipid diacetylenes could only be partially polymerized 

due to the topotactic nature of the reaction. This contrasts with the other reactive 

amphiphiles that may be converted to polymer in high yield (>90%).6 Figure 1.12 shows  
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Figure 1.11. Examples of polymerizable groups which have been incorporated into 

polymerizable amphiphiles. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.12. Structures of two of the polymerizable lipids used in this dissertation work. 
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the structures of two polymerizable lipids used in this dissertation: bis-SorbPC and bis-

DenPC. 

 

1.4.1. Polymerization methods 

 The method of polymer initiation affects the polymer product properties such as 

degree of polymerization.136, 137 Therefore, one must carefully decide on the initiation 

method based on the application of the lipid polymer. 

 

1.4.1.a. UV photopolymerization 

 Lipids with unsaturated bonds can be polymerized by UV irradiation. In the case 

of diacetylenic lipids, the transition from monomer to polymer can be observed visually 

as well as spectroscopically.138 For other lipids such as butadienic or bis-Sorb lipids, the 

polymerization was followed spectroscopically through a decrease in strong monomer 

absorption. It is a long held observation that the duration of the UV polymerization 

affects the polymer film formation. For example, some authors observed that continued 

irradiation of the sample caused a progressive decrease in the size of the lipid polymer.139 

On the other hand, short exposure times resulted in long polymer chains.139   

 

1.4.1.b. Thermal radical polymerization 

Water-insoluble azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) and water-soluble azobis(2-

amidinopropane) (AAPD) are two types of thermal initiators widely used in lipid 

polymerization studies. These initiators are decomposed to form radicals upon heating. 
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The polymerization is performed at 50-70 °C in order to obtain reasonable rates of radical 

generation (half-lives of AIBN at 50 and 70 °C are 71 and 4.8 h, respectively).140 Two of 

the factors controlling the polymer chain length in conventional three-dimensional 

polymerizations are the ratio of monomer to initiator ([M]/[I]) and the monomer 

concentration. It has been found that decreasing either of these quantities leads to 

formation of shorter polymer chains. The work on vesicles indicates that the same 

relationship applies to two-dimensional polymerization of lipids.141-143 

 

1.4.1.c. Redox polymerization 

 Redox polymerization uses radicals generated from the reaction of an oxidant and 

a reductant to initiate chain polymerization. The lower energy of activation (40-80 

kJ/mol) allows redox polymerization to be carried out under milder conditions than 

thermal polymerization, which lowers the possibility of side chain reactions and avoids 

possible degradation of vesicle-encapsulated compounds such as dyes or enzymes. The 

most common oxidants for redox polymerization are hydrogen peroxide, potassium 

bromate, and potassium persulfate. Reducing agents are usually L-cysteine, sodium 

hydrogensulphite, and ascorbic acid. As the strength of the oxidizing agent increases, the 

rate of polymerization also increases.136 As opposed to thermally generated radicals, 

which can be incorporated into the hydrophobic portion of the bilayer, radicals from 

redox reactions occurring in aqueous environments must diffuse to reactive groups that 

are located in the center of lipid bilayers. The most common radical generated by these 

reactions is the hydroxyl radical, which is a hydrophilic species but small enough to 
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diffuse across bilayer membranes.144, 145 It can be used to initiate reactive moieties in both 

hydrophobic and hydrophilic regions in a lipid chain. The reaction pathways to both the 

hydroxyl and sulfoxy radical species produced by the persulfate/hydrogensulphite couple 

that was used in the redox polymerizations described in this dissertation are shown 

below.146 

2 * * 2
3 2 8 3 4 4

* *
4 2 4

(1.1)

(1.2)

HSO S O HSO SO SO

SO H O HSO OH

− − − −

− −

+ → + +

+ → +
 

 

1.4.2. Polymerization parameters that affect bilayer physical properties 

 Liposomes polymerized under different conditions, yield polymerized structures 

with different properties. These properties include stability of the vesicle to 

surfactants/organic solvents, lateral mobility of the lipid molecules, phase segregation of 

polymer domains and unpolymerized/unreactive lipids, and transmembrane 

permeabilities for small molecules and ions. These properties are affected by the 

polymerization parameters such as degree of cross-linking, extent of monomer 

conversion to polymer, size of the polymer fragment, etc. The following section briefly 

discusses these parameters. 

 

1.4.2.a. Cross-linking versus linear polymerizations 

The polymerization of lipids with a single reactive group creates linear polymers. 

If more than one reactive group is present, linear polymer chains can be interconnected 

creating cross-linked polymers (Figure 1.13). Differences in linear and cross-linked lipid  
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Figure 1.13. Schematic representation of the linear or cross-linked lipid polymers formed 

by polymerization  of either mono-substituted or bis-substituted lipids, respectively. 
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polymers are generally evident in physical properties.138, 142, 147-150 These include reduced 

solubility, membrane fluidity, and permeability for small neutral molecules such as 

sucrose. 

The onset of cross-linking can be determined by the occurrence of significant 

property changes. For example, O'Brien and coworkers have generally used the 

dissolution of vesicles in surfactant or the fraction of lyophilized polymer soluble in 

organic solvents as tests to distinguish linear from cross-linked polymers. It was reported 

that the stability of vesicles towards surfactant treatment increases in the following order: 

unpolymerized < linearly polymerized <cross-linked.147 The increased stability to 

surfactant has been attributed to the cross-linking of the lipids into a covalently linked, 

monodomain polymeric vesicle. The mechanism of surfactant solubilization (lysis) of 

bilayers involves the incorporation of surfactant molecules into the bilayer. When the 

surfactant concentration is sufficiently high, the lipids no longer exist in a vesicle but are 

incorporated into a mixed micelle of lipid and surfactant. The effective solubilization of 

lipids into micelles requires that the surfactant concentration be greater than its critical 

micelle concentration (CMC) and that the surfactant to lipid molar ratio be ca. 3 to 5. If 

the lipids are cross-linked in a polymerized vesicle, they cannot be readily extracted by 

surfactant. 

The degree of cross-linking (high or low) affects the physical properties of 

isotropic polymerizations (for example, high or low density polyethylenes). In contrast, 

the differences in the physical properties of poly(vesicles) with a range of cross-link 

densities have not been reported to this author's knowledge. 
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1.4.2.b. Degree of polymerization 

The number of monomer units per polymer chain is the number-average degree of 

polymerization, nX , and is directly related to the number-average molecular weight ( nM ) 

of the polymer through its product with the molecular weight of the monomer unit. The 

nM  significantly affects polymer physical properties. In an isotropic (bulk, non-lamellar) 

polymerization, an increase in nM  is usually directly related to the mechanical strength 

of the polymer.140 In a lamellar polymerization, increasing nX  results in greater 

stabilization of vesicles to disrupting conditions such as exposure to surfactant solutions. 

For example, Sisson et al. reported that poly(vesicles) composed of mono-SorbPC with 

nX between 5 and 8 were completely lysed by excess Triton X-100 (surfactant), while 

increasing the nX  to 50 resulted in stable poly(vesicles).149 In that work, the nX  was 

altered with different methods of polymer initiation. O'Brien and coworkers were the first 

to investigate the relationship between nX  and the monomer/initiator concentrations and 

ratios in radical polymerizations in the lamellar phase.141, 151 The determination of nX  for 

lipid polymers is relatively difficult due to the general insolubility of the polymer as the 

molecular weight increases, especially for cross-linked assemblies. In such situations, 

transesterfication is performed which removes the lipid head groups and disrupts the 

cross-linking, allowing the polymer to be solubilized for analysis with size-exclusion 

chromatography.142 
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1.4.2.c. Degree of conversion 

Another factor affecting the properties of polymerized lipid assemblies is the 

degree of conversion, or the percentage of monomer converted to polymer product. In 

efficient polymerizations, nearly 100 percent of the monomer is converted to polymer. 

However, in incompletely polymerized vesicles or mixed vesicles with unreactive lipids, 

the unreacted monomers are segregated from the polymer domains.6, 27 The incomplete 

conversion of reactive lipid constituents in liposomes will not result in the complete 

stabilization of lamellar phase structures; unreacted lipid domains will be subject to 

surfactant or organic solvent dissolution and structural changes incurred from 

dehydration.  

The degree of conversion can be measured by following the decrease in 

absorbance, if the monomer has a sufficient extinction coefficient. The extinction 

coefficient for dienoyl groups is between 1.5-2.0 x l04 cm-1M-1 and can be used to follow 

the conversion of monomer to polymer in liposome polymerizations.152 

 

1.5. CONTEXT FOR AND OF SIGNIFICANCE OF THIS RESEARCH 

Cellular energy transduction processes are often driven by transmembrane ion 

gradients, and numerous artificial biomembrane systems have been developed that allow 

for chemically or light-induced transport of ions across liposomes.153-158 Light-induced 

proton pumping across lipid bilayer vesicles, for example, can be used to drive ATP 

synthesis.153, 154 These liposomal architectures, however, are not readily interfaced to a 

solid-state transducer.159 Formation of an ion gradient across a planar-supported 
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membrane, "wired" to a substrate electrode, may ultimately allow utilization of the 

potential energy to drive other electrochemical processes. One such supramolecular 

assembly is presently being designed and tested by the research groups of Gust, Moore, 

and Moore at Arizona State University and Saavedra, Armtrong, Hall at University of 

Arizona.  

This collaborative project is focused on the development of artificial, planar 

photosynthetic assemblies that use visible wavelength excitation to drive a biomimetic 

energy transduction process, specifically vectoral  transmembrane proton pumping.153, 160 

A schematic view of the energy conversion concept is presented in Figure 1.14. To 

characterize its structure and photochemical activity, and as a first step toward coupling it 

to an electronic device, the assembly will be deposited on a self-assembled, conducting 

polymer cushion (e.g. polyaniline) deposited on an indium tin oxide (ITO) semiconductor 

support. Artificial photosynthetic reaction centers (C-P-Q triads)153 and diffusive 

quinones (Qs) will be incorporated into planar supported bilayer that is stabilized by 

cross-linking polymerization. Upon light absorption, the  (structure shown in Figure 

1.14b) undergoes electron transfer to produce the charge separated C+-P-Q-, which 

reduces Q at the outer interface and oxidizes it at the inner interface. Thus Q shuttles 

protons from the outer electrolyte across the membrane to the space occupied by the 

water-swollen polymer cushion – each triad acts as a closed-loop photoelectrochemical 

system (i.e. electrons are conserved within the PSLB). The ITO support is useful to 

monitor the formation of the pH gradient as a change in interfacial potential, resulting 

from proton-doping of the polymer layer. This type of device that utilizes 
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Figure 1.14. Schematic view of the energy conversion concept: a planar ITO electrode is 

modified with a hydrophilic, self-assembled conductive polymer cushion, on which is 

deposited a PLSB that is stabilized by cross-linking polymerization, and incorporates 

artificial photosynthetetic reaction centers (C-P-Q triads) and diffusive quinones (e.g. 

benzoquinone, Qs). 
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a light-driven, transmembrane proton pump, interfaced to an electrically active support, is 

significant because at the most basic level, the proton motive force across a biological 

membrane is an essential element of biological information and energy processing. 

There are significant challenges in this project. Among them are the creation of 

cross-linked PSLBs that are stable to chemical and physical disruptions, yet retain their 

barrier properties (i.e. prevent ion leakage), allow vectorial insertion of triads, permit 

transmembrane ion transport by lipid-soluble quinine shuttles, and maintain interface 

compatibility with polymer cushion. Poly(lipid) films with these properties have not been 

reported. For example, some of the properties described above depend on transmembrane 

diffusion of cations. It is likely that polymer network will change the permeability 

properties, but there are no published studies that address the effect of bilayer 

polymerization on the transmembrane diffusion of ions. Therefore, a convenient 

liposome-based assay based on entrapment of a calcium-sensitive fluor was developed. 

The design of the assay permits measurement of both the permeability of poly(lipids) to 

Ca2+ (a convenient ion to monitor in these systems) through defects in the bilayer, as well 

as assessment of the viability of insertion of a lipid-soluble ionophore into the lipid 

bilayer to diffusively transport Ca2+. Both properties are important for development of 

artificial photosynthetic poly(lipid)  membranes, i.e. to transport protons across the 

membrane, the quinone shuttle must be capable of diffusing through the poly(lipid) 

network, and the defect density in the membrane must be low enough to prevent 

significant back-leakage of the transported protons. A comparison of calcium 
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transmembrane diffusion across bilayers composed of polymerizable lipids, both before 

and after polymerization, and natural fluid lipids will be discussed in Chapter 4. 

In Chapter 5, the proton permeability of polymerized lipids will be discussed. In 

this study, the focus would be bis-DenPC, a polymerizable lipid that showed resistance to 

Ca2+ leakage during in the permeability assay in Chapter 4. For this purpose, two proton 

permeability assays will be described that generate the ∆pH by different methods: i) by a 

redox reaction that closely mimics the electron transfer reactions in biological systems; 

and ii) by a direct addition of an acid to the external medium to create a pH gradient. 

Another challenge would be to couple a lipid bilayer directly to the transducer to 

have a stable, uniform film. This avenue is explored using hybrid bilayers. In Chapter 2, 

physical and chemical properties of hybrid bilayers prepared with a polymerizable lipid, 

bis-SorbPC, will be discussed. 

Creation of a polymeric network in the center of the bilayer appears to perturb the 

packing of the lipid tails, creating ion-permeable defects. This is based on the 

permeability studies of these types of lipids (e.g. bis-SorbPC, Chapter 4). Therefore, 

novel head group polymerizable lipids were synthesized on a strategy that is based on the 

hypothesis that head group polymerization should minimally perturb tail group packing 

and thus minimally perturb the characteristic ion impermeability of the membrane. These 

novel lipids were evaluated for their lipid characteristics and ability to form polymers. 

This will be discussed in Chapter 3. Their permeability properties will be discussed in 

Chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER 2.  

STABILIZATION OF BIS-SORBPC LIPID MONOLAYERS ON OTS MODIFIED 

SiO2 BY POLYMERIZATION 

2.1. INTRODUCTION 

Supported lipid bilayer systems have attracted attention as biomembrane models 

as well as a biomimetic matrix for design of biosensors based on specific interactions of 

biological molecules with incorporated receptors.5 In addition to providing a bioactive 

environment for receptors in biosensors, biomembranes can minimize sensor “fouling” 

by adsorption of undesirable nontarget protein molecules inherently present in biological 

matrices. This can be achieved by exploiting the characteristic protein adsorption 

resistance of the hydrated phosphorylcholine (PC) lipid head group.13, 161, 162 

Planar supported lipid bilayers (PSLBs) are commonly prepared either by 

Langmuir-Blodgett-Schaefer (LBS) or vesicle fusion methods.163, 164 In LBS deposition, 

the packing density and lipid composition of the film can be controlled, which makes this 

method appropriate for making asymmetric bilayers.129 In contrast, vesicle fusion is a 

much simpler method that can be used with fluid-phase lipids and is the choice for 

commercial applications with variety of optically and electrically active substrates.1, 97, 165  

 

2.1.1. Stability issues of lipid bilayers and hybrid bilayers 

A key problem associated with fluid PSLBs formed from naturally occurring 

lipids is that the lipid molecules are self organized with each other and with the 

underlying substrate surface by relatively weak noncovalent forces.8 These forces are 
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insufficient to maintain the bilayer structure under chemical, mechanical, or thermal 

distress. Consequently, partial or complete loss of bilayer structure occurs upon exposure 

to surfactants or organics as well as upon removal from water.9, 10 Therefore, interest in 

developing stabilized lipid films while maintaining their inherent biocompatibility has 

been a focus of research efforts since the early 1980s.13-17  

From a broad perspective, there are two general approaches to create robust lipid 

assemblies. One strategy is covalent polymerization of lamellar assemblies that contain 

lipid monomers with reactive moieties. It has been shown that lipid polymerization can 

enhance the structural stability and decrease the solubility of these supramolecular 

structures.6, 13, 15, 16, 128 Despite the fact that there are a large number of polymerizable 

lipids that have been synthesized and characterized, only few polymerizable groups have 

been used to make stable lipid bilayers on solid supports.6, 166 Ideally, the reactive lipid 

monomer should have high degree of conversion to yield high molecular weight 

polymers under lipid deposition and polymerization conditions to make uniform stable 

PSLBs. In a communication and subsequent papers, Ross et al. described generation of 

cross-linked polymerized PSLBs on SiO2 that were unaffected by repeated air-drying or 

exposure to organic solvents. 9, 10, 167 These PSLBs were based on redox-polymerized 

sorbyl functionalized lipids (e.g. bis-SorbPC). In these papers, they reported a low water 

contact angle and a high resistance to nonspecific protein adsorption that is consistent 

with a uniform array of zwitterionic PC head groups on the lipid film. These are the first 

reported stable polymerized PSLBs that show biocompatibility comparable to native 

lipids. 
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 The second approach to create robust lipid assemblies is based on the formation 

of a lipid monolayer on an alkyl-terminated self-assembled monolayer (SAM) film to 

create a “hybrid” bilayer.1, 122, 131, 168 Hybrid bilayer membranes (HBMs) can be prepared 

by an initial application of a substrate-bound SAM followed by either vesicle spreading 

or LBS deposition to create a lipid monolayer on the SAM. Here, the stability is a result 

of surface attachment of SAM as well as weak noncovalent interactions between lipid 

tails and hydrocarbon end groups of the SAM film.57, 96, 169 In principle, this balance of 

properties leads to an increase in stability relative to that of unpolymerized PSLBs,18 but 

with the possibility of retention of fluidity within the outer leaflet. Although this 

increases the aqueous stability of lipid structures, it does not prevent lipid loss upon 

exposure to harsher conditions such as surfactant solutions or transfer across air-water 

interface.1, 12, 170 Formation of PSLBs is often difficult on metal surfaces.98, 101 Therefore, 

HBMs offer a unique way of making organic thin films that contain lipids on metals and 

extending biocompatibility to metal surfaces, rather than limiting the formation of PSLBs 

to glass surfaces. In addition, the outer and inner leaflets of the bilayer architecture can be 

independently manipulated in HBMs.131  

 

2.1.2. Polymerizable lipids in hybrid bilayers 

One can expect to utilize this enhanced stability of HBMs coupled with 

polymerizable lipids to make more robust HBMs that withstand harsher conditions while 

taking advantage of the properties of HBMs described earlier. Few attempts to make 

poly(HBMs) have been reported. Notable efforts were made by Chaikof and coworkers 
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using monoacrylate-based reactive lipids.171-174 These films were polymerized using 

either thermally induced or light induced radical polymerization to yield linear polymers. 

Poly(HBMs) were characterized by angle-resolved ESCA and/or IR spectroscopy to 

ensure that there was a film on the substrate, and some cases using ellipsometry to 

measure the film thickness. They also used the water contact angle to measure film 

wettability and changes therein under stress situations, such as drying. Protein adsorption 

experiments showed significant adsorption presumably due to defects on the surface. 

Attempts to observe these defects were not reported by the authors. The defects on the 

surface usually would have been able to see using a surface imaging technique such as 

atomic force microscopy (AFM). Under these conditions, they found that the 

poly(HBMs) demonstrate short-term stability. The lack of expected long-term stability in 

these systems was attributed to the absence of a network formation, which is generally 

found in cross-linked polymers.  

In this study, the ability of a cross-linking polymerizable lipid, bis-Sorbyl 

phosphatidylcholine (bis-SorbPC),141, 175 to form an air-stable, uniform HBM was 

investigated. In this HBM, the lower leaflet does not have sorbyl reactive groups. 

Therefore, the cross-linking polymerization is restricted to the upper leaflet. This 

prevents the formation of intermonolayer cross-linking between the two leaflets. In 

contrast, a bilayer composed of bis-SorbPC can form intermonolyer cross-links.10, 129 The 

HBMs were investigated based on film deposition parameters as well as on different 

polymerization parameters. Film deposition parameters include both LBS deposition and 

vesicle fusion methods. Polymerization parameters include comparisons of films made 
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from UV-initiated polymerization as well as redox-initiated and thermally generated 

radical polymerizations. The stability of HBMs containing unpolymerized bis-SorbPC 

and a non-polymerizable natural fluidic lipid, 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine 

(DOPC) were also investigated. The films were characterized using ellipsometry, contact 

angle measurements, and AFM. 

 

2.2. EXPERIMENTAL 

In this section, the methodology used to handle and prepare lipids including 

polymerizable lipids, assemble and polymerize supported hybrid bilayers, and 

characterize physical properties including film uniformity, thickness, and wetting 

behavior are described.  

 

2.2.1. Materials 

DOPC was purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids (http://www.avantilipids.com) 

and used without further purification. The polymerizable lipid, bis-SorbPC is not 

commercially available (Figure 1.12). Therefore, it was prepared in the Chemical 

Synthesis Facility in the University of Arizona by a modification of the procedure 

reported by Lamparski et al.176
  The lipid structure was established by 1H NMR and high-

resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS). In addition, the purity was confirmed by the 

presence of only one spot on TLC. 95% n-Octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) (Gelest, Inc 

PA) and 99% dicyclohexyl (Aldrich, WI) were used as received. The water used in 

rinsing and the polymerization experiments, hereafter referred to as deionized water, was 
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obtained from a Barnstead Nanopure system with a measured resistivity of 18.3 MΩ cm 

and total organic content specified as less than 10 ppb. Silicon wafer substrates (1, 1, 1) 

were purchased from Wacker. All other reagents and solvents were purchased from 

standard commercial sources and used as received.  

 

2.2.2. Surface preparation  

Silicon wafers were used as substrates. These were cleaned in 30% H2O2/ 70% 

H2SO4 piranha solution for ca. 30 min, followed by rinsing several times with deionized 

water. The cleaned substrates were then sonicated in deionized water for 10 min, and then 

rinsed again, and dried under direct flowing N2. This procedure produced hydrophilic 

substrates with a sessile water contact angle of less than 10°. The substrates were used 

immediately after cleaning.  

 

2.2.3. OTS SAM and lipid monolayer formation 

OTS SAMs were deposited on cleaned Si substrates at 22-23 °C (ca. 72 °F) and at 

20-30% humidity in a controlled atmospheric box. Silane solution was prepared by 

dissolving OTS in dicyclohexyl at a concentration of 1 µL/mL. The substrates were then 

dipped into the silane solution for 6 hours. The solution was not stirred and fresh 

solutions were prepared for each experiment. Upon removal, silane-coated substrates 

were sonicated sequentially in chloroform, ethanol, and in deionized water for 5, 7 and 10 

minutes respectively to remove non-covalently adsorbed silane molecules.177 The 
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samples were blown dried with a directed stream of nitrogen immediately prior to lipid 

deposition.  

Supported bis-SorbPC monolayers were prepared by either vesicle fusion or LBS 

deposition. Bis-SorbPC lipids were handled under yellow light to avoid photo-initiated 

polymerization. Lipids from stock benzene solution were dried under a stream of argon 

followed by drying for ca. 4 hours under vacuum. The lipids were hydrated in deionized 

water to a final concentration of 0.5-1 mg/mL and then vortexed several times after 

warming the solution for 35 °C. To prepare small unilamellar lipid vesicles (SUV) for 

vesicle fusion, the solution was sonicated to clarity at 35 °C for ca. 30 min. Immediately 

after preparation, SUVs were used for vesicle fusion.1, 9, 10, 112, 163 Drops of SUV solution 

were deposited on the dried OTS-coated substrate until the surface was fully covered 

with the solution (approximately 100 µL for 1 x 1 cm2 surface). Substrates were left in a 

97% relative humidity environment prepared from excess K2SO4 salt in contact with its 

saturated solution and contained within an enclosed desiccator.178  The fusion time was 

varied as described later. The lipid-coated substrate was then transferred to a jar filled 

with freshly prepared redox mixture for redox polymerization or to a shallow 

crystallization dish for UV polymerization. Caution was taken to prevent excessive 

mechanical shocks and exposing unpolymerized hybrid bilayers to air prior to initiating 

polymerization.  

DOPC HBMs were prepared in a similar manner except that during vesicle 

fusion, the OTS-coated substrate was dipped into a well in a plate filled with DOPC 

vesicles. This difference in fusion method was necessitated because it was found that the 
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DOPC vesicle solution slid off of the OTS-coated substrate when subjected to the 

slightest mechanical shake. Because DOPC is not a polymerizable lipid, the DOPC 

HBMs were not subjected to polymerization conditions. After vesicle fusion, they were 

removed from the fusion well and rinsed several times with deionized water, and dried 

with a gentle flow of Ar. 

For LBS deposition, bis-SorbPC (50 µg) was spread from benzene as the 

spreading solvent and deionized water as the subphase in a Nima model 611D Langmuir 

trough.67, 129 The solvent was allowed to evaporate for 20 min before the film was 

compressed. Film deposition was performed at a surface pressure of 32 mN/m. The 

pressure-area isotherm for a Langmuir monolayer of bis-SorbPC is shown in Figure 2.1. 

The bis-SorbPC monolayer was deposited by passing the substrate coated with OTS 

SAM horizontally through the air-water interface (48 mm/min) at constant pressure. All 

depositions were carried out at 25 °C. After the formation, the unpolymerized hybrid 

bilayer was transferred under deionized water to a suitable container for polymerization.  

 

2.2.4. Polymerization  

UV polymerization was performed by exposure to radiation from a low-pressure 

mercury pen lamp (Fisher Scientific) with a rated intensity of 4500 µW/cm2 at 254 nm 

for ca. 30 min. Bis-SorbPC monomer used in this work has an absorbance maximum at 

258 nm.141 A 230-410 nm band-pass filter (U-330, Edmund Optics) was used to remove 

the shorter wavelength UV that was found to cause degradation of the lipid film.139   
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Figure 2.1. Pressure-area isotherm for bis-SorbPC at the air/water interface. Region I – 

Liquid-condensed (LC)/Liquid-expanded (LE) state. Region II – LC dominant state. 
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Redox-initiated polymerization was performed with degassed and then Ar purged 

solutions of 20 mM potassium persulfate and 10 mM sodium hydrogensulphite. The two 

solutions were mixed together immediately before the substrates were immersed. The 

polymerization reaction was allowed to proceed under positive Ar pressure for at least 2 

hours, except where noted. After UV or redox polymerization, the substrate-supported 

poly(hybrid) bilayer films were removed from solution, rinsed several times with 

deionized water, and dried with a stream of flowing argon gas. 

 

2.2.5. Film characterization 

2.2.5.a. Ellipsometry and contact angle measurements 

Thickness measurements of supported hybrid bilayers were performed using a 

Sentech SE400 ellipsometer (Sentech Instruments GmbH, Berlin, Germany) using the 

632.8 nm line of a HeNe laser at a 70° incident angle from the surface normal, assuming 

a uniform refractive index profile of 1.46 for OTS and lipid films.10 Measurements were 

made at several locations on each sample and on a minimum of three independently 

prepared samples for each type of film. 

 Contact angles of deionized water on substrates were measured with a Krüss 

model DSA 10 Mk2 drop shape analysis system. Drop shapes were analyzed with the 

software, Drop Shape Analysis (DSA) for Windows, version 1.70. Static drop analysis 

was performed with a volume of 1 µL at multiple sites on each sample, and on at least 

three independently prepared samples for each film. Static contact angles were fit using 

the Tangent-1 method provided with the DSA software. 
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2.2.5.b. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 

  The surface morphology of films was examined using AFM performed in tapping 

mode on a Nanoscope III (Digital Instruments, Santa Barbara, CA). Tapping mode etched 

silicon probes (TESP) were purchased from Digital Instruments and were tuned to 

between 200-400 kHz for measurements in air. Measurements on samples immersed in 

deionized water were carried out in the standard Digital Instruments solution cell using 

contact mode probes (NP-20) tuned to approximately 33 kHz in tapping mode 

configuration. A minimum of three different samples for each film type were prepared 

and imaged. For each sample, images were acquired at several locations. The images 

presented in this work are typical and representative of multiple measurements (minimum 

of 3) on the respective samples. Roughness analyses were also performed on some 

samples, using manufacturer’s supplied software program. The root-mean-square (rms) 

average of the surface roughness value was calculated as the standard deviation of all the 

height values within a given area, 1 µm2, unless otherwise noted. 

 

2.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
 

HBMs were prepared using bis-SorbPC (Figure 1.12), the same polymerizable 

lipid that our group used in previous studies to form defect free, uniform poly(PSLBs) on 

SiO2.10 The polymerization parameters and film characterization methods that were used 

in those studies provided a starting point for comparing methods to prepare HBMs.  
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2.3.1. OTS SAMs on SiO2 

OTS films were deposited using self-assembly. These films were evaluated for 

consistency by measuring water contact angle, film thickness, and film morphology. 

These data are presented in Table 2.1 and Figure 2.2.b. The contact angle data of 109 ± 2 

degrees confirmed the generation of a hydrophobic surface compared to the initial 

hydrophilic SiO2 surface (<10 degrees). AFM images and rms roughness values of these 

surfaces were essentially indistinguishable from that of the clean Si wafers (Figure 2.2.a-

b.). The ellipsometric thickness of 26 ± 1 Å and the data presented above are consistent 

with the OTS SAMs on SiO2 made by other groups. 177, 179, 180 

 

2.3.2. Unpolymerized hybrid films 

For comparison to polymerized HBMs, unpolymerized HBMs formed from bis-

SorbPC and DOPC lipids by vesicle fusion were prepared and analyzed. Polymerized bis-

SorbPC HBMs will be discussed in Section 2.3.3. Table 2.1 lists the ellipsometric 

thickness, rms roughness, and water contact angle measurements for bis-SorbPC HBMs 

formed under various conditions, as well as for several other types of dried lipid films. In 

those cases, where lipid polymerization was not performed before the film was removed 

from water, the measured thickness was lower than the expected thickness of a DOPC or 

bis-SorbPC monolayer. This is particularly true for HBMs prepared from DOPC. The 

measured film thickness was negligible (3 ± 3 Å). The expected theoretical length of the 

bis-SorbPC monomer in all trans configuration is 26-28 Å and 22-23 Å for DOPC 

monolayer.9, 181 In addition, the thickness value obtained for bis-SorbPC HBMs is lower
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Table 2.1. Ellipsometric thickness (Å), static water contact angle, and AFM rms 

roughness measurements on air-dried films. All lipid monolayers were vesicle fused 

unless stated otherwise, and the fusion time was 8 hours. All LBS deposited films were 

redox polymerized for 4 hours and then air-dried before the measurements. UV 

polymerized bis-SorbPC monolayers were irradiated for 30 min.  

 

 

 Ellipsometric 
thickness (Å)

Static water contact 
angle (degrees) 

rms roughness 
(nm) 

Native oxide layer on SiO2 19.3 ± 0.5 <10 0.10 ± 0.02 

OTS SAM layer on SiO2 26 ± 1 109 ± 2 0.10 ± 0.04 

DOPC monolayer on 
OTS/SiO2 

3 ± 3 97 ± 8 0.5 ± 0.3 

bis-SorbPC monolayer on 
OTS/SiO2 

23 ± 6 
 

98 ± 2 
 

1.7 ± 0.4 

 

redox poly(bis-SorbPC) 
monolayer on OTS/SiO2 

30 ± 2 
69 ± 2 
 

0.47 ± 0.03 

 

UV poly(bis-SorbPC) 
monolayer on OTS/SiO2 

20 ± 3 93 ± 4 2.3 ± 0.2 

LBS deposited redox poly(bis-
SorbPC) monolayer on 
OTS/SiO2 

16 ± 3 79 ± 5 0.49 ± 0.08 
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Figure 2.2. AFM images and line scans obtained on surfaces: (a) Bare SiO2 and (b) OTS 

SAM on SiO2. All the images have a height scale of 2 nm. 

a b 
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than the optimally polymerized redox poly(bis-SorbPC) HBMs that will be discussed in 

Section 2.3.3.b. 

AFM was used to examine the surface topography of these HBMs to supplement 

ellipsometry and contact angle data. Patches of lipids can be seen scattered through out 

the AFM images of DOPC HBM films (Figure 2.3) compared to that of the initial 

uniform OTS substrates. The high water contact angle (97°) confirms that there is little 

hydrophilic film present. This observation is consistent with reports that near-quantitative 

lipid desorption occurs when a fluid lipid film is transferred across the air/water 

interface.8, 10  

In contrast to DOPC HBMs, the ellipsometric bis-SorbPC layer thickness of 23 ± 

6 Å suggests that the structure of unpolymerized bis-SorbPC HBMs was somewhat 

preserved after the film was removed from the water. However, the water contact angle 

of 98° is closer to that of hydrophobic OTS layer (109°). A higher water contact angle 

suggests that this is not a continuous film but a disordered membrane film. A typical 

AFM image observed for an unpolymerized bis-SorbPC HBM is shown in Figure 2.4. 

The appearance of small, irregularly shaped domains, separated by gaps or voids, is 

consistent over the substrate surface. The measured root-mean-square (rms) roughness of 

1.7 nm is again consistent with the observed topography. The thickness difference 

between DOPC and unpolymerized bis-SorbPC HBMs appears to be due to the retention 

of more material on bis-SorbPC HBM. This greater retention might be due to difference 

in structural features between DOPC and bis-SorbPC, i.e. presumably due to having 
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terminal functional groups in bis-SorbPC that led to stronger interaction of tails of bis-

SorbPC with alkyl groups of OTS SAM. 

 

2.3.3. Polymerized bis-SorbPC hybrid films 

HBMs were formed from bis-SorbPC by either vesicle fusion or LBS deposition. 

These films were subjected to either redox-initiated radical polymerization or UV 

photopolymerization before removing the film from water. 

Previously published reports suggest that under the polymerization conditions 

described above, the redox-initiated polymerization reaction was >90% completed after 

30 min as monitored by the absorbance of bis-SorbPC monomer at 260 nm (where 

poly(bis-SorbPC) is spectroscopically transparent).10, 152 Similarly, Conboy et al. reported 

>95% disappearance of bis-SorbPC monomer after 2 min in UV induced 

polymerization.129 To ensure that the monomer to polymer conversion went to 

completion, the redox reaction was allowed to proceed for minimum of 2 hours before 

the film was removed from the solution and in the case of UV polymerization, the 

illumination was maintained for ca. 30 min.  

 
2.3.3.a. Effect of vesicle fusion time 

The vesicle fusion process onto hydrophobic surfaces to form a lipid monolayer is 

believed to be more complicated than hydrophilic surfaces, involving many stages, which 

may include vesicle adsorption, rupture and spreading.182-184 Therefore, in order to find 

the optimum film deposition conditions, the vesicle fusion time was varied keeping the 

other film conditions constant. The dependence of film thickness and water contact angle 
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Figure 2.3. AFM image of a dried DOPC film on OTS/SiO2. The film was deposited by 

vesicle fusion for 8 hours before it was taken out of the water.  
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Figure 2.4. AFM image and a line scan obtained on a surface of a dried film of bis-

SorbPC deposited on OTS/SiO2 without polymerization. The image has a height scale of 

5 nm. Bis-SorbPC liposomes were fused for ca. 8 hours to prepare the HBM film. 
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Figure 2.5. Plot of ellipsometric thickness (Å) and sessile water contact angle with 

varying vesicle fusion times (hours) for air-dried, redox polymerized bis-SorbPC films on 

OTS/SiO2.  
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 as a function of vesicle fusion time is presented in Figure 2.5. In this experiment, the 

duration of redox-initiated polymerization was kept constant at 4 hours. All contact 

angles remained constant around average of 73° with the lowest contact angle (69°) at 8 

hours (Table 2.2). Similar results were reported by Orban et al. for their acrylate-PC lipid 

monolayers on OTS-coated substrates.174 They found a decrease in contact angle over the 

first 8 h of fusion time followed by a stable period during which no change in contact 

angles was observed. 

The contact angle values for poly(bis-SorbPC) HBMs are lower than the 109° 

contact angle for an OTS film, which suggests that there is a film covering the OTS layer. 

However, these values are much higher than the value (32°) anticipated for a defect-free, 

uniform poly(bis-SorbPC) bilayer.10 Although the HBMs were more hydrophilic than the 

original OTS film, the relatively high contact angle values indicate that these films 

contain pinholes and defects, exposing the inner alkyl chains to water droplets. 

Schematics in Figure 2.6 illustrate water contact angle difference between poly(HBMs) 

and poly(PSLBs). AFM images and line scans of some of these films are shown in Figure 

2.7 and 2.8. These data demonstrate that these films contained pinholes, which is 

consistent with the water contact angle data. Similar to our observation, Orban and 

coworkers reported considerable disorder for their acrylate-PC lipid monolayer as 

determined by external reflectance infrared spectroscopy.174 The basis of the disorder was 

not reported and speculated to be due to the polymerization process. 
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Table 2.2. Ellipsometric thickness (Å), static water contact angle and AFM rms 

roughness (nm) with varying vesicle fusion time (hours) for air-dried, redox polymerized 

bis-SorbPC films on OTS/SiO2. 

 

Fusion time (hours) Thickness (Å) Contact Angle (degrees) rms roughness (nm) 

2 17 ± 2 72 ± 1 0.73 ± 0.06 

5 22 ± 3 72 ± 3 0.7 ± 0.1 

8 30 ± 2 69 ± 2 0.47 ± 0.03 

11 26 ± 5 76 ± 1 0.5 ± 0.1 

15 36 ± 10 73 ± 2 0.37 ± 0.03 

26 36 ± 10 75 ± 1 0.4 ± 0.1 
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Figure 2.6. Schematic illustrations of water contact angle differences in bis-SorbPC-

based poly(HBMs) and poly(PSLBs): (a) higher contact angle on poly(HBM) (b) lower 

contact angle on poly(PSLB). In simple terms, high-energy (surface tension) surfaces 

such as glass etc. are easily wettable by water, but low-energy surfaces such as 

hydrocarbons etc. are usually not wet by water since water has a high surface tension.185-

187 Due to the presence of pinholes on the HBM, it is possible that the hydrophobic 

interior is exposed to the outer environment. This will lower the surface tension of the 

film in contrast to a virtually pinhole free, poly(PSLBs), yielding a higher contact angle. 

a b 
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A gradual increase in ellipsometric thickness was observed over the first 8 h of 

fusion up to 30 Å. This was followed by a plateau in thickness values at subsequent time 

points with average thickness of 36 Å (Figure 2.5). The thickness of the 8 h fused film 

(30 ± 2 Å) is consistent with the expected value for a monolayer of bis-SorbPC.9, 181 The 

lowest measured contact angle for a poly(bis-SorbPC) HBM is also recorded at the 8 h 

fusion. In addition, rms roughness value is among the lowest at 8 h. Therefore, it was 

decided that for further studies, the film fusion time was set as 8 h.  

The increased thickness for longer fusion times is consistent with the tendency of 

phospholipids to form multilayered vesicles, tubes or stacked planar surfaces by self-

assembly.12, 170, 188 This was confirmed in bis-SorbPC HBMs by AFM images of fusion 

times more than 8 h. The images showed tangible round shapes with increasing regularity 

(Figure 2.8a-c). Even though these AFM images show fewer pinholes as compared to the 

films formed with shorter fusion times (Figure 2.7), the high contact angle of ca. 75° for 

these films suggests that these shapes sparingly cover the surface and allow water to be in 

contact with the hydrophobic inner alkyl layer. Even with repeated rinsing, it was 

difficult to remove these lipid structures. While previous authors have reported that 

supported multilayer lipid assemblies can be rinsed away with a lot of water,189, 190 

Winger et al. reported 12 that the supported multilayered lipid structures they encountered 

were hard to rinsed away from the lipid surface.  

The appearance of gaps or pinholes was consistent across all poly(bis-SorbPC) 

HBMs. Ross et al. reported a similar situation where they encountered gaps in their 

partially polymerized bis-SorbPC PSLBs, in contrast to the PSLBs that were fully
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Figure 2.7. AFM images and line scans obtained on air-dried, redox polymerized films with varying fusion times: (a) 2 hours 

fusion, (b) 5 hours fusion, and (c) 8 hours fusion. All the images have a height scale of 5 nm.  

a b c 
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Figure 2.8. AFM images and line scans obtained on air-dried, redox polymerized films with varying fusion times: (a) 11 hours 

fusion, (b) 15 hours fusion, and (c) 26 hours fusion. All the images have a height scale of 5 nm. 

a b c 
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polymerized.10 The likely explanation for this observed topography is that upon transfer 

of the film across the air-water interface, unreacted bis-SorbPC monomers and oligomers 

were desorbed, creating the observed pinholes. This hypothesis suggests two possibilities; 

that it is possible to have a complete, uniform film before the transfer across air-water 

interface and secondly, it is possible to improve the polymerization to yield near-

quantitative reaction of sorbyl groups, generating larger polymer fragments that are 

harder to desorb upon removal from water.  

An underwater AFM image of an 8 h fused HBM with 4 h redox polymerization 

is shown in the Figure 2.9a. As expected, the surface of this HBM was very continuous 

and smooth (rms roughness of ca. 0.1 nm). Winger and Chaikof found similar results for 

DPPC and DMPC HBMs prepared on OTS SAMs and imaged under an aqueous 

environment.191 This data confirms that a uniform bis-SorbPC monolayer can be 

produced by vesicle fusion to an OTS SAM modified SiO2. For comparison purposes, the 

same poly(bis-SorbPC) HBM, after several drying and re-hydration cycles, is shown in 

the Figure 2.9b. The AFM image and line scan in Figure 2.9b reveal a relatively rough 

surface (rms roughness of ca. 0.4 nm) composed of a porous lipid network. This proves 

our assumption that oligomers and monomers desorb from the film surface under the 

conditions of dehydration.  

The lower ellipsometric thickness values for our non-ideally fused (<8 h), dried 

HBMs (Table 2.2) are presumably due to the incomplete monolayer, as well as chain 

tilting of lipid molecules to prevent gaps from forming. Winger and Chaikof suggested 

that lipid molecules might undergo chain tilting in order to maintain close-packed contact 
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Figure 2.9. AFM images and line scans obtained on surfaces: (a) Underwater AFM image of bis-SorbPC deposited on 

OTS/SiO2 with redox polymerization and (b) Dried film of (a) after several drying and re-hydration cycles. These bis-SorbPC 

liposomes were fused for ca. 8 hours to prepare HBMs. Height scale of (a) is 2 nm, while it is 5 nm for (b). 

a b 
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among molecules under low surface coverage.191 This would minimize the energetically 

unfavorable nature of exposing the underlying hydrophobic interior, although the 

maximum tilt angle was insufficient to enable complete OTS surface coverage. 

The main phase transition temperature for bis-SorbPC is ca. 28 °C.175 Under the 

film fusion conditions at RT (ca. 25 °C), bis-SorbPC is a mixture of both liquid-

condensed and liquid-expanded phases. The uniform appearance of gaps could be due to 

domain formation during the polymerization or before the polymerization. However, it 

was reported that unpolymerized bis-SorbPC PSLBs doped with FITC labeled DOPE, 

deposited at RT, exhibited uniform fluorescence when observed under epifluorescence 

microscopy.129 This does not rule out formation of domains that are smaller than that 

which can be detected by optical microscopy, but are on the scales that are visible by 

AFM. Since a complete HBM is present in an aqueous environment (Figure 2.9a), further 

evaluation of vesicle fusion conditions, such as effect of temperature on fusion, was not 

attempted. 

 

2.3.3.b. Change in redox-initiated polymerization conditions  

In order to assess our second hypothesis, i.e. to improve the polymerization 

conditions to yield higher molecular weight fragments, the redox-initiated polymerization 

conditions were varied. It is possible that if the extent of the polymerization is 

insufficient, it will lead to partially polymerized film.10 In addition, it has been found that 

temperature has an effect on the degree of polymerization ( nX ) of redox polymerized 

bis-SorbPC films.136 Therefore, the time of polymerization and the temperature were 
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varied while keeping other conditions constant. Ross and co-workers found that redox 

poly(bis-SorbPC) films were impossible to differentiate as characterized by AFM and 

ellipsometry, at redox mixture concentrations of ≥ 0.01 M, regardless of the 

oxidant/reductant ratio.10 Therefore, the initiator concentrations were not changed or 

modified the oxidant/reductant ratio, but used appropriately low (0.01 - 0.02 M) initiator 

concentrations and 2:1 oxidant/reductant ratio that fall in with the established hypothesis 

to generate higher molecular weight fragments.128, 141, 142, 192, 193  

The effect of polymerization time on 8 h fused HBMs as determined by thickness, 

water contact angle, and rms roughness is presented in Table 2.3. Little or no change was 

observed over 2-15 hours. Thus, redox-initiated polymerization required a minimum of 

only 2 hours but for the clarity and ease of comparison among various bis-SorbPC 

HBMs, it was kept ca. 4 h for further studies.  

Tsuchida and co-workers suggested that increasing the temperature above the Tm 

of the lipid, using K2S2O8/NaHSO3 initiation, increases the nX  of the poly(lipid).136 This 

observation has been associated with both enhanced lateral diffusion of the lipid 

molecules and improved permeability of free-radical initiator into the lipid bilayer.193 

Based on these studies, the analysis was extended to the effect of temperature between 10 

and 45 °C for K2S2O8/NaHSO3 initiated polymerization of bis-SorbPC HBMs. The data 

are summarized in Table 2.4. There is little or no change observed for ellipsometric 

thickness, water contact angle and rms roughness of bis-SorbPC HBMs at RT and 30 °C. 

Corresponding AFM images are shown in Figure 2.10b-c.  
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The AFM image and line scan of the HBM at 10 °C show that the pinhole number 

density has increased compared to HBMs prepared at RT and 30 °C. In addition, the 

average apparent diameter of a pinhole seems to be decreased also (Figure 2.10a). The 

slightly increased rms roughness (0.6 ± 0.2 nm) is consistent with this observation. 

However, the overall thickness remained closer to the films prepared at RT and 30 °C 

HBMs. The increased number of smaller pinholes is likely due to creation of a larger 

number of low molecular weight polymers and eventual desorption of them along with 

water during the dehydration. At temperatures below Tm, the lipid tails are more likely to 

be in all-trans extended conformation, and are likely to be in favorable conformation for 

the propagation of the reaction. On the other hand, the rate of diffusion of the lipid 

monomers is lower such that the frequency of collisions leading to polymer growth is 

decreased. The radical species formed, at low temperatures, are considered to be mainly 

ionic species.193 The ionic species are expected to have relatively low permeability 

through the hydrophobic lipid membrane, causing a slow rate of polymerization at low 

temperature. It is possible that the low degree of polymerization observed at 10 °C for 

bis-SorbPC HBMs could be due to combination of these events.  

When the polymerization temperature was elevated to 40 °C, the water contact 

angle increased to 88 degrees and the rms roughness increased drastically to ca.1.6 nm. 

Inspecting the AFM image of the HBM (Figure 2.11a) at 40 °C demonstrates that the 

apparent size of the gaps increased, thus, allowing the overlying water droplets to come 

into contact with exposed hydrophobic interior. At higher temperatures, the rate of 

diffusion of lipid species is increased. In addition, the elevated polymerization 
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 Table 2.3. Effect of duration of redox polymerization on poly(bis-SorbPC) films on 

OTS/SiO2. Ellipsometric thickness (Å), static water contact angle, and AFM rms 

roughness (nm) were measured on dried films. 

 

 2 hours 4 hours 15 hours 

Ellipsometric thickness (Å) 26 ± 2 30 ± 2 30 ± 1 

Water contact angle (degrees) 74 ± 3 69 ± 2 74 ± 2 

rms roughness (nm) 0.47 ± 0.07 0.47 ± 0.03 0.47 ± 0.03 

 

 
 
Table 2.4. Effect of redox polymerization temperature on poly(bis-SorbPC) films on 

OTS/SiO2. Ellipsometric thickness (Å), static water contact angle, and AFM rms 

roughness (nm) were measured on dried films. 

 
 
 

 

 10 °C 23-25 °C 30 °C 40 °C 45 °C 

Ellipsometric 
thickness (Å) 32 ± 4 30 ± 2 29 ± 2 29 ± 4 1 ± 2 

Water contact angle 
(degrees) 75 ± 3 69 ± 2 74 ± 2 88 ± 5 88 ± 4 

rms roughness (nm) 0.6 ± 0.2 0.47 ± 0.03 0.4 ± 0.1 1.6 ± 0.4 0.4 ± 0.1 
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Figure 2.10. AFM images and line scans of dried poly(bis-SorbPC) films on OTS/SiO2 showing effect of temperature on 

redox polymerization. These films were deposited by vesicle fusion for 8 hours and then polymerized in situ at (a) 10 °C, (b) 

RT, and (c) 30 °C. All the images have a height scale of 5 nm.  

b a c 
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temperature may considerably increase the rate of formation of OH radicals which can 

permeate through the bilayer membrane much more readily than ionic radicals.194 These 

factors should increase the apparent size of the oligomers, making the film more resistant 

to desorption. The larger gaps appearing in the film morphology suggests that a different 

process or processes is (are) competing in the film formation. Several reports suggest that 

with increased thermal energy, phosphorylcholine lipid molecules spontaneously 

rearrange in favor of structures with small radii of curvatures.12, 52, 195 Therefore, with an 

increase in temperature, we speculate that vesicles may be generated and subsequently 

lost from the lipid monolayer, thus creating larger gaps.  

If the temperature at 40 °C is not favorable for the formation of poly(HBMs), the 

question arises as to whether this condition is viable for polymerizing any type of bis-

SorbPC film. Ross and coworkers found that redox polymerization of bis-SorbPC PSLBs 

at 40 °C produced uniform films similar to the appearance of redox poly(bis-SorbPC) 

PSLBs at RT.10 Therefore, the attempt to redox polymerize bis-SorbPC HBMs at 40 °C 

can be justified. 

However, further increasing the reaction temperature to 45 °C leads to measuring 

a negligible film thickness of 1 ± 2 Å (Table 2.4). Consistent with this measurement, the 

AFM image in Figure 2.11b shows no apparent HBM film features as seen in other films. 

As suggested earlier, it is possible that the material loss from the film is due to lipid 

restructuring to form small curved structures, possibly vesicles, upon addition of thermal 

energy. In addition, it has been suggested that at higher temperatures, the radical pairs are 

formed rapidly and self-annihilated before they can diffuse into lipid membranes.136 
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Figure 2.11. AFM images and line scans of dried poly (bis-SorbPC) films on OTS/SiO2 showing effect of temperature on 

redox polymerization. These films were deposited by vesicle fusion for 8 hours and then polymerized in situ at (a) 40 °C and 

(b) 45 °C before the measurements. All the images have a height scale of 5 nm.  

a b 
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These two occurrences are the likely cause for our inability to form a poly(HBM) at 45 

°C. Consistent with this observation, Winger et al. reported significant loss of DMPC 

lipid from HBMs when the temperature of the medium was increased 14 °C above Tm of 

the lipid.12 

In summary, bis-SorbPC HBM film parameters were altered with the intention of 

creating better films. These altered parameters include vesicle fusion time, and redox 

polymerization conditions such as duration of the polymerization and the polymerization 

temperature. In spite of these efforts, pinhole defects were observed on all bis-SorbPC 

HBMs. On the other hand, Ross and coworkers managed to create uniform, defect free 

bis-SorbPC PSLBs within the above-described parameters. The difference between these 

PSLBs and HBMs is that intermonolayer cross-linking can occur in bis-SorbPC PSLBs, 

while in HBMs it does not. This suggests that intermonolayer cross-linking is required to 

stabilize a HBM.  

In a previous work, Ross et al. encountered a similar situation with redox 

poly(bis-DenPC) PSLBs that showed defects in the film in contrast to uniform, redox 

poly(bis-SorbPC) PSLBs.10 They attributed the appearance of these defects to either a 

low degree of polymerization of bis-DenPC (Figure 1.12) lipids compared to bis-SorbPC, 

or the lack of intermonolayer cross-linking due to having cross-linking groups near 

glycerol backbone of bis-DenPC. Although it is difficult to differentiate between these 

two possibilities, a plausible argument can be made that the high defect density in HBMs 

is attributable to a lack of interleaflet cross-linking. This is based on an assumption that 
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the polymerization of a bis-SorbPC monolayer on an OTS monolayer is otherwise 

equivalent to polymerization of a bis-SorbPC monolayer on a bis-SorbPC monolayer.  

The importance of cross-linking between two leaflets in a bilayer to make it stable 

can be emphasized by another experiment reported by Ross and coworkers.10 In the 

presence of HFIP solvent, redox poly(bis-SorbPC) PSLBs partially delaminated and 

wrinkled, but appeared contiguous and acted as a semi-infinite molecular sheet. This was 

attributed to intermonolayer cross-linking that stabilized polymer fragments at various 

points.  

 

2.3.3.c. UV-polymerization 

HBMs formed by fusion of bis-SorbPC vesicles were also polymerized by direct 

UV photopolymerization. These films are referred to below as UV poly(bis-SorbPC) 

HBMs. As for redox poly(bis-SorbPC) HBMs, a variety of characterization techniques 

were used to assess the properties of UV poly(bis-SorbPC) HBMs. To ensure near-

quantitative conversion,129 HBMs were irradiated for 30 min before removal from the 

polymerization dish. Ellipsometry and water contact angle measurements for UV 

poly(bis-SorbPC) HBMs are listed in Table 2.1. The HBM film thickness was 20 Å and 

the sessile water contact angle was 93°. The film was much thinner than that of redox 

poly(bis-SorbPC) HBMs (8 h) or that expected for a bis-SorbPC monolayer, suggesting 

that considerable lipid loss occurred upon removal of the HBM from water, exposing 

inner alkyl chains. Since the water contact angle (93°) was much higher than that of 

redox poly(HBMs) (69°) and closer to 109° of original hydrophobic OTS SAM, 
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Figure 2.12. AFM image and line scan of a dried poly(bis-SorbPC) film on OTS/SiO2. 

The film was deposited by vesicle fusion for 8 hours and polymerized for 30 min by UV 

illumination.  
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significant film disorder or incomplete coverage is suggested. AFM imaging provided 

additional support for this interpretation. A typical image and line scan of UV poly(bis-

SorbPC) HBM are shown in Figure 2.12. The surface morphology is much rougher (rms 

roughness was 2.3 nm) than that of redox poly(bis-SorbPC) HBMs. Based on this result 

and the ellipsometric thickness of 20 Å, the most likely explanation consistent with 

previous observations is that upon withdrawal of the HBM from water, low molecular 

weight oligomers were desorbed, creating the voids seen in Figure 2.12. 

  Formation of low molecular weight structures by UV photofragmentation is 

another possibility. Therefore, a 230-410 nm band-pass filter was used to prevent 

generation of these structures that could be readily desorbed during the dehydration 

process. However, literature evidence for bis-SorbPC vesicles suggests that the 

generation of low molecular weights in UV polymerization, in contrast to radical 

polymerization, is due to a difference in degree of polymerization.141 Neither 

polymerization method is expected to yield monodispersive polymers. The range of 

monomer units per polymer unit is reported to be 3-10 for UV photopolymerization while 

it is 50-500 for redox-initiated polymerization.141 It is reasonable to assume that the 

trends regarding relative degree of polymerization observed in lipid vesicles also extend 

to planar supported lipid films. Therefore, the high defect density in UV poly(bis-

SorbPC) HBMs was attributed, relative to ideal redox poly(bis-SorbPC) HBMs, to the 

difference in nX  of two polymerization methods. This difference apparently makes 

polymer molecular weights in redox poly(bis-SorbPC) HBMs large enough to make them 

more resistant to desorption.  
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In conclusion, the ellipsometry, contact angle, and AFM image data present 

strong evidence that the UV-polymerization of bis-SorbPC HBMs makes more defective 

films than redox polymerization. However, both polymerization methods stabilize the 

lipid structure such that hybrid bilayer structure is largely conserved after removal from 

an aqueous environment. 

 

2.3.3.d. Langmuir-Blodgett-Schaefer deposition 

As an alternative deposition method to vesicle fusion, LBS deposition was tried 

with bis-SorbPC HBMs. The bis-SorbPC monolayer was deposited by passing the 

substrate coated with OTS SAM horizontally through the air-water interface at constant 

surface pressure of 32 mN/m. These films were redox polymerized for ca. 4 hours before 

they were taken out from the aqueous environment for measurements. Ellipsometry and 

water contact angle measurements for LBS deposited poly(bis-SorbPC) HBMs are listed 

in Table 2.1. The HBM film thickness is 16 Å and the water contact angle is 79°. These 

films are much thinner than the fused poly(bis-SorbPC) HBMs, yet AFM images of LBS 

deposited HBMs (Figure 2.13) were not significantly different from those of vesicle 

fused HBMs polymerized under similar conditions.  

The results for poly(LB-HBMs) are somewhat unexpected, because LB films 

have been extensively studied, and under appropriate assembly conditions, can be 

fabricated such that they are nearly identical to fused films for most applications.92, 163 

One possibility is the effect of bis-SorbPC monolayer deposition film state to the redox 

polymerization. The films described above were deposited at the liquid-condensed (LC) 
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Figure 2.13. AFM image and line scan of a dried bis-SorbPC film on OTS/SiO2. The 

film was deposited by Langmuir-Blodgett-Schaefer technique and polymerized by redox 

polymerization.      
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state (region II of the bis-SorbPC pressure-area isotherm, Figure 2.1). It was also reported 

that poly(bis-SorbPC) PSLBs created with deposition at LC state contain pinhole 

defects.196 It was presumed that the condensed packing of molecules might have affected 

the permeability of redox initiator species through the membrane. However, when 

authors deposited PSLBs at surface pressures where bis-SorbPC is in the liquid-expanded 

(LE) and the LC mixed state, defects similar to the LC state were observed. Therefore, 

different permeability rates for redox initiators at different film states were not well 

established. Alternatively, in this experiment, defects can also be attributed to the 

possibility of lower lipid transfer ratios at low pressures. Therefore, this experiment did 

not successfully emulate the condition of the LC and LE mixed phase state of fused films. 

There is some evidence that packing order or arrangement of diene molecules 

affects polymerization rates and produces different polymer products. The 

photopolymerization of 2,4-octadecadienoic acid was found to be retarded in condensed 

phases by Fukuda and co-workers, and different mechanisms were proposed for 

polymerizations of this molecule in the expanded and condensed phases.197 Therefore, it 

is possible that at higher surface pressures, the polymerization of the sorbyl groups is 

affected such that; i) monomer to polymer conversion is reduced, ii) topotactic 

polymerization effects are induced, that is, a different polymer product results from the 

polymerization of packed or limited mobility sorbyl groups relative to less confined 

moieties, and/or iii) interaction with the lower monolayer is reduced, resulting in easier 

desorption of oligomers from the bis-SorbPC HBMs.  
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In summary, HBMs formed by LBS deposition and subjected to redox 

polymerization, maintained some of the hybrid bilayer structure after removal from an 

aqueous environment. 

 

2.3.3.e. Protein adsorption to poly(bis-SorbPC) HBMs 

A large body of reported evidence suggests that proteins such as BSA bind 

strongly and at higher densities to hydrophobic surfaces than surfaces covered with PC 

lipids.161, 162, 198 All of the HBM data presented above propose that the interior 

hydrophobic environment is exposed to the outer environment through defects in the 

HBM film. Based on these findings, these poly(bis-SorbPC) HBMs can not be expected 

to resist protein adsorption such as the uniform bis-SorbPC bilayers as reported by Ross 

and coworkers.167 Consequently, non-specific protein adsorption characteristics of 

polymerized HBMs were not measured.  

 

2.4. CONCLUSIONS 
 

Hybrid bilayers have a great potential in extending biocompatibility to many 

types of substrates used in making biomimetic devices. In addition, unlike PSLBs, the 

surface attachment of the SAM layer increases the robustness of the lipid assembly. 

Although this increases the aqueous stability, there is no reported evidence that suggests 

HBMs can withstand exposure to harsher conditions such as transfer across an air-water 

interface or exposure to surfactants/organic solvents, etc. In this study, we assessed 

whether HBMs can be further stabilized by using a cross-linking lipid, bis-SorbPC. The 
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HBM films were evaluated with respect to two deposition methods as well as UV and 

redox-induced polymerization methods. Unlike DOPC, a natural fluid lipid, bis-SorbPC 

showed a semi-continuous monolayer in a HBM even without undergoing any 

polymerization. The retention of more material on bis-SorbPC HBMs is presumed to be 

due to subtle structural differences of the alkyl chains of bis-SorbPC in contrast to 

DOPC. The presence of sorbyl groups in bis-SorbPC may have led to stronger 

interactions and/or different kinetics with the underlying hydrophobic layer.  

Regardless, our study confirmed that both LBS and vesicle fusion methods could 

be used to deposit a bis-SorbPC monolayer on an OTS SAM to make HBMs in a 

predictable fashion. Taken together, the ellipsometry and contact angle data provided 

strong evidence that polymerization of bis-SorbPC generated a cross-linked polymer, and 

stabilized the overall bis-SorbPC HBM such that its structure is largely preserved even 

after the dehydration process. The appearance of voids in the AFM images after drying is 

thought to be due to desorption of low molecular weight fragments. This was confirmed 

by taking an underwater AFM image of a poly(HBM) just before it was taken out from its 

aqueous environment and comparing it to the AFM image of the same HBM film, after 

several dehydration and hydration cycles.  

The difference between UV and redox-induced polymerized film morphologies is 

attributed to differences in degree of polymerization of these two methods.141 Attempts 

were made to improve the redox-initiated polymerization, anticipating that it would yield 

larger polymers, which should be harder to desorb upon dehydration. Temperature and 

the duration of the polymerization were changed systematically. Polymerization time 
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Figure 2.14. Schematic and AFM illustrations of (b) an underwater poly(HBM) without 

pinholes, when it undergoes (a) a transfer across air/water interface, (c) an increase in 

temperature >15 °C above Tm. 
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greater than 2 hours did not improve the thickness, water contact angle, or the AFM 

topography of the film. On the other hand, increasing the polymerization temperature >15 

°C above the Tm of the lipid proved to be devastating to the overall HBM structure. This 

is summarized in Figure 2.14. 

Pinholes and defects were observed in all HBMs in spite of our efforts to improve 

the film quality by changing vesicle fusion time and varying polymerization parameters. 

In contrast, poly(bis-SorbPC) PSLBs prepared under similar parameters were uniform, 

and nearly defect free.10 The film topography differences between poly(HBMs) and 

poly(PSLBs) prepared from bis-SorbPC is attributed to intermonolayer cross-linking 

between bis-SorbPC monolayers in PSLBs. The intermonolayer covalent linkages might 

prevent polymer groups from desorbing along with the receding water during the transfer 

across the air-water interface. Previous work with bis-SorbPC and mono-SorbPC mixed 

PSLBs suggest that with 30 mol% bis-SorbPC, it is possible to create a uniform, defect-

free PSLB.10 Taken this as a starting point, it is possible that <30% coverage of anchoring 

groups in the lower leaflet were needed, assuming that there is sufficient cross-linking in 

the upper leaflet, in order to make a defect-free HBM. The percentage of lower leaflet 

anchoring groups and the choice of the reactive group, i.e. whether it is sorbyl, acryloyl 

or any other reactive group, to make a defect-free, uniform HBM, are left for a future 

study. 
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CHAPTER 3. 

 CHARACTERIZATION OF NOVEL SORBYL FUNCTIONALIZED HEAD 

GROUP LIPIDS 

3.1. INTRODUCTION 

Amphiphiles are molecules that have a hydrophilic head group attached to at least 

one hydrophobic tail. Hydrated amphiphiles form various mesophases as a function of 

molecular structure, temperature, concentration, and pressure.199 Lipids as amphiphiles 

have been extensively studied as supported assemblies, Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) 

monolayers, and as aqueous aggregates. The present comprehension of lipids has led to 

the potential applications of lipids in areas such as controlled delivery of drugs, 

preparation of biological membrane mimics, modification of surfaces, and photochemical 

solar energy conversion.6 Recognizing that lipid supramolecular structures are bound by 

weak interactions, the need for enhanced stability, controllable permeability, and size led 

to the syntheses of polymerizable lipids. The advent of methods to insert various reactive 

groups into lipids and to polymerize these supramolecular assemblies has led to creation 

of new lipid materials and development of new methods.128, 135, 200-202 A diverse 

assortment of reactive groups, including diacetylenyl, methacryloyl, acryloyl, dienoyl, 

sorbyl, and styryl, have been successfully introduced into lipids especially along the tail 

region and are well characterized.6, 27, 203  

In contrast to lipid molecules without any reactive group, inserting a reactive 

group in the tail region, to make a polymerizable lipid, is likely to perturb the lipid 

packing in mesophases.27 Anything that affects the lipid packing in the bilayer can lead to 
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changes in physical properties such as permeability.204 In addition, polymerization of 

reactive groups in tail region dramatically changes some properties of the lipid bilayer, in 

particular the fluidity.203, 205 For example, cross-linking polymerization of monomers in a 

bis-SorbPC PSLB eliminates lateral lipid diffusion.167 

Incorporating polymer groups via flexible spacers in the head group region allows 

the decoupling of the different motions and organization processes taking place between 

the alkyl chains and the main polymer chain.135 Polymerization in the head region should 

minimally perturb the lipid packing because now the reactive groups are far from the 

hydrophobic core. However, this strategy is not expected to maintain the fluidity of the 

bilayer compared to an unpolymerized bilayer. Head group polymerizable lipids can be 

useful in applications that require retention of some of the physical properties of natural 

fluid lipids while enhancing the stability of the bilayer structure, for e.g., making 

biomimetic photochemical solar energy conversion devices.206  

Some degree of bilayer fluidity can be retained by mixing polymerizable lipids 

with nonpolymerizable lipids.6, 207 Mixing lipids has many advantages, in addition to 

controllable fluidity.139 Natural lipid bilayers consist of mixtures of lipids, and 

understanding the chemistry of simple, two-component bilayers can help us to understand 

the behavior of more complex natural assemblies. Potential applications for partially 

polymerized vesicles include encapsulation of reactants or drugs into supramolecular 

structures that can be more easily manipulated than those composed solely of 

polymerizable lipids.139 
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Sorbyl groups inserted into the hydrophobic chains of polymerizable lipids have 

been well characterized.6 The sorbyl group can be polymerized in both gel (Lβ) and 

liquid-crystalline (Lα) phases.193 In addition, it can be readily photopolymerized to alter 

membrane properties.6 These reasons together with our familiarity with sorbyl-based 

polymerizable lipids led us to synthesize a series of novel lipid molecules containing 

sorbyl moieties attached to the head group.10, 129, 208 Herein, the characterization of three 

of these lipids, named for the convenience as lipids A-C (Figure 3.1), is reported. A 

general outline of the synthesis of these molecules, performed by El Hadj Elandaloussi, is 

described in the paper by Ratnayaka et al.209 Lipids A and B are mono-substituted with 

sorbyl groups while C is bis-substituted and has amide-linked sorbate groups. 

Inserting unsaturation into the hydrophobic tail region often destabilizes the 

ordered gel state and leads to lower temperatures for gel-liquid crystalline phase 

transition (Tm).204 Preparation of vesicles, lipid mixing, lipid fusion, et cetera usually 

require the lipid to be above its Tm.52 The required fluidity for lipids at room temperature 

(RT) can be achieved by having either trans or cis unsaturation in the tail region. A and B 

are trans lipids while C is a cis lipid. 

 

3.2. EXPERIMENTAL  

3.2.1. Materials  

Chemicals including dithranol (DTH) and 2,5 dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHB) were 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Corp. (St. Louis, MO) and used as received. L-α-

Phosphatidylcholine (eggPC), 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC), 1,2-
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Figure 3.1. Structures of (a) lipids A and B and (b) lipid C. Lipids A and B are trans 

structures while C is a cis lipid. 
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dielaidoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DEPC), and 1,2-dipentadecanoyl-sn-glycero-3-

phosphocholine (DPenPC) were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids 

(www.avantilipids.com) and used without further purification. The purity of the lipids 

and the progress of lipid polymerization were evaluated by thin-layer chromatography 

(TLC) and visualized with a UV lamp. Compounds containing UV-sensitive groups were 

handled under yellow lights. The water used in polymerization and making lipid vesicles, 

hereafter referred to as deionized water, was obtained from a Barnstead Nanopure system 

with a measured resistivity of 18.3 MΩ cm and total organic content specified as less 

than 10 ppb. 

 

3.2.2. Lipid analysis 

1H NMR spectra were measured on a Bruker spectrometer at 250 MHz in CDCl3. 

Mass spectroscopy data were obtained using Finnigan LCQ HPLC-MS and Bruker 

Reflex-III MALDI-TOF instruments at the Mass Spectroscopy Facility in the Department 

of Chemistry, University of Arizona. In addition, some of the lipid samples were 

analyzed using a Waters Q-TOF II equipped with a homebuilt nanospray ionization 

source in the laboratory of Vicky Wysocki. UV-vis absorbance spectra were recorded on 

a Spectral Instruments (Tucson, AZ) model 440 UV-vis spectrometer. Size exclusion 

chromatography (SEC) was performed in a THF mobile phase with a Waters 1515 

isocratic pump running three 5 µm PLgel columns (Polymer Labs, pore sizes 104, 103, 

102 Å) with a Waters 2414 differential refractometer and Waters 2487 dual wavelength 

UV-vis spectrometer. Molar masses were calculated using the Empower software 
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(Waters) calibrating against low polydispersity linear polystyrene standards. Quasi-elastic 

light scattering (QELS) was performed with a BI-8000-autocorrelator with a 5 mW He-

Ne polarized laser source from Brookhaven Instruments Corp., and liposome size 

distributions were calculated with the accompanying software. DSC data was obtained 

using a 2920 Modulated DSC (TA Instruments) running Thermal Solutions 1.4E (TA 

Instruments) software. DSC measurements were run in the range of -10 °C to 80 °C, at a 

ramp rate of 5 °C per minute. LB isotherms were measured in a Nima model 611D 

Langmuir-Blodgett trough at 20 °C. 

 

3.2.3. Preparation of liposomes 

Lipids from stock benzene solution were dried by passing a stream of argon over 

the sample. For preparation of mixed lipid vesicles, the second lipid was added to the 

dried film of the first lipid and argon was used to dry this mixture, similar to the first 

lipid. The dried sample was held under high vacuum for ca. 4 hours, and then hydrated 

with deoxygenated deionized water. The aqueous mixture was vortexed several times 

after warming above the Tm. The lipid mixture was subjected to ultra-sonication above 

the Tm for 1 min followed by 10 freeze-thaw cycles (-77 °C in dry ice/2-propanol, 

warmed to 40 °C). 

Large unilamellar liposomes of lipids (LUV) were prepared by the extrusion 

method using an extruder (Northern Lipids Inc., Vancouver, BC). The suspension was 

extruded through two stacked Nuclepore polycarbonate filters 10 times (pore size 600, 
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400, and 100 nm, sequentially 3 x, 3 x, and 4 x, respectively) at 45 °C or above the Tm the 

lipid. The average diameter of the liposomes was determined by QELS measurements.  

 
3.2.4. Redox polymerization  

For polymerization, 200 nm diameter LUVs were prepared by extrusion as 

described above except that 200 nm polycarbonate filters were used in place of 100 nm 

filters. The redox initiation solutions were prepared from K2S2O8 (1.3 g, 4.9 mmol) and 

NaHSO3 (0.5 g, 4.9 mmol) dissolved separately in 125 ml deoxygenated, deionized 

water. Argon was purged through these solutions for ca. 30 min. An aliquot of 1 ml from 

each redox solution was pipetted into the vesicle suspension in an ampule in such a way 

that the molar concentration ratio between the polymerizable lipid and the 

oxidant/reductant was 1:1.149 The ampule was flushed with argon and sealed with a 

septum. Polymerizations were performed at ca. 45 °C in a water circulating bath under a 

positive argon pressure for 20 h. All polymerizations were carried out in the dark or 

under yellow light. Polymerizations were monitored by UV absorbance spectroscopy of 

20 µL aliquots diluted with 2 mL MeOH, withdrawn periodically during the course of the 

reaction. After the polymerization, the vesicle suspension was dialyzed (MWCO 6000–

8000) to remove the salts using deionized water as the medium. 

 
3.2.5. UV photopolymerization 

LUVs prepared as above were placed into a 4 mL quartz cuvette equipped with a 

magnetic stir bar. The sample was irradiated with a high-pressure Hg/Xe arc lamp while 

slowly stirring for ca. 2 h at a temperature of 45 °C. The Hg/Xe arc lamp (Newport 
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Corporation, CT) was equipped with 230-410 nm band-pass filter (U-330, Edmund 

Optics) to prevent exposure of samples to shorter wavelengths, which can fragment 

polymer chains into oligomers.139 In addition, the lamp setup was equipped with a water 

filter to remove IR radiation, preventing excessive heating of the sample. Polymerizations 

were monitored by UV absorption spectroscopy as described above. 

 

3.2.6. Transesterification of polymerized lipids 

 Following polymerization of the lipid vesicles, the water was removed by 

lyophilization to leave a dry powder. This sample was transesterified as described by 

Lamparski and O’Brien.141 A brief description of the method follows: Polymeric lipids 

were cleaved by methanolic HC1 (5%), which was freshly prepared for each sample by 

slowly adding (over 3 min) 5 mL of acetyl chloride to 50 mL of cold anhydrous methanol 

(ice bath) with constant stirring. Cleavage reactions were performed by adding 2 mL of 

methanolic HC1 and 4 mL of benzene to twenty-five milligrams of lipids and refluxing at 

50 °C for 24 h. The acidic solution was neutralized with solid NaHCO3 until the 

evolution of CO2 stopped. The solid was filtered and the filtrate reduced to an oily 

precipitate. The residue was taken up in 5 mL of water and extracted with 5 x 5 mL of 

CHC13. The organic phase was dried over Na2SO4 and filtered. The filtrate was 

evaporated and a IH NMR spectrum was taken for the fraction soluble in CHCl3. 
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3.2.7. Analyses of lipid polymers by SEC and mass spectroscopy  

Following polymerization of lipid vesicles, the water was removed by 

lyophilization to leave a dry, fine powder. Organic solvents such as CHCl3 or THF: 

MeOH: benzene (10:1:1 v/v) were added to the lyophilized sample and used for analyses 

by mass spectroscopy and SEC, respectively. The lithiated DHB (LiDHB) matrix used 

for MALDI-TOF was prepared by a procedure reported by Cvacka and Svatos.210 

 

3.2.8. Phase transition measurements 

Theromotropic phase transitions were measured using a method adapted from 

Torchilin and Weissig.52 Lipids were dried from the stock benzene solution into an 

aluminum DSC pan (10 mg). Deionized water (25 µL) was placed into the pan dropwise 

using a microsyringe. The pan was sealed hermetically with an aluminum lid. Thermal 

transitions of the sample were measured at a scan rate of 5 °C/min against a reference of 

25 µL water sealed in an aluminum pan prepared similarly to the sample. 

 

3.2.9. Langmuir isotherms 

Langmuir isotherms were measured in a Nima model 611D Langmuir-Blodgett 

trough. Lipid monolayers were spread on the LB trough using the original stock solution 

or, in the case of mixed monolayers, using CHCl3 as the spreading solvent. The subphase 

was deionized water. All the measurements were carried out at 20 °C. 
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3.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The key consideration in the design of polymerizable lipids is the choice and the 

location of the functional groups. The lipids reported here have sorbyl functional groups 

in the head region of the molecule. These groups are known to form polymers by radical 

and photopolymerizations in tail region of the lipids.6 All three lipids are neutral lipids 

and are synthetically simpler to prepare than zwitterionic lipids. The first lipid, A, has a 

single sorbyl group in the head region separated by a short spacer (monoethylenoxy) 

group while the second lipid, B, has a longer spacer group (Figure 3.1a). The idea behind 

the greater spacer length in B is that it will further decouple the motion of the random 

polymer coil and the mesogenic tail groups. In addition, it is expected to increase the 

hydrophilic nature of the head group region of the neutral lipid molecule with added 

ethyleneoxy groups, which may increase the likelihood that bilayer structures will be 

formed.211-213 These two lipids are expected to generate linear polymers. The third lipid, 

C, has bis-substituted, amide-linked sorbate groups at the head region that are assumed to 

generate cross-linked polymers (Figure 3.1b).  

 

3.3.1. Absorbance properties of the lipids 

The lipids show an absorbance maximum at 258 nm, characteristic of a sorbyl 

group. A and B show a molar absorptivity (ε) of 23,600 cm-1 M-1
 at 258 nm in methanol 

solution. These ε values are comparable to values reported for mono-SorbPC lipids.152, 214 

C has a molar absorptivity of 50,000 cm-1 M-1 in methanol (Table 3.1).  
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3.3.2. Preparation of vesicles 

Aqueous suspensions of newly synthesized lipids were prepared from water. In all 

cases, suspended particles or emulsions were observed. Ultrasonication for extended 

periods above the Tm did not render clear solutions. Extruded aqueous solutions of these 

lipids, prepared as described in the experimental section, produced population 

distributions of structures that were too small to measure reliably using QELS. Similar 

observations were reported for polymeric amphiphilic monomers that showed difficulty 

in making vesicles.135, 150, 215, 216 The reason was presumed to be the lack of amphiphilic 

nature of the molecule27, 135, 211, 217 and/or extensive intermolecular head group 

interactions that decrease hydration.218 Attempts were then made to form mixed vesicles, 

using a commercially available fluid lipid such as DOPC in various molar ratios. The 

hydrodynamic mean diameter of the resulting mixed vesicles was measured using QELS. 

Vesicles were prepared by mixing A with DOPC in 9, 28, 47% molar ratios. The 

mean diameters, measured by QELS, are given in Table 3.2. Although there is no clear 

relationship between the vesicle diameter and the mole percentage of the A component, 

the average vesicle diameter of 28% (mol/mol) A mixture is smaller than that of the 47% 

(mol/mol) mixture. This is presumed to be due to the extra space occupied by the 

increased percentage of A head groups in the latter mixture. When the A mole percentage 

was increased beyond 47%, to 70% and 90%, two population distributions were 

appeared. The mean diameter of the smaller population was between 60–80 nm while that 

of the larger population was ca. 3 times greater, closer to 200 nm (Figure 3.2). This is 

consistent with the observation that pure A aqueous dispersions are not stable enough to 
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Table 3.1. Molecular formula, molecular weight, absorbance maximum (nm), and molar 

absorptivity (cm-1M-1) in methanol of A-C.  

 

 

Table 3.2. Quasi-elastic light scattering (QELS) measurements of mean diameters of 

mixed vesicles of A and C with DOPC. 

 

Mixed vesicles Diameter (nm) 

Lipid A component (molar ratio)  

9% 119 ± 8 

28% 106 ± 3 

47% 122 ± 5 

Lipid C component (molar ratio)  

45% 120 ± 17 

65% 116 ± 10 

 

  

Molecule Molecular formula MW Abs λ max (nm) ε at 258 nm (cm-1M-1) 

A C51H87O9N 858.26 258 23,600 

B C55H95O11N 946.34 258 23,600 

C C58H97O9N3 980.41 258 50,000 
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Figure 3.2. Representative QELS data showing diameters of the vesicles prepared from a 

70% (mol/mol) A/DOPC mixture. The mean diameter of the smaller population was 

between 60–80 nm and the mean of the larger population was ca. 3 times the smaller 

population, closer to 200 nm. 
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form larger  vesicle structures. As the mole fraction of the pure polymerizable component 

increases, a threshold is reached, beyond which the vesicles apparently rearranged to 

form more stable mixed liposomes with appropriate hydrophilic-lipophilic balance.  

Lipid B, which has an extended spacer group between the sorbyl group and the 

head region, did not form vesicles by itself or when mixed with DOPC (10, 30, and 50% 

DOPC molar ratio) according QELS measurements. On the other hand, C formed mixed 

vesicles of uniform size distribution up to 65% molar ratio with DOPC, although the 

population dispersions are somewhat higher than the A mixed vesicles (Table 3.2). 

 

3.3.3. Polymerization of bilayer vesicles 

Mixed liposomes composed of A or C and a fluid lipid such as DOPC or DPenPC 

were subjected to redox-initiated radical polymerization or UV photopolymerization 

before measuring the relative molecular weight of the reacted product. Hydrated mixed 

lipid bilayers of A and C show an absorbance maximum at 258 nm, which decreases 

during either irradiation with UV light or redox polymerization. The similarity in λmax for 

A and C in methanol and in hydrated mixed bilayer assemblies indicates that the two 

sorbyl chromophores do not interact or aggregate at temperatures above the Tm.152, 214 

Figure 3.3 shows a representative set of absorbance spectra obtained by sampling A 

(Figure 3.3a) and C (Figure 3.3b) mixed vesicle dispersions during UV irradiation. The 

disappearance of absorbance band at 258 nm shows that A and C molecules undergo UV 

induced reaction. Therefore, the disappearance of the 258 nm band conveniently tracks 

the reaction progress. 
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Figure 3.3. Absorbance measurements of A and C mixtures in methanol before and after 

filtered UV illumination: (a) 47% (mol/mol) A/DOPC mixture and (b) 45% (mol/mol) 

C/DOPC mixture. 
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This loss of monomer absorption was also accompanied by the progressive loss of 

migration of the lipid in TLC. Table 3.3 lists TLC data for an equimolar A and DOPC 

mixture, before and after UV irradiation. Lipid A and DOPC show 0.88 and 0.33 Rf 

values respectively with the solvent mixture 65:25:4 (v/v) CHCl3: MeOH: H2O. The UV 

irradiated A and DOPC mixture shows three Rf values: two values corresponding to pure 

lipids and one value (0.51) in between. If there is a polymer formed during the UV 

illumination, the higher MW fragment is expected to display a slower migration than that 

of the monomer. Therefore, the 0.51 Rf value is presumed to be due to the migration of 

polymer formed during UV-induced polymerization of A. Similar observations were 

reported by Lee and O’Brien for TLC of sorbyl ether glycerophosphocholine lipids.214 In 

addition, an increase in turbidity for sample mixtures that were subjected to UV 

polymerization conditions was also observed. 

 

3.3.4. Stability of polymerized mixed vesicles 

It has long been known that surfactant micelles are effective at solubilizing lipids 

and other biomembrane components.149 Regen and coworkers reported that vesicle 

stability could be assessed by measuring the ability of the vesicle to withstand increasing 

surfactant concentration.147 The stability of mixed vesicles prepared with A and DOPC 

was tested by exposure to increasing concentrations of a surfactant, Triton X-100. The 

extent vesicle lysis by Triton X-100 was determined by QELS (Figure 3.4). 

Unpolymerized mixed vesicles were decomposed after the addition of ≥2 molar 

equivalents of Triton X-100. This is not unexpected; Sisson et al. reported that 
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Table 3.3. TLC mobility of lipids using a mobile phase of 65:25:4 (v/v) CHCl3: MeOH: 

H2O.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Component Rf 

A monomer 0.88 

DOPC 0.33 

0.86 

0.51 

 

UV illuminated mixture of 50% (mol/mol) A and  
DOPC 

 0.33 
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 unpolymerized bis-SorbPC vesicles behave similarly.149 The initial swelling of the mixed 

vesicles in the presence of low levels of Triton X-100 can be attributed to incorporation 

of surfactant amphiphiles into the liposomes. This is consistent with known mechanism 

of the surfactant solubilization of lipid vesicles.149 

The multi-population distributions that appeared with increased A content 

(beyond 47% mol/mol; see Figure 3.2), disappeared with the addition of the surfactant. 

At a Triton X-100 concentration of 3 x [lipid], mixed vesicles prepared with 70% 

(mol/mol) A completely dissolved, while a 1:1 surfactant to lipid ratio was enough to 

decompose mixed vesicles prepared with 90% (mol/mol) A (data not shown). This 

provides additional evidence for the instability of vesicles composed mainly of A. A 

similar trend was observed with mixed vesicles prepared with other non-polymerizable 

lipids (eggPC and DPenPC; data not shown).  

The stability of 45% and 65% (mol/mol) lipid C mixed vesicles was tested with 

Triton X-100; the results are presented in Figure 3.5. Lipid C did not show initial 

swelling, as seen in the A mixed vesicles, but disintegrated at a low surfactant to lipid 

ratio of 2. The only mixed vesicle that showed some stability was the 45% mixture but 

that too, at a surfactant to lipid ratio of 2, fragmented into two population distributions. 

The average of these two populations is plotted in Figure 3.5. The more fragile nature of 

mixed vesicles prepared with C compared to the vesicles of A was presumably be due to 

the bulky nature of the C head group. These data also suggest that there is a delicate 

balance of forces that maintains the structure of these mixed vesicles.  
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Figure 3.4. QELS measurements of mean diameters of A/DOPC mixed vesicles. 

Measurements were made as a function of the molar ratio of Triton X-100/lipid.    
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Figure 3.5. QELS measurements of mean diameters of mixed vesicles composed of 

C/DOPC. Vesicle stability was tested by measuring diameter vs. increasing concentration 

of Triton X-100.  
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Following the UV irradiation, the mean diameter of lipid A mixed vesicles as 

observed by the QELS was slightly smaller than the vesicles that were not irradiated 

(Figure 3.4). Similar observations were reported by Liu et al.219 and Sisson et al.149 for 

polymerized vesicles composed of Acryl/DenPC16,18 and Sorb/DenPC18,21, and mono-

SorbPC, respectively. However, this trend was not observed for mixed vesicles prepared 

with C (Figure 3.5). In the absence of Triton X-100, all the measured diameters were 

statistically indistinguishable. Sisson et al. also showed that bis-SorbPC vesicles, before 

and after the photoirradiation,149 also behave similarly. A possible explanation for these 

data are that bis-substituted lipid structures become more rigid following the 

polymerization, while greater degree of freedom allows mono-substituted groups to 

interact more freely with their nearest neighboring reactive groups, which may have 

resulted in smaller diameter vesicles than the original.  

In a recent publication, Ferreri and coworkers reported that for lipids with the 

same head group, vesicle diameter increases in the order of saturated < trans < cis.220 This 

is not observed for the trans (lipid A) and the cis (lipid C) mixed lipid vesicles studied 

here, for example, the mean diameter for 47% (mol/mol) A mixed vesicles is 122 nm 

while that of 45% (mol/mol) C mixed vesicles is 120 nm (Table 3.2). The absence of 

notable vesicle size differences is probably due to having different head groups as well as 

existing in mixed vesicles. In addition, the absence of larger diameter aggregates as 

observed by QELS for UV irradiated mixed vesicles suggests that inter-vesicle cross-

linking polymerization or inter-vesicle aggregation between two different vesicles was 

not favored under the conditions used here. 
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The stability of UV irradiated mixed vesicles prepared with 45% (mol/mol) or 

more of the polymerizable lipid component and DOPC was tested with Triton X-100 

(Figures 3.4 and 3.5). Solubilization of the UV irradiated lipid A mixed vesicles occurred 

at a surfactant to lipid ratio ≤2, without undergoing initial swelling as seen in the 

unpolymerized vesicles. This is not completely unexpected due to several reasons. Lipid 

A is expected to form linear polymers that are small enough to be dissolved by the 

surfactants. Therefore, the vesicles can be easily disrupted. Similar to these observations, 

Sisson and coworkers showed that UV illuminated mono-SorbPC vesicles that form 

linear polymers were unstable to Triton X-100 at low surfactant concentrations, 

comparable to unpolymerized mono-SorbPC.149 On the other hand, A is not expected to 

form linear polymers uniformly throughout the mixed vesicles, which should make them 

less stable than linear polymerized vesicles composed solely of polymerizable lipid. 

Armitage et al. discussed the formation of domains composed of monomer-

enriched and polymer-enriched phases in mixed vesicles due to polymerization.221 Thus, 

phase-separation after UV polymerization of A mixed vesicles may have occurred. 

O’Brien and coworkers reasoned that the polymerization of vesicles composed in part of 

polymorphic unreactive lipids such as phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) could immediately 

destabilize the bilayer vesicle.176, 222 These studies showed that polymerization produced 

a mixed bilayer vesicle that was unstable until further reaction, i.e. the polymerized 

mixed vesicle exhibited a latent instability. Even though it is not evident that A forms 

nonlamellar structures, it is apparent that it does not favor lamellar phases either; i.e., by 

not being able to form vesicles by itself. Therefore, it is possible that domains of poly(A) 
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are labile to a slightest perturbation of the bilayer such as insertion of surfactants. The 

observation of increased susceptibility of poly(A) mixed vesicles to surfactant 

dissolution, relative to that of the unpolymerized vesicles, is presumed to be due to these 

labile A domains. The absence of the initial swelling that was observed in the 

unpolymerized mixed vesicles suggests that the mixed vesicles became more rigid after 

UV illumination. The chemical instability of the UV illuminated A mixed vesicles is 

apparently due to combination of these events. 

Similar to UV irradiated A mixed vesicles, UV irradiated C mixed vesicles 

rapidly disintegrated at a surfactant to lipid ratio ≤2. Although C is expected to form 

cross-linked polymers, the anticipated stability from a cross-linked polymerized vesicle 

was unlikely in these mixed vesicles. This is because without polymerization of all the 

lipids, i.e. without entanglement of polymer chains among unpolymerized domains in 

phase-segregated vesicles, surfactants will likely extract lipids from monomer-enriched 

domains. Because stability to surfactant solubilization was not expected in mixed 

vesicles, redox polymerized mixed vesicles from either A or C were not assessed with 

Triton X-100. 

 

3.3.5. Analyses of lipid polymers by MS and SEC 

Mixed vesicles prepared with DOPC that were subjected to polymerization 

conditions were examined with ESI-MS and MALDI-TOF-MS for polymer products. 

These “soft” mass spectroscopy methods were selected because of their high sensitivity 

and minimum sample preparation.223, 224 Mass spectroscopy previously has been used to 
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identify polymer products of PC lipids such as acryl/DenPC, Sorb/DenPC, 225  and other 

types of polar lipids.226 As a control experiment, the polymer products of UV poly(bis-

SorbPC) were detected using MALDI-TOF (Figure 3.6). However, only DOPC 

oligomers were observed using DTH as a matrix in MALDI-TOF of UV irradiated 

A/DOPC mixtures (Figure 3.7). It is likely that these might be aggregates of DOPC 

monomer because a UV cut-off filter was used to remove wavelengths absorbed by 

isolated double bonds. However, Wang and Lucy reported that they have observed DOPC 

oligomers in ESI-MS after exposure to polymerization conditions.227 

Nevertheless, the non-polymerizable lipid in the mixed vesicles was changed to 

DPenPC, which is a saturated lipid with a similar tail length to that of A and C and with a 

phase transition temperature closer to RT (32.4 °C – see Table 3.4). DPenPC is expected 

to be miscible with A or C in the lamellar liquid-crystalline phase (Lα) to form mixed 

vesicles.142 However, it was found that under ESI-MS conditions, DPenPC monomers 

also form aggregates (Figure 3.8).Therefore, it was decided that ESI-MS was not a good 

method under these circumstances because of the possibility that the monomer aggregates 

interfere with the identification of the polymer products. Even though A and C monomers 

were identified using both DTH or DHB matrices in MALDI-TOF, oligomer peaks were 

not observed for either lipid after both UV and redox polymerization conditions (data not 

shown). Consistent with this observation, it was reported that hydrocarbons without polar 

groups are more difficult to ionize by MALDI.210, 228 
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Figure 3.6. MALDI-TOF spectrum for UV polymerized bis-SorbPC dissolved in CH2Cl2 

with DTH as a matrix. 
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Figure 3.7. MALDI-TOF spectrum for UV irradiated sample of 47% (mol/mol) A/DOPC 

mixture with DTH as a matrix. The aggregation pattern is consistent with the multiples of 

DOPC molecular weight.  
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Figure 3.8. ESI-MS spectrum for UV irradiated mixtures of C/DPenPC. The peak pattern 

shows evidence of DPenPC aggregation. 
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The LiDHB matrix has been reported to be effective with long-chain 

hydrocarbons and thus was used here.210 However, polymer peaks for mixed vesicles 

prepared with A or C, could not be identified using the LiDHB matrix, except the 

monomer peaks for DPenPC. It has been reported that the presence of PC lipids may 

suppress MS signals from nonpolar components.223 This situation might have been 

compounded by the solubility differences of the two lipid components in the solvent used 

in MALDI measurements, i.e. the polymerizable lipids are less soluble than DPenPC in 

CHCl3/CH2Cl2. In addition, it was possible that problems with MALDI, such as matching 

the correct matrix  and proper matrix mixing with the polymer,229 might have led to the 

problems encountered with MALDI-TOF detection. In summary, due to the problems 

stated above, it was decided that MS methods were not appropriate for determining 

molecular weights of A and C. 

Mixed vesicles that were subjected to polymerization conditions were therefore 

analyzed by size-exclusion chromatography (SEC). After polymerization, lyophilized 

mixed vesicles were partially soluble in organic solvents. In these situations, samples are 

typically  transesterified to yield soluble polymers.141 However in this study, polymer 

fragments that were subjected to the methanolysis procedure were frequently lost during 

the subsequent steps of acidic neutralizing, water drying, solvent extraction, and 

filtration.141 Therefore, polymerized samples were subjected to SEC without further 

chemical modifications. In order to improve the polymer solubility, cosolvents (MeOH 

and benzene) were added to the lyophilized samples dissolved in THF.141 Peak 

integration, number- and weight-average molecular weights ( nM  and wM ), 
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polydispersity index (PDI = wM / nM ) were analyzed for each chromatogram using the 

supplied software. The number-average relative degree of polymerization ( nX ) was 

calculated by dividing nM  by the molecular weight of the monomer lipid.  

The SEC analysis of molecular weight data for polymerized mixed vesicles is 

summarized in Table 3.5, and the SEC chromatograms for A and C are shown in Figures 

3.9 and 3.10, respectively. These data suggest that A and C reacted to form polymers 

(oligomers) during UV and radical polymerizations. However, these results do not reflect 

the complete nX  range for the polymer but only the soluble fraction. The molecular 

weights determined for both UV and redox polymerizations of A and C are similar, 

because the samples were passed through 0.45 µm filters to filter out insoluble fractions. 

O’Brien and coworkers reported that the nX  for the transesterified samples of redox 

poly(mono-SorbPC) is 4-51193 while for UV poly(mono-SorbPC) it is 3-10.141 These 

values can be compared with that of the mono-functional molecule, A (2-11). These data 

suggest that the sorbyl group in the head group region of A behaves similarly to the 

sorbyl group in the tail region of mono-SorbPC during two-dimensional polymerizations. 

The reported nX  for redox poly(bis-SorbPC) is 100-600 while for UV poly(bis-SorbPC) 

it is 5-10,141 comparable to that for redox polymerized C (5). The relatively low nX  is 

apparently due to using only the soluble fraction for SEC measurements. 
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Table 3.4. Thermodynamic characteristics of the heating endotherms of the lipids. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3.5. SEC data for the soluble fractions of polymerized mixed vesicles of DPenPC 

and lipids A and C. 

  

 

Lipid Tm (°C) ∆H (cal mol-1) 

DPenPC 32.4 2888 

A 11.2 3013 

B 12.9 80 

C 7.4 20 

Lipid Polymerization condition wM  range nM  range nX  PDI 

A UV 1627-9761 1540-8298 2-10 1.1-1.2 

A redox 1576-27763 1473-9792 2-11 1.1-2.8 

C UV 6436 4947 5 1.3 

C redox 7149 5210 5 1.4 
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Figure 3.9. SEC chromatograms of solvent, monomers, and mixtures of A/DPenPC after 

polymerization by (a) UV irradiation and (b) redox initiation. Inserts show the size of an 

impurity that was present relative to the monomer signal. 
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Figure 3.10. SEC chromatograms of solvent, monomers, and mixtures of C/DPenPC 

after polymerization by (a) UV irradiation and (b) redox initiation. 
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It has been reported that sorbyl ester groups do not readily polymerize unless the 

molecules aggregate to form mesophases.6, 230, 231 The identification of oligomers from A 

and C under typical polymerization conditions that have been used for other sorbyl 

lipids6, 149 indicates that the presence of a larger head group in A and C compared to other 

sorbyl PC lipids does not prevent sorbyl groups from reacting to form polymers. 

However, the relatively low molecular weight oligomers obtained from redox-

polymerized C, compared to redox-polymerized bis-SorbPC, can likely be attributed to 

the bulkiness of the head group, which prevents efficient aggregation of C monomer. 

This is presumed to limit the size of the growing polymer.  

Ester-linked sorbyl group polymerization usually follows a 1,4 mechanism.6 The 

loss of conjugated terminal methyl protons adjacent to the sorbyl unit (1.85 ppm, doublet) 

and the vinyl proton adjacent to the carbonyl (5.72-5.80 ppm, doublet) is consistent with 

the formation of a polymer product via 1,4–polymerization.141, 176, 232 The 1H NMR 

spectra of the soluble fraction of A/DPenPC vesicles subjected to either redox or UV 

polymerization show that all of the proton resonances due to the sorbyl moiety have 

disappeared (Figures 3.11 and 3.12). In the 1H NMR spectra of polymerized C/DPenPC 

samples, the loss of 1.85 ppm signal was clear, but the disappearance of other proton 

signals was not (Figure 3.13). Mueller and O’Brien suggested that an amide-linked 

sorbate monomer might follow a different polymerization mechanism.6 Further studies 

need to be done on the polymerization mechanism of C.  
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Figure 3.11. 1H NMR spectra of (a) DPenPC, (b) A, and (c) an equimolar mixture of 

A/DPenPC.  
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Figure 3.12. 1H NMR spectra of A/DPenPC and poly(A/DPenPC) equimolar mixtures: 

(a) unpolymerized, (b) UV polymerized, and (c) redox polymerized.  
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Figure 3.13. 1H NMR spectra of C/DPenPC and poly(C/DPenPC) mixtures: (a) 

unpolymerized, (b) UV polymerized, and (c) redox polymerized.  
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3.3.6. Thermotropic transitions by DSC 

DSC heating curves were obtained for hydrated bilayers of A, B, and C (Figure 

3.14). Because of the difficulty in forming liposomes from these lipids, a modified 

procedure from Torchilin and Weissig 
52 was used to measure their thermotropic phase 

behavior. Even though the aqueous content is relatively small in this method, it has been 

reported that if the chain lengths are long enough, lipids can still form lamellar phases.27 

In order to validate this method, DPenPC was used as a reference. The thermotropic 

transitions were observed as maxima in the excess heat capacity vs. temperature 

endotherms. The calorimetric enthalpy (∆H) and the peak area at the thermotropic 

transitions were calculated using the supplied software. The ∆H can also be manually 

calculated by dividing the area of the peak by the heating rate (user specified), 
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where J, K, s, and g are expressed in standard SI units. 

The Tm and ∆H of A, B, C, and DPenPC are reported in Figure 3.14 and in Table 

3.4. The measured Tm is 32.4 °C for DPenPC, which is very close to the values (31-34, 

33, 33.7 °C) reported in the Lipidat database, Avanti Polar Lipids 

(www.avantilipids.com), and elsewhere,35, 233, 234 showing that the method used is valid 

despite the low water content. The ∆H values reported for DPenPC are between ca. 6-9 
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kcal/mol,233 which were measured on samples of high water content. The ∆H calculated 

for DPenPC based on the method used here is ca. 3 kcal/mol, which is half of the lowest 

∆H literature value. This may be due to a smaller number of DPenPC molecules present 

in the lamellar phases compared to the methods based on high water content. 

Although DPenPC shows a single sharp transition, all other lipids tested show 

broad transitions. It was reported that when there are no perturbations from functional 

groups in the tail region of the lipid, as in DPenPC, the Tm is sharper.27 The thermotropic 

transition broadens with incorporation of functional groups into the tails27 as well as 

having a somewhat bulkier head group.235 It is thought that in order to minimize the 

influence from bulky head groups, tail chains become tilted more which reduces the 

interactions between them, producing broader peaks.27 The broad transitions measured 

for A-C also could be due to the presence of undetected impurities175 or (more likely) a 

lack of  cooperativity arising from the apathy of these lipids for water. 

The incorporation of a functionality into the hydrocarbon chain usually results in 

depression of the Tm, compared to that of saturated unbranched lipids of similar chain 

length. This has been attributed to perturbations of lipid packing due to kinks or bends 

introduced by the functionality.175 For example, the Tm of DOPC, which contains one cis 

double bond in each 18-carbon chain, is -20 °C while the corresponding trans lipid, 

DEPC, has a Tm of 12 °C, while the Tm is 55 °C for the saturated lipid, 1,2-distearoyl-sn-

glycero-3-phosphocholine (DSPC).234 Usually the Tm of a trans lipid occurs between the
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Figure 3.14. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) heating thermograms: (a) DPenPC, 

(b) A, (c) B, and (d) C.  
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corresponding saturated and cis-unsaturated lipids, which is due to the larger 

perturbations to lipid packing from cis double bonds than trans double bonds.204 This is 

also true for lipids measured in this study. The trans lipids, A and B, have Tm values of 

11.2 and 12.9 °C respectively, while the cis lipid C has a Tm of 7.4 °C. The lipid A and B 

Tm values are very close to that of the corresponding PC trans lipid, DEPC (12 °C). This 

suggests that head groups of these polymerizable lipids exert less influence on Tm than 

the trans structure of the tails. 

Comparing A to B, increasing the length of the head group spacer slightly 

increased the Tm. Similar results were also reported by Blume and Walle for head group 

polymerizable lipids based on methacryloyl groups.27 They found that when the 

methacryloyl group is attached to the PC head group via a short spacer, the Tm is slightly 

shifted to lower values, while increasing the length of the spacer slightly increased the 

Tm. The stabilization of the gel phase by the increased interactions between the 

hydrophobic chains is assumed to be due to reduction of mobility of the molecule as a 

result of the increased length of the spacer.  

The measured transition enthalpy of A (3 kcal/mol) is comparable to that of 

DPenPC. In contrast, B and C show relatively insignificant transition enthalpies (0.08 

and 0.02 kcal/mol, respectively). This was presumed to be due to the lack of number of 

lipid molecules in the lamellar phases. It is possible that the aqueous dispersions of these 

lipids form different non-lamellar structures such as micelles or tubules due to bulkiness 

of the head group, i.e. the increased length of the spacer group in B, and in the case of C, 

two sorbyl groups are attached to the head group. It was reported that incorporating two 
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polymerizable groups into the tail region of a lipid causes a decrease in ∆H of the 

molecule compared to the lipid with one polymerizable  group.175 However, no 

systematic attempts to measure this effect in polymerizable groups attached to head 

region of the lipids have been reported. It is possible that the low transition enthalpy that 

was observed for C is a combination of the several factors stated above. 

A characteristic feature of lipids with polymerizable groups attached to the head 

group via spacers is that the phase transition is not abolished after polymerization, 

because the motions of the hydrophobic chains are decoupled from the polymer 

backbone.27 This was not tested with lipids mentioned here due to the difficulty of 

separating poly(lipids) from mixed lipid vesicles in which polymerization was performed.  

 

3.3.7. Langmuir isotherms 

Measurements of surface pressure/area (π - A) isotherms provide a method for 

studying the influence of parameters such as temperature, head group charge and size, 

alkyl chain length, and chain packing on membrane properties. Langmuir isotherms of 

DPenPC, DOPC, DEPC, and the polymerizable lipids A, B and C at 20 °C on a deionized 

water subphase are illustrated in Figure 3.15. Bader et al. reported that based on the 

Langmuir isotherms, it was possible to describe miscibility behavior of two component 

lipid mixtures.203 Therefore, π - A isotherms of mixed lipid monolayers prepared with 

DPenPC and polymerizable lipids were also studied (Figure 3.15a-c). 
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Figure 3.15. Pressure-area isotherms for pure lipids and 50% (w/w) mixtures of 

synthesized lipids and DPenPC at 20 °C: (a) A and DPenPC, (b) B and DPenPC, (c) C 

and DPenPC, (d) DOPC and DEPC. 
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 The Langmuir isotherm of DPenPC exhibits the phase transition between the 

liquid-expanded (LE or liquid-like) and liquid-condensed (LC or condensed) states at 

surface pressures around 18 mN/m (Figure 3.15a-c). The isotherm was recorded at 20 °C, 

at which DPenPC is in lamellar gel (Lβ) phase (Tm is 32.4 °C, see Table 3.4). Further 

compression of the DPenPC monolayer resulted in film collapse at 55 mN/m, at which 

the area per molecule was ca. 41 Å2 (Table 3.6). Compared to DPenPC, A exhibits only 

one transition point, a collapse at 35 mN/m which is characteristic of a single phase. At 

20 °C, this is the LE phase for A. In addition, the A isotherm corresponds to a more 

expanded film at lower surface pressures in contrast to DPenPC. Cadenhead and 

coworkers reported that based on studies of esters and corresponding acidic 

hydrocarbons, more expanded films can be due to less hydrophilicity and bulkier 

groups.236  The expanded isotherm observed for A is apparently due to both less 

hydrophilicity and a bulkier head group than the PC lipid. 

The molecular area of A at the collapse pressure was 82 Å2 (Table 3.6). Lower 

collapse pressures in π - A  isotherms were reported to be due to uncharged head groups, 

which allow molecules to approach closer without Coulombic repulsions, and packing 

perturbations in the tail region.237, 238 It is possible that the lower collapse pressure for A, 

relative to DPenPC, is largely due to the packing perturbations that arise from trans 

unsaturation as well as tail disturbances from the bulky head group.  

To compare the effect of packing perturbations due to unsaturations in the tail 

groups on isotherm collapse pressure, π – A isotherms of cis and trans unsaturated C18-

PC lipids (DOPC and DEPC, respectively) were measured (Figure 3.15d). The collapse 
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Table 3.6. Selected properties of pressure-area isotherms shown in Figure 3.15: Pressure 

at the first transition (FT) and area per molecule (APM) at the FT for mixed monolayers, 

collapse pressure (CP), and APM at the CP.  

 

 

Lipid 

App. 
pressure 

at FT 
(mN/m) 

App. APM 
(Å2) at the  

FT 

App. CP 
(mN/m) 

App. APM 
(Å2) at the 

CP 

DOPC   41 67.1 

DEPC   42 47.1 

DPenPC   55 40.7 

A   35 81.9 

B   34 143.3 

C   35 129.2 

50% (w/w) A + DPenPC 42 65.9 68 33.2 

50% (w/w) B + DPenPC 34 98.0 55 30.8 

50% (w/w) C + DPenPC 37 94.0 53 34.5 
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pressure for DEPC (42 mN/m) is smaller than that of DPenPC but slightly larger than that 

of A. The similar A and DEPC collapse pressures suggest that it is mainly the tail 

structure that determines the isotherm collapse pressure. Because DEPC and A have 

identical tail structure, the collapse pressure difference between DEPC and A is 

apparently due to additional perturbations by the bulky A head group. The area per DEPC 

molecule at the collapse point was 47 Å2 compared to 82 Å2 for A (Table 3.6). This is 

attributed to A having a larger head group that requires more surface area to 

accommodate. This also suggests that due to the larger head group, the tails are farther 

apart from each other, resulting in less lateral cohesive interactions or less efficient 

packing.239 Therefore, a more expanded monolayer is observed for A. 

The shapes of the π – A isotherms of B and C are comparable to that of A. They 

both show a single transition point corresponding to collapse from the LE state (Figure 

3.15b-c) as well as comparable collapse pressures (34 and 35 mN/m, respectively; Table 

3.6). These low collapse pressures can be attributed to the reasons stated above for A. 

The area per molecule of B and C, 143 and 129 Å2 respectively, is significantly greater 

than that of A (Table 3.6). This can be attributed to the larger head groups in B and C. 

Another contributing factor might be packing disturbances imposed in the tail region by 

the extended spacer of B and the two sorbyl groups in the head group of C. These are 

expected be larger than that of A. In addition, the cis unsaturation in C is expected to 

create larger packing perturbations than the trans unsaturation in A,204 which may also 

contribute to the expanded monolayer properties of C. In fact, the effect of cis and trans 

unsaturation on the isotherms of otherwise identical molecular structures can be seen in 
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the π – A isotherms of DOPC and DEPC (Figure 3.15d). This clearly shows that cis 

unsaturation leads to a more expanded monolayer. However, this should produce a more 

expanded film for C than B film. This was not observed, suggesting that B with an 

extended spacer occupies a larger surface area and/or creates additional tail perturbations 

relative to C.  

Pressure-area isotherms of mixed monolayers prepared from 50% (w/w) A-C and 

DPenPC also studied. These mixed isotherms fall in between those of the two pure 

monolayers (Figure 3.15a-c) and are similar in shape to each other. All three isotherms 

exhibit three distinct transition points, corresponding to the presence of two different 

phases. The first and the last transition pressures are identical to the collapse pressures 

found independently for the pure monolayers (Figure 3.15a-c). After the first transition 

point, very large reductions of area occur with relatively small increments of the surface 

pressure. Then, the isotherms rise rapidly again and at higher pressures are almost 

parallel to the curve for pure DPenPC before finally the film collapses. The first 

transition point for the A/DPenPC monolayer occurs slightly above the collapse pressure 

of pure A, approximately at 42 mN/m, but the transition points for B and C mixed 

monolayers occur approximately at 34 and 37 mN/m, respectively, which are comparable 

to the collapse points of pure B and C. The π – A isotherm behavior for the mixed 

monolayers suggests that the two components are immiscible with each other and 

DPenPC is “squeezed out” at the first transition point.  

Studies with immiscible and miscible mixed monolayers have been reported by 

various authors. 91, 203, 237, 240-244 According to the phase rule, first applied to the two-
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dimensional state by Crisp,245 if the components in a binary monolayer are completely 

immiscible, the film should show a two-step transition; the component with the lower 

collapse pressure should be squeezed out at the first step, similar to the behavior observed 

here. However, this type of behavior can not be clearly identified if the two components 

have similar collapse pressures.237, 243 Another way to identify immiscibility of two 

components is that the collapse pressures should be independent of the compositions, as 

predicted by the phase rule. In contrast, the collapse pressure of mixed monolayers 

composed of two miscible components will vary with the composition.  

It is possible that immiscibility behavior observed here in the mixed monolayer 

isotherms occurred because they were formed from different film states246 (i.e. Lα of A-C 

and Lβ of DPenPC at 20 °C, see Table 3.4). It has been reported that in two-component 

mixture, complete miscibility occurs if the acyl chain lengths of the two lipids differ by 

less than 4 methylene units.49, 50 The acyl chain length difference is limited to 3 

methylene units in DPenPC and A-C mixtures. However, the first transition pressure in 

the A/DPenPC mixed isotherm is somewhat higher than the collapse pressure of pure A. 

This can be ascribed to small tolerance (or miscibility) of DPenPC in the A monolayer. 

This tolerance is assumed to be due to the molecular interactions to some extent and/or 

entangling of the molecules of the mixture.242 Apparently, the slight deviation of 

parallelism in the C/DPenPC mixed isotherm after the first transition pressure is 

attributed to the reasons stated above. The reason mixed liposomes from A/DPenPC and 

C/DPenPC were formed but not from B/DPenPC is presumably due to these interactions 

that make the mixed liposomes stable.  
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Although it is difficult to predict the pressure inside the lipid bilayers,237 it is 

possible that the mixed liposomes that were made from A and C contain small islands of 

separate lamellar phases, despite the fact that they should have been in the same phase 

due to raising the temperature above the Tm of the each component. In order to 

investigate the formation of phase-separated membranes, additional experiments are 

needed utilizing a method like freeze-fracture electron microscopy or epifluorescence 

microscopy, which wasn’t done in this study.237  

 

3.4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

 The polymerization of supramolecular assemblies of hydrated amphiphiles is an 

effective way to modify the chemical and physical properties of the assembly. However, 

polymerization in the tail region often disturbs the packing of the lipids and associated 

membrane properties such as permeability.204 In contrast, polymerization in the head 

group region is expected to affect the lipid packing minimally. The molecules A, B, and 

C that were synthesized and characterized here are neutral lipids with sorbyl reactive 

groups in the head region. 

Pure solutions of all three lipids do not form stable liposomes. This is presumed to 

be due to lack of amphiphilic nature of the neutral molecules, extensive intermolecular 

head group interactions that decrease hydration, and/or bulky head groups that may 

reduce the cohesive tail interactions necessary for bilayer formation. Therefore, attempts 

were made to form mixed vesicles with another fluid lipid. A and C were found to form 

mixed vesicles of expected diameters with other fluid lipids such as DOPC, eggPC and 
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even with a saturated lipid (DPenPC). However, attempts to make mixed vesicles of B 

were not successful. In addition, QELS measurements indicate that the upper limit of the 

polymerizable component in the mixed vesicles prepared with A and C is close to 50% 

(mol/mol). Beyond this limit, mixed vesicles appeared to rearrange to form differently 

sized mixed vesicle populations.  

Langmuir isotherms of mixed monolayers suggest that DPenPC is immiscible 

with A, B, or C. This is attributed to the lack of mixing of two different lamellar phases. 

However, slight deviations in Langmuir isotherms for A and C mixed with DPenPC are 

ascribed to a slight miscibility of DPenPC with A or C, which is the reason that mixed 

vesicles can be formed with A and C but not with B.   

 Polymerization of A or C mixed vesicles did not yield stable vesicles as tested by 

Triton X-100 solubilization, in contrast to stability expected from fully cross-linked 

vesicles. This is likely due to a lack of contiguous polymer in mixed vesicles that can 

withstand surfactant insertion, as well as the ability of surfactants to extract lipids from 

monomer-enriched domains in the phase-separated mixed vesicles. Under UV 

polymerization conditions, mixed vesicles of A and C did not yield larger aggregates as 

observed by QELS. This indicates that inter-vesicle cross-linking or aggregation does not 

occur under these polymerization conditions.  

The SEC studies of A and C mixed vesicles show that both form oligomers when 

subjected to either UV or redox-initiated polymerization. This suggests that sorbyl groups 

on bulky head groups aggregate sufficiently to be polymerized. However, these polymer 

products were not identified from MALDI-TOF experiments. There are a number of 
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possible reasons: absence of ionizable polar groups in A and C structures, problems with 

the MALDI matrices, problems of solubility and the mixing of the polymer, and possible 

interferences from the PC lipid component. In addition, these studies suggest that one 

should be cautious trying to identify lipid polymers using mass spectroscopy methods, 

because the presence of monomer aggregates can complicate the interpretation. Using 1H 

NMR to analyze the soluble fractions, A polymerization was determined to be following 

the 1,4 mechanism. However, the polymerization mechanism for C was not identified. 

One of the more intriguing effects suggested here is the effectiveness of two-

dimensional polymerizations in bilayers to reorganize apparently a rapidly diffusing 

random mixture of components into enriched domains despite some molecular 

components’ apathy to form lamellar structures by themselves. On the other hand, the 

mutual interaction of lipid polymerization and lipid domains described in this chapter 

offers other possibilities. The recognition that the polymerization of amphiphilic 

assemblies can create lipid domains or “lock in” preexisting lipid domains opens the way 

to new strategies for the use of lipid polymerization.221 The future possibilities include 

lipid mixtures composed of head group lipids that can be usefully employed to phase-

separate unreactive lipids from the newly formed polymeric domains. These 

polymerization-induced domains endow bilayer vesicles with latent instability sites that 

can be easily triggered by the addition of reagents, such as Triton X-100.  

This chapter describes the first known studies of sorbyl-substituted head group 

lipids. These results provide new insights into designing novel molecules for molecules 

to making supramolecular structures. Finally, it is important to note that these studies 
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open the way to the exciting possibility of combining the unusual physical characteristics 

of these new head group polymerizable lipids with the broad range of chemical 

characteristics that have come to be associated with liposomes, such as encapsulation of 

chemical and biological agents, permeability manipulation, reconstitution of functional 

proteins, and chemical and biosurface modification. 
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CHAPTER 4. 

STUDIES OF DIFFUSION OF CALCIUM IONS ACROSS POLYMERIZED 

LIPOSOMAL MEMBRANES 

4.1. INTRODUCTION 

 Ion transport in response to ion concentration gradients has assumed a central role 

in our understanding of cell function. From studies of lipid membranes, it is clear that a 

primary function attributed to the lipid bilayer moiety of biological membranes is to act 

as a permeability barrier. Knowledge of the permeability properties of lipid bilayers is a 

prerequisite for the study of permeability changes induced by incorporating integral 

membrane proteins, peptides or active transport molecules into bilayers, giving rise to 

carrier-mediated diffusion of permeants. In addition, a variety of biomimetic 

supramolecular structures that rely on charge separation and/or ion transport across a 

fluid lipid membrane have been constructed for use in chemical sensors, biosensors, and 

energy storage/conversion media. 154, 247-249 

 However, in a fluid-phase membrane, the lipids are associated only by relatively 

weak, noncovalent forces; thus these structures lack chemical, thermal, and mechanical 

stability relative to, for example, alkylsiloxane self-assembled monolayers.250-253 This 

lack of stability is a major impediment to technological implementation of lipid 

membranes in molecular devices, particularly when operation for extended periods is 

desired.250, 254, 255 The strategy most commonly used in order to overcome this problem is 

polymerization of lipid monomers with reactive moieties to achieve covalent linkage 

between lipids in the lamellar assemblies. 
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Poly(lipid) films appear to possess both the stability and inertness required for 

application in a number of emerging biomimetic technologies. However, lipid films made 

of lipid monomers with reactive groups and/or polymerization of them are likely to 

change some of the physical properties inherent to lipid membrane. Some of these 

properties include decreasing the fluidity of the lipid bilayer203, 205 and perturbations in 

the packing order,27 which may change the permeability rates204 of small solutes.  

Introducing functional groups in the tail region of polymerizable lipids may alter 

the permeability of a lipid bilayer. These functional groups are likely to create “kinks” 

and/or defects in the packing of the lipids27 (see Chapter 3) that can lead to an increased 

permeability to analytes,204, 256 as well as leakage of liposome-entrapped, fluorescence 

probes. In addition, the polymerization process may adversely affect liposome-entrapped 

molecules, e.g., photobleaching of entrapped fluorescence molecules during UV 

polymerization.  

Many of the early permeability studies of polymerizable lipids examined the 

permeability of small molecules, such as glucose or sucrose, across polymerized vesicles 

composed of methacryloylammonium lipids, bis-DenPC, diacetylenic lipids, mono- and 

bis-lipoylPC, etc.6 In these studies, moderate or substantial reductions in permeability 

were reported for linear and cross-linking polymerization, respectively. The reduction of 

the permeability was believed to be due to partial blocking of diffusion channels by the 

new bonds created by the polymerization. To date, however, permeability studies of 

either cations or protons for polymerized vesicles have not been performed. 
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In this study, a convenient liposome-based assay was developed based on 

entrapment of a calcium-sensitive fluor. The design of the assay permits measurement of 

both the permeability of poly(lipids) to Ca2+ (a convenient ion to monitor in these 

systems) through defects in the bilayer, as well as assessment of the viability of insertion 

of a lipid-soluble ionophore into the lipid bilayer to diffusively transport Ca2+. Both of 

these properties are important for development of applications such as artificial 

photosynthetic poly(lipid)  membranes.155, 158, 160  

 

4.2. EXPERIMENTAL 

4.2.1. Calcium leakage assay using entrapped Ca2+ sensitive dye 

 In this assay (outlined in Figure 4.1), a Ca2+-sensitive dye, Calcium Green-1 (CG-

1), was entrapped in the liposome interior. Initially, the entire solution was buffered at 

low, known concentrations of Ca2+ and protons. When Ca2+ was injected into the medium 

exterior to the liposomes, a Ca2+ concentration gradient was created between the exterior 

and the interior of the liposomes. If Ca2+ leaks through the lipid membrane to the 

liposome interior, CG-1 fluorescence is expected to increase. Later, when ionomycin, a 

lipophilic Ca2+ ionophore, was injected into the solution, a larger increase in CG-1 

fluorescence would be expected due to ionomycin-mediated transport of Ca2+ into the 

liposome interior. Finally, Triton X-100, a surfactant that lyses the liposomes, was added 

to the solution to release any remaining Ca2+ gradient.  
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Figure 4.1. Diagrammatic representation of steps of the Ca2+ assay: (1) liposomes with 

entrapped CG-1 were prepared, (2) Ca2+ spike was added to the solution, (3) ionomycin 

was added to the medium. The illustration shows that ionomycin diffuses back and forth 

in the membrane, transporting Ca2+ from liposome exterior to the interior. In step (4) 

Triton X-100 was added to the solution to lyse the liposome. 
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4.2.1.a. Calcium Green-1 

 Fluorescence is the most widely used method to measure changes in cellular and 

liposomal calcium levels.257 Calcium Green-1 is a visible light-excitable (over 450 nm) 

indicator developed by Invitrogen Corp. (http://probes.invitrogen.com; for structure, see 

Figure 4.2a). CG-1 exhibits an increase in fluorescence emission intensity upon binding 

Ca2+ with little shift in wavelength (Figure 4.3a). A fluorescence calibration curve was 

generated by varying the [Ca2+]free in the solution while holding the indicator 

concentration, pH, ionic strength and temperature constant (Figure 4.3b). The slope of the 

plot is nearly 1.0, which reflects the 1:1 binding of CG-1 with Ca2+.258 

CG-1 has a quantum yield of 0.75 at saturating Ca2+ concentrations, as compared 

to 0.14 of another visible light calcium indicator, fluo-3.258 In addition, the Ca2+ affinity 

of CG-1 (Kd = 190 nM) is higher than that of fluo-3 (Kd =390 nM).258 This makes CG-1 

very sensitive to changes in Ca2+. In order to prevent CG-1 from leaking through lipid 

membranes during and after polymerization, dextran conjugated CG-1 (3000 MW) was 

used in the Ca2+ assay described here. The excitation max is at 509 nm (ε = 70,000 cm-1 

M-1 at pH 7.2) and the emission max is at 530 nm.258 The degree of the labeling is 1-1.5 

dye per dextran and these dyes were purchased from Invitrogen Corp. 

To determine either the free calcium concentration of the solution or the Kd of the 

calcium indicator, the following equation was used:258, 259 
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Figure 4.2. Structures of molecules that were used in the Ca2+ leakage assay: (a) 

potassium salt of CG-1 fluor, (b) ionomycin, (c) Ca-ionomycin complex, and (d) EGTA. 

Ca-ionomycin complex is reprinted with permission from ref. [262]. Copyright 2007 

American Chemical Society.         
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where F is the fluorescence of the indicator at an experimental calcium level, Fmin is the 

fluorescence in the absence of calcium, and Fmax is the fluorescence of the calcium- 

saturated probe. The dissociation constant (Kd) is a measure of the affinity of the probe 

for calcium. 

 

4.2.1.b. Ionomycin 

 Ionomycin is a polyether carboxylic acid class of antibiotic isolated from the 

organism Strptomyces conglobatus ATCC 31005 (Figure 4.2b).260, 261 Polyether 

antibiotics are highly effective in the complexation of inorganic cations.262 These 

complexes are hydrophobic, and as a result, transport ions across membrane barriers. 

Similarly, ionomycin is capable of extracting Ca2+ and other divalent cations from an 

aqueous into an organic phase. It chelates Ca2+ as a dibasic acid, whereas the few other 

known ionophores (e.g. antibiotic A23187) chelate divalent cations as monobasic 

acids.260 It has two ionizable groups, a carboxylic acid and a β-diketone, as shown in 

Figure 4.2b. The protonation constants have not been determined in homogeneous 

solution; however, a pKa value of ~8.3 was estimated based on the pH dependence of 

metal ion extraction.261 Ion selectivity is as follows: Ca2+> Mg2+>> Sr2+ = Ba2+.263 

Binding of Sr2+ and Ba2+ is insignificant and binding to monovalent cations is negligible. 

La3+ is also bound to some extent.263 Complexation with a cation is always in a 1:1 

stoichiometry and pH-dependent; essentially no binding of Ca2+ occurs below pH 7.0 and 
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Figure 4.3. Spectral response of Calcium Green-1 in 0-10 mM CaEGTA buffers. (a) 

Spectral response of CG-1 to various free Ca2+ buffers and (b) calibration curve of CG-1. 

As a double log plot, the Ca2+ response of the indicator is linear. 
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maximum binding takes place at pH 9.5.263 On a mole per mole basis, ionomycin 

generally transports divalent cations with efficiency equal to or greater than antibiotic 

A23187.261 The structure of the Ca-ionomycin complex is illustrated in Figure 4.2c. The 

calcium salt of the antibiotic has a molecular weight of 747.1 and an elemental analysis 

of C41H70O9Ca.263 Unlike ionophore A23187, ionomycin is not fluorescent and can be 

used in conjunction with fluorescent indicating dyes to modulate and measure 

intracellular Ca2+ concentration.264-267  

 

4.2.1.c. EGTA 

EGTA (ethylene glycol tetraacetic acid) is a chelating agent that is related to the 

better-known EDTA (ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid), but with a much higher affinity 

for calcium than for magnesium ions (Figure 4.2d).268 It forms a 1:1 complex with Ca2+. 

The highest four pKa values of EGTA are pK3 = 2.00, pK4 = 2.68, pK5 = 8.85, pK6 = 9.46 

at 20 °C and 0.1 M ionic strength.269 

For accurate control of free calcium concentration during the investigation of a 

wide ranges of physiological and biochemical systems, EGTA is the most commonly 

used chelator due to its high buffering capacity in the micromolar range.269, 270 It is useful 

for making buffer solutions that resemble the environment inside living cells, where 

calcium ions are usually at least a thousand-fold less concentrated than magnesium.268 

However, the apparent affinity of Ca2+ for EGTA varies with pH, temperature, and ionic 

strength. In addition, other ions, for example Mg2+, bind to EGTA and this affects the 

apparent Ca affinity. In solutions that contain several chelating species, or that contain 
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ions that compete with Ca2+ for binding to EGTA, calculating the free Ca2+ concentration 

requires simultaneously solving multiple equilibrium expressions. Except for the simplest 

cases where analytical solutions are feasible, an iterative computer program must be used 

to complete these calculations.271, 272 In order to calculate free Ca2+ concentrations in this 

work, MAXC (version 2.40) was used, a program developed for this purpose that is 

freely accessible on the web.273 

 

4.2.2. Materials 

L-α-phosphatidylcholine (eggPC), 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine 

(DOPC), 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphate (monosodium salt, DOPA), and 

cholesterol (ovine wool) were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids 

(www.avantilipids.com) and used without further purification. The polymerizable lipids, 

bis-SorbPC, bis-DenPC, and lipids A and C are not commercially available (Figures 1.12, 

and 3.1). Therefore, bis-SorbPC and bis-DenPC were synthesized in the Chemical 

Synthesis Facility in the University of Arizona by a modification of the procedure 

reported by Lamparski et al.176and Liu and O’Brien,148 respectively. The synthesis 

procedure of lipids A and C is described in a paper in preparation by Ratnayaka et al.209 

The lipid structures were established by 1H NMR and high-resolution mass spectrometry 

(HRMS). The synthetic bolalipid, 2,2'-di-O-decyl-3,3'-O-1'',20''-eicosanyl-bis-rac-

glycero-1,1'-diphosphocholine (C20BAS), was synthesized in the laboratory of David H. 

Thompson, Purdue University, IN (Figure 1.4).274 The purity of the lipids and the 

progress of lipid polymerization were evaluated by thin-layer chromatography (TLC) and 
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visualized with a UV lamp. Compounds containing UV-sensitive groups were handled 

under yellow lights.  

Calcium Green™-1 dextran (3,000 MW, anionic) potassium salt, and R-

phycoerythrin were purchased from Invitrogen Corp., CA (http://probes.invitrogen.com). 

Ionomycin calcium salt, ethylene glycol-bis(2-aminoethylether)-N,N,N′,N′-tetraacetic 

acid (EGTA) BioChemika Ultra, ≥99.0% (T), N-(2-hydroxyethyl)piperazine-N′-(2-

ethanesulfonic acid) (HEPES) ≥99.5% (T) and CaCl2 · 2H2O (~99%) were purchased 

from Sigma-Aldrich Corp. (St. Louis, MO). All other reagents and solvents were 

purchased from standard commercial sources and used as received. The water used in 

polymerization and making lipid vesicles, hereafter referred to as deionized water, was 

obtained from a Barnstead Nanopure system with a measured resistivity of 18.3 MΩ cm 

and total organic content specified as less than 10 ppb. 

 

4.2.3. Preparation of solutions 

Initially, all the calcium buffers were carefully prepared using the highest-grade 

chemicals available and plastic containers to avoid contamination from foreign metal 

ions. Bulk Ca2+ solution (0.38 M) was prepared by dissolving CaCl2 in 100 mM HEPES 

and 100 mM KCl solution, which was adjusted to pH 8. This solution was used to adjust 

Ca2+ concentration in other buffer solutions. Total Ca2+ solution (2.4 mM) was prepared 

by adding an appropriate amount from the bulk Ca2+ solution to pH 8, 10 mM K2EGTA, 

100 mM HEPES, and 100 mM KCl solution, hereafter referred to as HEPES(Ca) buffer. 
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The amount of free Ca2+ in this buffer solution is calculated to be 1.73 nM.273 Ionomycin 

was dissolved in ethanol to prepare a 3.35 x 10-4 M solution. 

 

4.2.4. Preparation of vesicles 

Lipids (2.5 mg) from stock benzene solutions were dried by passing a stream of 

argon over the sample. For preparation of mixed lipid vesicles, the second lipid was 

added to the dried film of the first lipid and argon was used to dry this mixture, similar to 

the first lipid. The dried sample was held under high vacuum for ca. 4 hours, and then 

hydrated with 2 mL of 2.1 x 10-4 M CG-1 solution prepared with HEPES(Ca) buffer. 

Hydrated lipids were vortexed several times after warming above the main phase 

transition temperature (Tm). The lipid mixture was subjected to ultra-sonication above Tm 

for 1 min275 followed by 10 freeze-thaw cycles (-77 °C in dry ice/2-propanol to 40 °C).  

Large unilamellar vesicles (LUVs) were prepared by the extrusion method using 

an extruder (Northern Lipids Inc., Vancouver, BC). The suspension was extruded through 

two stacked Nuclepore polycarbonate filters 10 times (pore size 600, 400, and 100 nm, 

sequentially 3 x, 3 x, and 4 x, respectively) above the Tm. For C20BAS and C20BAS 

mixed liposomes, the final extrusion was through 200 nm filters. The average diameter of 

the liposomes was determined by QELS measurements. 

 

4.2.5. Separation of unentrapped probe molecules from vesicles 

In order to separate excess CG-1 from the vesicles containing entrapped CG-1, 

size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) was used. Because dextrans are polydisperse, a 
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SEC column with higher fractionation range is required to separate dextran-conjugated 

CG-1 dyes (see dextran in www5.amershambiosciences.com and probes.invitrogen.com). 

Therefore, a Sephadex G-100 column calibrated with R-phycoerythrin was used. The 

column was equilibrated with the HEPES(Ca) buffer before use. The equilibrated SEC 

column was used for the separation of 2 mL vesicle solution. The liposome suspension 

was collected from the column and adjusted to a known volume with the HEPES(Ca) 

buffer for further applications. 

 

4.2.6. Fluorescence measurements 

Fluorescence of the samples was measured with a FluoroLog®-3 fluorometer 

(HORIBA Jobin Yvon Inc, Edison, NJ). The spectral response of CG-1 in 0-10 mM 

CaEGTA buffers was measured and a calibration curve for Ca2+ was prepared (Figure 

4.3). The 0 mM CaEGTA solution was prepared by adding 1 µM CG-1 to 10 mM 

K2EGTA. The 10 mM CaEGTA solution was prepared by adding 1µM CG-1 to 0.01 M 

total Ca2+ in 10 mM K2EGTA. The highest CaEGTA (10 mM) solution has [Ca2+]free of 

about 39 µM, which is high enough to saturate the CG-1 indicator.258 Both solutions 

contain 100 mM KCl and 10 mM pH 8 HEPES buffer. These stock solutions were 

blended to make 0-39 µM free Ca2+ buffers.258 The solutions were excited at 488 nm and 

the emission was recorded over 500-600 nm. 

After SEC, LUVs were placed in a cuvette and diluted with the HEPES(Ca) 

buffer to 2 mL to prepare a 0.25 mg/mL vesicle solution. The sample was excited at 488 

nm and the emission was monitored at 530 nm, in the time acquisition mode of the 
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fluorometer. Data was collected at 20 sec intervals with a 10 sec integration time, with 2 

and 4 nm excitation and emission slits, respectively. Forty µL from 0.38 M bulk Ca2+ 

solution was added to the liposome suspension during the fluorescence measurement. 

This increases the total [Ca2+] to 10 mM from 2.4 mM and the [Ca2+]free to 39 µM from 

1.73 nM. If CG-1 fluorescence increased, it was assumed to be due to Ca2+ permeability 

through the lipid membrane. Little or no change in fluorescence was assumed to reflect 

low Ca2+ permeability creating a Ca2+ gradient across the membrane. Subsequently, 20 

µL of 3.35 x 10-4 M ionomycin was added to the liposome mixture to release the Ca2+ 

gradient. The final ionomycin concentration in the liposome suspension was 3.35 µM. 

The number of ionomycin molecules/vesicles was calculated to be ~900 (for eggPC), 

assuming ionomycin has a partition coefficient of infinity in lipid membranes. The 

fluorescence at each step was recorded continuously for 6-10 min. At the end of the 

measurement, 32 µL of 0.1098 M Triton X-100 was added to the liposome mixture (final 

Triton concentration of 1.2 x  10-3 M) to lyse the lipid membranes. In all these 

measurements, fluorescence intensities were not corrected for dilution but these 

corrections were assumed to be negligible due to small volume additions. 

 

4.2.7. UV photopolymerization 

Polymerizable LUVs in a cuvette prepared for the fluorescence measurements 

were irradiated with a high-pressure Hg/Xe arc lamp (Newport Corporation, CT) for 4 

min at a temperature of 45 °C. The lamp was equipped with an IR water filter to remove 

IR wavelengths, preventing excessive heating of the sample. The polymerization was 
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monitored by UV-vis absorption spectroscopy. The UV-vis absorbance spectra of the 

0.25 mg/mL vesicle suspension in a cuvette was recorded against the HEPES(Ca) buffer 

blank before and after the polymerization on a Spectral Instruments (Tucson, AZ) model 

440 UV-vis spectrometer. 

 

4.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In order to understand the permeability properties of polymerizable lipids, a 

liposome-based Ca2+ assay was developed. This assay was applied to various lipid 

compositions. Further, the same assay was used to evaluate carrier-mediated Ca2+ 

transport across poly(lipid) membranes. 

 

4.3.1. Ca2+ assay steps without any vesicles 

 Figure 4.4a shows planned steps for the Ca2+ permeability assay without any lipid 

vesicles in the solution. This control experiment was designed to determine the effects of 

the Ca2+, ionomycin, and Triton X-100 addition steps on CG-1 fluorescence in the 

absence of any barriers to ion diffusion. From absorbance measurements and calculations 

based on the vesicle volume (data not shown), it was estimated that the CG-1 indicator 

concentration in 0.25 mg/ml lipid vesicle solutions is 10-8-10-7 M. Therefore, an 

approximately 10-8 M CG-1 solution was prepared in HEPES(Ca) buffer to emulate the 

indicator concentration in lipid solutions. While measuring the fluorescence at 530 nm of 

this solution, first, a Ca2+ spike was added to the solution. This increased the [Ca2+]free to 

39 µM from 1.73 nM and caused the fluorescence signal to increased significantly (ca. 12 
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times the initial intensity). This is due to the association of CG-1 with free Ca2+. In the 

next step, when ionomycin was added to the medium, no noticeable change was observed 

for the fluorescence signal. This was expected as no Ca2+ gradient was created in the first 

step. At the end of the measurement, Triton X-100 was added, which resulted in ca. 2% 

drop of fluorescence. This drop was ascribed to the combination of molar absorptivity 

and/or quantum yield change of the fluor, and scattering effects by surfactant micelles. 

This will be discussed in detail later in this chapter. From this control experiment, it was 

established that each assay step is predictable and proceeds as expected.  

 A CG-1 solution, prepared similar to the control experiment described above, was 

UV illuminated for 4 min. This UV illumination imitates the UV polymerization step in 

the Ca2+ assay for polymerizable lipids (see below). Figure 4.4b illustrates the Ca2+ assay 

steps after the UV illumination of this solution. The initial fluorescence intensity was 3.4 

times higher than that of the solution without UV illumination. This is ascribed to 

somewhat elevated [Ca2+]free arising from slight UV degradation of HEPES buffer that 

led to a decrease in pH. This will be discussed later in this chapter. With the addition of 

the 39 µM free Ca2+ spike, the initial fluorescence signal increased only 1.4 times from 

the previous level, which is nearly 60% less than that of the solution without UV 

illumination. This difference is attributed to photobleaching of the indicator dye. In the 

next step, when ionomycin was added to the medium, the fluorescence intensity slightly 

increased (<1%). In the last assay step, the fluorescence intensity dropped ca. 3% with 

the Triton X-100 addition. This drop is comparable to that of the solution without UV 

illumination. 
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Figure 4.4. Control experiments without liposomes in the solution, showing the Ca2+ 

assay steps: (a) no UV illumination and (b) 4 min UV illumination, similar to conditions 

used to polymerize lipid monomers. 
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 4.3.2. Ca2+ permeability assay for eggPC vesicles  

 The Ca2+ assay was first tested with a fluid lipid, eggPC, which is known to have 

ion permeability resistance.276 CG-1 indicator was entrapped in eggPC vesicles that were 

diluted to 0.25 mg/mL, in order to prevent scattering and inner filter effects.277 At this 

dilution, the absorbance is ~0.07 at 488 nm (data not shown). After the addition of the 

excess Ca2+ spike and ionomycin, the absorbance was still around 0.08 at 488 nm (data 

not shown). 

 Similar to the control experiments without any lipid vesicles, the initial 

fluorescence was observed for several minutes. Next, the 39 µM free Ca2+ spike was 

added (Figure 4.5), which causes the fluorescence intensity to increase 1.3 times from the 

initial level. This can be compared with the control experiment without UV illumination, 

in which, after the Ca2+ spike, the intensity increased 12 times. The increase of only 1.3 

suggests that there is a Ca2+ gradient across the eggPC membrane and only a modest 

amount of Ca2+ (if any) reaches the entrapped CG-1 indicator in the liposome interior. 

The retention of the Ca2+ gradient is expected since eggPC, as a fluid lipid, is known to 

resist ion permeability.276 However, the slight increase in fluorescence is somewhat 

unexpected. 

There are two possibilities that could lead to this increase: i) fast electrically 

uncompensated movement of Ca2+ across the membrane; ii) CG-1 dyes are associated 

with the external membrane surface and thus not removed during SEC. Electrically 

uncompensated ion movement (fast) can happen, but it is usually followed by a second 

slow movement of ions, as reported for proton movement under a ∆pH gradient (see 
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Chapter 5). Only a small and slow fluorescence increase is observed after the initial 1.3 

times rapid rise of the fluorescence intensity, in this case corresponding to a slow Ca2+ 

diffusion. After a rapid Ca2+ decay, one would expect to have a second slow component 

that is faster than that was observed in this assay step. However, it is possible that this 

motion is masked in the initial rapid rise by other developments that increase the 

fluorescence intensity. Alternatively, if some CG-1 dye remains in the external medium, 

addition of Ca2+ should increase the fluorescence. It is not possible to distinguish between 

the two possibilities stated above, and the observed fluorescence increase may be due to 

both. 

When ionomycin was added to the medium in the next step, as expected, the 

fluorescence was enhanced five times from the previous level. This is attributed to 

dissipation of the Ca2+ gradient by ionomycin transporting Ca2+ to the interior of the 

liposomes. In addition, the rapid change of fluorescence intensity level suggests that 

amount of ionomycin added to the solution (~900 ionomycin/vesicle) is enough to 

achieve apparent equilibrium between intra- and extra-vesicular Ca2+. After monitoring 

the florescence level for about 7 min, Triton X-100 was added to liposome suspension to 

lyse the vesicles. With this last step, fluorescence intensity increased about 18% from the 

previous level. This is unexpected because it suggests that ionomycin does not fully 

equilibrate the Ca2+ gradient across the liposomal membrane.  

Erdahl and coworkers reported that not only ionomycin but also the ionophores 

A23187 and 4-BrA23187 failed to fully equilibrate a Ca2+ gradient with a high affinity 

Ca2+ indicator when these are separated by a POPC membrane.278 Even though this result
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Figure 4.5. Ca2+ permeability assay for eggPC liposomes. 
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is not fully understood, the authors suggested two potential explanations, both related to 

∆pH. In the first, as the ionomycin-mediated Ca2+ translocation proceeds, the internal pH 

may increase to a point where the ionophore at the internal interface exists predominantly 

in the anionic form. Because this form is membrane-impermeant, its accumulation with 

rising pH could eventually reduce net transport to a negligible rate. In the second 

explanation, higher internal pH would result in enhanced complexation of free Ca2+ as the 

fraction of ionophore in the anionic form increased. This would result in a progressive 

replacement of the 2H+↔Ca2+ exchange reaction by Ca2+↔Ca2+ exchange, thus 

diminishing the extent of net Ca2+ transport. However, significant ∆pH changes were not 

observed in subsequent experiments reported by the same authors, where internal pH was 

monitored along with the Ca2+ translocation by these ionophores.279 

Another possibility is that the fluorescence increase associated with Triton X-100 

addition is due to a change in molar absorptivity and/or quantum yield of the fluor or the 

scattering effects by micelles or the combination of these factors. Molar absorptivity and 

quantum yield strongly depend on the chemical environment around a fluor.280 The 

addition of surfactants may have changed the environment around the CG-1 indicator, 

e.g. if the molecule is entrapped in a surfactant micelle/mixed micelle. In addition, 

creating micelles in the solution should change scattering of the light from the previous 

state. It is possible that the net result of the intensity increase observed here is a 

combination of these factors.  

Despite this observation with Triton X-100, the results obtained with eggPC show 

that this assay can be used for evaluating liposomes for Ca2+ permeability and carrier-
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mediated transport of Ca2+. In addition, based on this assay, it is established that eggPC is 

highly resistant to Ca2+ permeability. If one neglects the fluorescence enhancement by 

Triton X-100 and considers only the fluorescence level after ionomycin injection, the 

fluorescence change from the initial level to the ionomycin level can be assumed to 

represent the maximum response of CG-1 to the total [Ca2+]free. Furthermore, assuming 

that the initial fluorescence increase at the 39 µM free Ca2+ spike, before ionomycin 

injection, is only due to Ca2+ leakage, the percent Ca2+ leakage and retention can be 

calculated. Based on these assumptions, the Ca2+ leakage from eggPC liposomes is only 

about 5% of the total Ca2+ gradient. The summary of Ca2+ permeability measurements of 

lipids and lipid mixtures used in this chapter are presented in Table 4.1. 

 

4.3.3. Ca2+ permeability assay for bis-SorbPC vesicles 

 Bis-SorbPC is a polymerizable phospholipid that has two-sorbyl terminal groups 

at the hydrophobic region of the lipid (Figure 1.12).6 The lipid can be conveniently 

polymerized by either UV light or by redox-polymerization,10 with a high degree of 

conversion, to yield high molecular weight polymers. Most importantly, poly(bis-

SorbPC) makes uniform stable planar supported bilayers (PSLBs) on SiO2 with few 

number of surface defects.9 Therefore, it is an appropriate candidate for testing for Ca2+ 

permeability. 
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Table 4.1. Summary of the Ca2+ permeability measurements of pure lipids and lipid 

mixtures used in this chapter.  

Fl. change at each assay step 

Lipid Leakage 
(%) Free Ca2+    

(x times) 
Ionomycin 

(x times or %) 
Triton (%) 

Unpolymerized     

EggPC 5 1.3 5 +18 

Bis-SorbPC 97 6 2 (%) +19 

Bis-SorbPC/DOPC 22 2.2 2.9 +8 

Bis-SorbPC/DOPA/cholesterol 46 3.3 1.8 -23 

Bis-DenPC 13 1.5 3.4 +2 

Lipid A/DOPC 10 1.6 4.2 -9 

Lipid C/DOPC 12 1.7 4.0 -2 

C20BAS 97 4.5 4 (%) -4 

C20BAS/cholesterol 41 3.2 2 +3 

Polymerized     

Bis-SorbPC 94 2.4 3 (%) +14 

Bis-SorbPC/DOPC 94 2.6 7 (%) -9 

Bis-SorbPC/DOPA/cholesterol 96 2.3 3 (%) -17 

Bis-DenPC 23 1.2 1.5 +2 

Lipid A/DOPC 30 1.2 1.3 -22 

Lipid C/DOPC 49 1.1 1.1 -11 
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4.3.3.a. Before UV photopolymerization 

Analogous to the Ca2+ assay for eggPC liposomes, bis-SorbPC liposomes were 

assayed for Ca2+ permeability. The resulting fluorescence curve is presented in Figure 

4.6. Its features are comparable to those observed for eggPC (Figure 4.5). When the 39 

µM free Ca2+ spike was added the medium, the fluorescence intensity increased ca. six 

times from that of the initial level. This was not observed with eggPC, and it indicates 

that Ca2+ permeates across the bis-SorbPC membrane. This was confirmed by the next 

step, in which ionomycin addition caused the fluorescence to increase only by ca. 2% 

from the previous level. This slight increase compared to the five-fold increase observed 

with eggPC (Figure 4.5) suggests that the Ca2+ in the liposome exterior is already 

equilibrated with the liposome interior. It has been proposed that polymerizable groups in 

the lipid hydrophobic region likely perturb lipid packing order in mesophases,27 thereby 

creating kinks or defects in the membrane. Therefore, the Ca2+ gradient was presumably 

dissipated through ion channeling defects created by sorbyl groups in the bis-SorbPC tail 

region. Similar to the Ca assay for eggPC, the Ca2+ leakage of bis-SorbPC was calculated 

as a percentage of the total [Ca2+]free, to be ca. 97%. 

At the end of the fluorescence measurement, Triton X-100 was added to the 

liposome suspension, which caused the fluorescence intensity to be elevated by ca. 19%, 

similar to that was observed in eggPC assay. This fluorescence change is attributed to the 

reasons discussed earlier. Using the Ca2+ permeability assay for bis-SorbPC, it was 

established that unpolymerized bis-SorbPC is highly permeable to Ca2+ when compared 

to eggPC. 
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Figure 4.6. Ca2+ permeability assay for bis-SorbPC liposomes, before UV 

polymerization. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.7. Absorbance spectra of UV irradiated HEPES(Ca) buffer with time. 
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4.3.3.b. Finding a suitable polymerization time 

 During UV photopolymerization of polymerizable lipids, in addition to lipid 

monomer-polymer conversion, it is possible that other molecules in the medium can 

degrade or participate UV-induced side reactions. Therefore, HEPES(Ca) buffer was 

subjected UV irradiation and the absorbance was measured periodically. The absorbance 

spectra, presented in Figure 4.7, show that the molecules in the buffer solution undergo 

UV light-induced changes. When the pH was measured after the UV illumination, it was 

slightly acidic relative to the initial measurement (decrease of ca. 0.1 pH unit).The slight 

pH change also leads to an increase in the calculated [Ca2+]free in the buffer. These 

changes are hereafter referred to as buffer degradation. This problem suggests the use of 

a different buffer. However, inorganic buffers such as phosphates cannot be used with 

Ca2+ because of solubility product formation (e.g. CaHPO4.2H2O has a Ksp of 2.6 x 10-7 

).281 

The buffer degradation is sensitive to duration of the UV illumination and is small 

if the illumination is restricted to 4 min (Figure 4.7). During a 4 min illumination period, 

all the polymerizable lipids discussed in this chapter undergo ≥90% monomer to polymer 

conversion, as monitored by absorbance measurements of the dienoyl group at 260 nm. A 

UV polymerization time of 4 min in HEPES(Ca) buffer was therefore selected as a 

compromise between buffer degradation and polymer conversion. 
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4.3.3.c. After UV photopolymerization 

 Dilute bis-SorbPC LUVs, as prepared for the unpolymerized Ca2+ assay, were UV 

polymerized for 4 min. As noted above, after 4 min, the bis-SorbPC mixture was ca. 90% 

polymerized (Figure 4.8). The Ca2+ assay was then performed on the polymerized bis-

SorbPC liposomes. The resulting fluorescence time plot is shown in Figure 4.9. The 

initial fluorescence intensity is 1.8 times higher than that of unpolymerized bis-SorbPC 

liposomes. This is ascribed to the somewhat elevated [Ca2+]free due to slight UV 

degradation of HEPES(Ca) buffer. With the addition of 39 µM free Ca2+, initial 

fluorescence signal increased 2.4 times. This change is 6 times at the unpolymerized bis-

SorbPC assay. When ionomycin was added to the solution, the fluorescence intensity 

increased only 3%, comparable to unpolymerized bis-SorbPC (ca. 2%). Since almost all 

of the change came from the addition of Ca2+ spike, most of the Ca2+ gradient was 

dissipated through the Ca2+-permeable defects in the membrane. When the leakage was 

calculated as stated above, it is ca. 94%. Therefore, the Ca2+ permeability of poly(bis-

SorbPC) liposomes is analogous to that of unpolymerized bis-SorbPC liposomes (ca. 

97% Ca2+ leakage). UV polymerization, which creates covalent bonding between 

neighboring molecules, apparently does not block the defects in the membrane to prevent 

Ca2+ leakage. With the Triton X-100 step, similar to the unpolymerized bis-SorbPC, the 

fluorescence level was elevated ca. 14%. However, final fluorescence level was ca. 23% 

less than the unpolymerized bis-SorbPC liposomes. This is ascribed to UV 

photobleaching of the CG-1 indicator. Without any liposomes, photobleaching caused 

60% loss of fluorescence intensity in the control experiment (Figure 4.4b). 
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Figure 4.8. Bis-SorbPC absorbance, before and after UV polymerization. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.9. Ca2+ permeability assay for bis-SorbPC liposomes, after UV polymerization. 
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The lower fluorescence loss in the liposomes suggests that dye molecules are screened 

from UV light by the absorbing sorbyl groups. 

 Based on the Ca2+ assay, it is clear that both polymerized and unpolymerized bis-

SorbPC liposomes behave similarly in the presence of a Ca2+ gradient. Both are highly 

permeable to Ca2+, presumably through Ca2+-permeable defects in the membrane.  

 

4.3.4. Ca2+ permeability assay for bis-SorbPC/DOPC mixed vesicles 

Mixing lipids has many advantages. Among them are controllable fluidity139 of 

the bilayer and controllable permeability.282-284 A fluid lipid, DOPC, was mixed with bis-

SorbPC in an effort to alter the Ca2+ permeability of pure bis-SorbPC membranes. The 

hypothesis is that DOPC may fill defects in the bilayer. 

 

4.3.4.a. Before UV photopolymerization   

Mixed lipid liposomes were prepared as described in the experimental section. 

When mixed liposomes prepared with 25% (mol/mol) DOPC were subjected to the Ca2+ 

assay, a biphasic increase of the fluorescence at the 39 µM free Ca2+ spike was observed 

(data not shown). This behavior suggests that Ca2+ is leaking, but it has fast and slow 

components. This was not observed with pure bis-SorbPC liposomes. Presumably, DOPC 

managed to slow Ca2+ permeation but not completely. Therefore, the DOPC component 

was increased to 50% (mol/mol) in the next mixture. The Ca2+ permeability assay for this 

mixture is presented in Figure 4.10a. When the 39 µM free Ca2+ spike was added, the 

fluorescence intensity was increased 2.2 times. In the assay of eggPC liposomes, the
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Figure 4.10. Ca2+ permeability assay for 1:1 (mol/mol) bis-SorbPC/DOPC mixed 

liposomes (a) before UV polymerization and (b) after UV polymerization. 
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increase was 1.3 times (Table 4.1). This difference is likely due to partial permeability of 

Ca2+. Upon ionomycin addition, the fluorescence increased 2.9 times from the previous 

level. This suggests that although it is more permeable than eggPC, this particular bis-

SorbPC/DOPC lipid mixture can retain some of the Ca2+ gradient. Using the assumptions 

stated above, it is calculated to be ca. 78% and the leakage is ca. 22%. In the last step of 

the assay, when Triton X-100 was added, the fluorescence level was elevated by ca. 8% 

from the previous level. This is similar to that of eggPC and bis-SorbPC.  

Based on the Ca2+ permeability assay, it appears that 1:1 (mol/mol) bis-

SorbPC/DOPC mixture is fluid enough to partially fill membrane defects and/or the 

defects are smaller than those in bis-SorbPC liposomes. 

 

4.3.4.b. After UV photopolymerization 

Mixed liposomes containing 50% (mol/mol) DOPC were prepared as described in 

the experimental section and UV polymerized. The Ca2+ permeability assay was 

performed and the resulting fluorescence curve is presented in Figure 4.10b. The initial 

fluorescence level is slightly higher than that of the unpolymerized mixture due to some 

buffer degradation due to UV light. With the addition of the 39 µM free Ca2+ spike, the 

initial fluorescence level increased 2.6 times. This is comparable to poly(bis-SorbPC), 

which was 2.4 times (Table 4.1). When ionomycin was added, the fluorescence intensity 

increased ca. 7%. The corresponding increase in the assay for poly(bis-SorbPC) 

liposomes was ca. 3%. When Ca2+ leakage was calculated using the assumptions stated 

earlier, it was ca. 94%. Therefore, similar to poly(bis-SorbPC) there was some Ca2+ 
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gradient retained by poly(bis-sorbPC/DOPC), but it was insignificant due to initial higher 

Ca2+ leakage. This higher Ca2+ leakage compared to unpolymerized liposomes is 

presumably due to polymerization-induced phase separation in mixed vesicles.6, 221 

Apparently, Ca2+ can permeate through defects in the bis-SorbPC enriched polymerized 

phases as in pure poly(bis-SorbPC) and/or through phase boundaries. 

 Upon Triton X-100 addition, the fluorescence decreased by about 9%. This is 

completely opposite to what was observed in all other assays where the fluorescence 

intensity increased with Triton X-100 addition. In the control experiment, the 

fluorescence level dropped nearly 3% and that was ascribed to the combination of molar 

absorptivity and/or quantum yield change of the fluor, and scattering effects by micelles 

(Figure 4.4b). Similarly, the drop of fluorescence intensity for poly(bis-SorbPC/DOPC) is 

likely due to those effects. However, the effect is more than that observed in the control 

experiment or with eggPC and bis-SorbPC, presumably due to formation of different 

nonlamellar lipid assemblies6 and/or mixed micelles with Triton X-100.  

 

4.3.5. Ca2+ permeability assay for bis-SorbPC/DOPA/cholesterol mixed vesicles 

Other lipids commonly used in liposome mixtures include DOPA and 

cholesterol.154 DOPA is structurally similar to DOPC but negatively charged (Figure 1.4). 

Because the Tm is -8 °C, the lipid is also fluid at room temperature (RT). Therefore, 

DOPA is expected to behave similarly to DOPC in the lipid mixtures. In addition, 

because DOPA is negatively charged, confinement of CG-1 dye (negatively charged, 

Figure 4.2a) inside the liposome is expected due to charge repulsion, which should 
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reduce the number of dye molecules associated with the external membrane surface after 

SEC. Cholesterol was reported to reduce the permeability of fluid lipid bilayers to a 

variety of solutes285, 286 including ionophore-mediated Ca2+ translocation across 

membranes.287   Using DOPA and cholesterol, a lipid mixture was prepared with bis-

SorbPC that was expected to reduce Ca2+ permeability of bis-SorbPC liposomes. 

 

4.3.5.a. Before UV photopolymerization 

The LUVs were prepared from bis-SorbPC, DOPA, and cholesterol at 70:10:20 

mole percentage ratios, respectively, as described in the experimental section. After 

observing the initial fluorescence level for about 14 min, the 39 µM free Ca2+ spike was 

added to the liposome suspension (Figure 4.11). The fluorescence intensity increased in a 

biphasic manner, with a rapid rise followed by a slow rise. The slow rise was continuing 

when ionomycin was introduced. At that point, the fluorescence increased by 3.3 times 

from the initial level. The amount of rise is contrary to expectations. In comparison, for 

the 50% (mol/mol) bis-SorbPC/DOPC mixture, the rise was only 2.2 times. The slow rise 

suggests that after an initial, electrically uncompensated Ca2+ movement, Ca2+ permeated 

slowly into vesicle interior against a diffusion potential due to counter-ion current. In 

order to this to happen, the membrane must be less permeable than a bis-SorbPC bilayer. 

It has been reported that phosphatidic acids can transport Ca2+ across a membrane by 

forming neutral, hydrophobic complexes288, 289 or via localized disruption of the bilayer 

and formation of nonbilayer structures such as an inverted hexagonal phase.290, 291 

Therefore, it is likely that the slow Ca2+ translocation is initiated by DOPA.  
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Figure 4.11. Ca2+ permeability assay for bis-SorbPC/DOPA/cholesterol mixed liposomes 

(70:10:20% mol/mol, respectively) (a) before UV polymerization and (b) after UV 

polymerization. 
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When ionomycin was added to the bis-SorbPC/DOPA/cholesterol suspension, the 

fluorescence intensity increased by 1.8 times. The Ca2+ leakage, calculated using the 

assumptions stated earlier, was ca. 46%, but it was continuously leaking when this 

measurement was taken. Comparatively, the Ca2+ leakage was ca. 22% for bis-

SorbPC/DOPC mixed liposomes, which suggests that the bis-SorbPC/DOPA/cholesterol 

lipid mixture is less effective in maintaining a Ca2+ gradient. 

When Triton X-100 was added at the end of the assay, fluorescence intensity 

decreased by ca. 23%. This was not observed in unpolymerized bis-SorbPC/DOPC 

mixture but in the poly(bis-SorbPC/DOPC) mixture. This change is attributed to the 

reasons discussed earlier. However, this larger fluorescence drop (Table 4.1) is possibly 

due to the creation of different nonlamellar lipid assemblies and/or mixed micelles with 

Triton X-100. 

 

4.3.5.b. After UV photopolymerization 

 Dilute LUVs prepared from bis-SorbPC/DOPA/cholesterol mixture were UV 

polymerized for 4 min. The Ca2+ permeability assay was applied to these polymerized 

LUVs. The resulting fluorescence curve is presented in Figure 4.11b. The initial 

fluorescence intensity was 1.6 times higher than the unpolymerized liposomes, as 

observed in other polymerized liposomes. With the addition of the 39 µM free Ca2+ spike, 

the initial fluorescence level increased by 2.3 times. With the ionomycin addition, the 

fluorescence level changed by only ca. 3% (Figure 4.11b). This suggests that there was 

no Ca2+ gradient remaining and the Ca2+ concentration was nearly equilibrated between 
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the interior and exterior volume of the liposomes. The calculated Ca2+ leakage is ca. 96%, 

which is comparable to the poly(bis-SorbPC/DOPC) mixture in which a large dissipation 

of Ca2+ gradient occurred. This greater leakage may be due to creation of more 

polymerization-induced phase boundaries. In addition, Ca2+ may leak through the defects 

in bis-SorbPC enriched domains. Once Triton X-100 was added, the fluorescence level 

decreased (ca. 17%) as in the unpolymerized mixture. 

 In summary, mixed liposomes prepared with bis-SorbPC/DOPA/cholesterol are 

more permeable to Ca2+ than mixed liposomes prepared with bis-SorbPC/DOPC, before 

UV polymerization. One possible reason for this enhanced permeability is the 

participation of DOPA in Ca2+ translocation. Once polymerized, the Ca2+ permeability of 

both types of mixed liposomes is comparable. 

 

4.3.6. Ca2+ permeability assay for bis-DenPC vesicles 

 The Ca2+ permeability assay was applied to another polymerizable lipid, bis-

DenPC (Figure 1.12). The difference between bis-DenPC and bis-SorbPC is the location 

of the sorbyl groups. In bis-DenPC, sorbyl groups are near the hydrophilic head group 

region, away from the tail region.  

 

4.3.6.a. Before UV photopolymerization 

 Liposomes composed of bis-DenPC were prepared as described in the 

experimental section and the Ca2+ permeability assay was performed. The resulting 

fluorescence curve is presented in Figure 4.12a. The initial fluorescence intensity was 
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observed for ca. 8 min before a 39 µM free Ca2+ spike was added to the liposome 

suspension. The fluorescence intensity increased by 1.5 times, comparable to that of 

eggPC (1.3 times). As discussed above, this increase is possibly due to CG-1 dyes 

associated with the external membrane and/or electrically uncompensated movement of 

Ca2+. The slight increase in fluorescence suggests that there is a Ca2+ gradient across the 

bis-DenPC membrane. This assumption was confirmed when ionomycin was added, 

which increased the fluorescence intensity by 3.4 times from the previous level. In 

contrast, the intensity change was five times in the eggPC assay (Table 4.1). This 

enhancement of the fluorescence intensity is attributed to dissipation of the Ca2+ gradient. 

Based on the assumptions stated earlier, the Ca2+ leakage was calculated to be ca. 13%. 

The dissimilarity of fluorescence enhancement at the ionomycin step between bis-DenPC 

and eggPC is presumably due to differences in the entrapped CG-1 concentrations. 

  At the end of the Ca2+ assay, when Triton X-100 was added the medium the 

fluorescence intensity increased by ca. 2%, as compared to ca. 18% for eggPC and bis-

SorbPC. This change is attributed to the factors stated earlier. 

 

4.3.6.b. After UV photopolymerization 

 The Ca2+ assay was applied to polymerized bis-DenPC liposomes, prepared as 

described in the experimental section. The fluorescence curve is presented in Figure 

4.12b. The initial fluorescence level is higher than the unpolymerized bis-DenPC sample 

due to slight degradation of HEPES(Ca) buffer that leads to slightly elevated [Ca2+]free. 

When 39 µM free Ca2+ was added, the fluorescence increased by 1.2 times. This is 
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Figure 4.12. Ca2+ permeability assay for bis-DenPC mixed liposomes (a) before UV 

polymerization and (b) after UV polymerization. 
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comparable to that of the unpolymerized bis-DenPC and eggPC liposomes. Ionomycin 

was added to the medium and the fluorescence increased by 1.5 times from the previous 

level. This indicates that poly(bis-DenPC) liposomes maintained a Ca2+ gradient and it 

was dissipated by ionomycin. Using the assumptions stated earlier, the calculated Ca2+ 

leakage for poly(bis-DenPC) liposomes is ca. 23%. This is the first time that a 

polymerized liposome has been reported to maintain an ion gradient across the lipid 

membrane. In addition, ionomycin can diffuse back and forth through the polymerized 

membrane, transporting Ca2+. The Ca2+ leakage of poly(bis-DenPC) is higher than the 

unpolymerized bis-DenPC liposomes (ca. 13%). This suggests that polymerization of 

sorbyl groups created some perturbations in the packing of the lipid molecules. The 

absence of a larger fluorescence increase, such as that observed for unpolymerized bis-

DenPC (3.4 times) upon ionomycin addition, is attributed to photobleaching of the fluor.  

When Triton X-100 was added to the liposomes, the fluorescence level was 

slightly elevated (ca. 2%) but declined back to the previous level. Apparently, poly(bis-

DenPC) does not form nonlamellar assemblies that are speculated to alter the quantum 

yield of CG-1.  

 In summary, bis-DenPC liposomes were found to maintain a Ca2+ gradient before 

and after lipid polymerization. This was attributed to the fewer lipid packing 

perturbations from the molecule due to the sorbyl groups located nearer to the head group 

than the hydrophobic core. 
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4.3.7. Ca2+ permeability assay for lipid A/DOPC mixed vesicles 

In an attempt to prepare polymerizable lipids that have reactive groups even 

further from the hydrophobic tail region, a novel lipid (lipid A) was synthesized with a 

single sorbyl group in the head region (Chapter 3). This strategy is based on the 

hypothesis that head group polymerization should minimally perturb tail group packing 

and thus minimally perturb the characteristic ion impermeability of the membrane. Lipid 

A (Figure 3.1a) was evaluated (see Chapter 3) and found to form polymerized mixed 

liposomes with other fluid lipids. Here, the Ca2+ permeability properties of mixed 

liposomes prepared with lipid A and DOPC were examined. 

 

4.3.7.a. Before UV photopolymerization 

 Lipid A and DOPC mixed liposomes (50%, w/w) were prepared and the Ca2+ 

permeability assay was performed on dilute LUVs of this mixture. The fluorescence 

curve is illustrated in Figure 4.13. After measuring the initial fluorescence for about 7 

min, the 39 µM free Ca2+ spike was added. The fluorescence intensity increased by 1.6 

times. This is comparable to that of bis-DenPC, which was 1.5 times. After, ionomycin 

was added to the solution, the intensity increased 4.2 times from the previous level, 

which is more than that of bis-DenPC (3.4 times) but less than that of eggPC (5 times). 

These two steps suggest that the unpolymerized lipid A/DOPC mixture can retain a Ca2+ 

gradient and it can be released by an ionophore. Using the assumptions stated above, the 

Ca2+ leakage is calculated to be ca. 10%. These results indicate that lipid A/DOPC has 

intermediate permeability characteristics, between bis-DenPC and eggPC (ca. 13% and 
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Figure 4.13. Ca2+ permeability assay for lipid A/DOPC mixed liposomes (a) before UV 

polymerization and (b) after UV polymerization. 
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5% Ca2+ leakage, respectively). Thus it appears that bulky lipid A sorbyl head group 

causes minimal perturbations to the lipid packing in the membrane, or that this effect is 

reduced by mixing it with DOPC. 

After Triton X-100 was injected, the fluorescence intensity decreased by ca. 9%. 

A decrease was also observed with unpolymerized bis-SorbPC/DOPA/cholesterol (ca. 

23%, Table 4.1). As discussed earlier, a change in CG-1 quantum yield is not unexpected 

with the Triton X-100 addition that possibly leads to the fluorescence decrease observed 

here. 

 

4.3.7.b. After UV photopolymerization 

 The Ca2+ assay was also applied to UV polymerized lipid A/DOPC liposomes. 

The fluorescence curve is presented in Figure 4.13b. The initial fluorescence level is 

higher than the unpolymerized lipid A/DOPC sample due to slight UV degradation of the 

buffer that leads to slightly elevated [Ca2+]free. When 39 µM free Ca2+ was added to the 

poly(lipid A/DOPC) liposomes, the fluorescence increased by 1.2 times in a biphasic 

manner. This change was similar to unpolymerized lipid A/DOPC and poly(bis-DenPC) 

liposomes, which suggests that poly(lipid A/DOPC) is similarly impermeable to Ca2+. 

The slow rise is possibly due to translocation of Ca2+ against a potential gradient.  

With the ionomycin was injected, the fluorescence intensity increased by ca. 1.3 

times from the previous level versus 1.5 times in the assay for poly(bis-DenPC) 

liposomes. The fluorescence enhancement would likely be larger if not for the 

photobleaching of the CG-1. However, these data show that poly(lipid A/DOPC) 
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liposomes can maintain a Ca2+ gradient and ionomycin can diffuse through the partially 

polymerized membrane transporting Ca2+. The calculated Ca2+ leakage is ca. 30%. 

Therefore, the Ca2+ impermeability of poly(lipid A/DOPC) liposomes is comparable to 

poly(bis-DenPC). However, as discussed in Chapter 3, stable lipid A liposomes can be 

formed only when they contain a large mole fraction (i.e. 0.5) of a lamellar-forming lipid 

such as DOPC, which negates the stability provided by polymerization.  

Apparently lipid A polymerization has some effect on the lipid packing because 

the permeability is greater than that of the unpolymerized mixed liposomes. However, it 

is difficult to state if increase is due to the phase separation of the mixed vesicles and/or 

the polymerization of the lipid A head groups. 

With the Triton X-100 step, the fluorescence intensity was decreased by ca. 22%. 

This was similar to bis-SorbPC/DOPA/cholesterol mixture (Table 4.1) and is likely due 

to the factors discussed earlier. 

 

4.3.8. Ca2+ permeability assay for lipid C/DOPC mixed vesicles 

 Lipid C is a novel lipid that contains bis-substituted sorbyl groups in the head 

region (Figure 3.1b). Because lipid C is bis-substituted, unlike lipid A, it should be able 

participate in cross-linking polymerization. Lipid C was evaluated (see Chapter 3) and 

found to form polymerized mixed liposomes with other fluid lipids, similar to lipid A.  
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4.3.8.a. Before UV photopolymerization 

 Lipid C and DOPC mixed liposomes (50%, w/w) were prepared and the Ca2+ 

permeability assay was performed on this mixture. The fluorescence curve is shown in 

Figure 4.14. After measuring the initial fluorescence of this suspension for about 7 min, 

39 µM free Ca2+ was added to the medium. The fluorescence intensity increased by 1.7 

times, which is comparable to that of lipid A mixed liposomes, which was 1.6 times 

(Table 4.1). After ionomycin was added to the solution, the intensity increased four times 

from the previous level, similar to lipid A (4.2 times). These data suggest that 

unpolymerized lipid C/DOPC liposomes can retain a Ca2+ gradient across the lipid 

membrane and this gradient can be released by a Ca2+ ionophore. The calculated Ca2+ 

leakage based on the assumptions stated earlier is ca. 12%. This is similar to that of 

unpolymerized lipid A/DOPC mixed liposomes (ca. 10%). The high Ca2+ impermeability 

of lipid C/DOPC also indicates that similar to lipid A, the bulky head groups of lipid C 

exert minimum perturbations to the lipid packing of the membrane, or this effect is 

reduced by mixing it with a fluid lipid. 

After Triton X-100 was injected, the fluorescence intensity decreased by ca. 2%, 

comparable to that of the lipid A/DOPC mixture (ca. 9%). The result is attributed to the 

reasons discussed earlier.  

 

4.3.8.b. After UV photopolymerization 

The Ca2+ assay was performed on the polymerized lipid C/DOPC liposomes. The 

fluorescence curve is presented in Figure 4.14b. The initial fluorescence level is higher 
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Figure 4.14. Ca2+ permeability assay for lipid C/DOPC mixed liposomes (a) before UV 

polymerization and (b) after UV polymerization. 
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than the unpolymerized lipid C/DOPC liposomes due to the reason discussed earlier. 

When 39 µM free Ca2+ was added, the fluorescence increased by 1.1 times. This change 

was comparable to unpolymerized lipid A/DOPC (1.7 times), but without a slow rise. The 

small fluorescence increase suggests that it is likely that poly(lipid C/DOPC) mixture is 

also maintains a Ca2+ gradient similar to the unpolymerized mixture.  

 After the ionomycin injection, the fluorescence intensity increased by ca. 1.1 

times from the previous level, which consisted of a change of the slope near the end of 

the fluorescence rise. The origin of this change is unclear; however, the different slope 

suggests that the Ca2+ equilibration by ionomycin did not happen instantaneously. 

Regardless, the assay results showed that poly(lipid C/DOPC) liposomes can maintain a 

Ca2+ gradient and ionomycin can diffuse through the partially polymerized membrane 

transporting Ca2+. The calculated Ca2+ leakage based on the assumptions stated earlier is 

ca. 49%. This makes Ca2+ permeability of poly(lipid C/DOPC) liposomes higher than 

that of the poly(lipid A/DOPC) and poly(bis-DenPC) liposomes. This is presumably due 

to some effect from the bis-substituted bulky head group and/or the polymerization of 

two sorbyl groups on lipid packing.  

However, stable lipid C liposomes can be formed only with another fluid lipid, 

similar to lipid A. Therefore, these lipids are useful where partial polymerization is 

acceptable. 

With the Triton X-100 addition step, the fluorescence intensity decreased by 11%. 

This was similar to lipid A/DOPC, bis-SorbPC/DOPA/cholesterol and poly(bis-

SorbPC/DOPC) mixtures (Table 4.1) . This is likely due to the reasons stated earlier. 
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4.3.9. Ca2+ permeability assay for C20BAS lipid vesicles 

 Surfactants bearing hydrophilic substituents at the α- and ω-positions of a 

hydrophobe are called bolaamphiphiles.292-295 Tetraether bolaamphiphiles are of interest 

for their ability to form monolayer vesicles that reported to have low permeability to 

molecules and ions.295, 296 In this study, phosphocholine C20 bola acyclic saturated 

(C20BAS, Figure 1.4) liposomes were evaluated for their Ca2+ permeability. 

 

 4.3.9.a. Pure C20BAS vesicles 

Dilute C20BAS liposomes of 200 nm292 diameter were prepared as described in 

the experimental section. The Ca2+ assay was performed on this liposome solution. The 

resulting fluorescence curve is presented in Figure 4.15a. After measuring the initial 

fluorescence intensity, the 39 µM free Ca2+ spike was added the medium. The 

fluorescence intensity increased 4.5 times from that of the initial level, which suggests 

that significant diffusion of Ca2+ occurred across the C20BAS membrane. This was 

confirmed by ionomycin addition that caused the fluorescence to increase only by ca. 4% 

from the previous level. This result suggests that most of the Ca2+ in the liposome 

exterior was in concentration equilibrium with the liposome interior, before ionomycin 

was added. The calculated Ca2+ leakage is ca. 97%, comparable to unpolymerized bis-

SorbPC liposomes (Table 4.1). The high Ca2+ permeability of C20BAS is likely due to 

several reasons: i) the thickness of the monolayer is not enough (~2.4 nm)274, 297 to 

prevent Ca2+ leakage. It was reported that cation permeability decreases with increasing 

thickness of a lipid bilayer up to 18-carbon chains and then levels off after that.298 A 
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Figure 4.15. Ca2+ permeability assay for (a) pure C20BAS liposomes and (b) 70:30 % 

(mol/mol) C20BAS/cholesterol mixed liposomes. 
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similar effect can be expected for cation diffusion across bolaamphiphiles. ii) It is 

possible that the rigid C20BAS molecules impose packing constraints on the vesicle 

structure. It is known that permeabilities of lipid membranes depend strongly on the 

packing of lipid chains in the membrane.27, 40, 41  

On other hand, low cation permeability was reported earlier for bolaamphiphiles 

from natural extracts, which have membrane thicknesses closer to 4 nm.295, 296, 299 In 

addition, these extracts may contain impurities that may stabilize the vesicle membrane. 

Therefore, the low cation permeability of those extracts cannot be directly correlated to 

the synthetic C20BAS bolaamphiphiles. However, it suggests that it is possible to lessen 

lipid packing constrains by adding other components such as cholesterol to C20BAS 

liposomes. This avenue was explored in the experiments presented next in this chapter. 

At the end of the fluorescence measurement, Triton X-100 was added to the 

liposome suspension and the fluorescence intensity decreased by 4%. This result is 

similar to lipid A, C, and bis-SorbPC mixtures described earlier (Table 4.1). This is likely 

due to the reasons described earlier. 

 

4.3.9.b. C20BAS/cholesterol mixed vesicles 

It has been reported that cholesterol can relieve monolayer constraints in bola 

lipids analogous to its behavior with normal phospholipids.292, 299 Therefore, C20BAS 

lipids were mixed with cholesterol in an effort to enhance liposomal impermeability to 

Ca2+. The 70:30% (mol/mol) C20BAS/cholesterol mixed liposomes were prepared as 

described in the experimental section and the Ca2+ permeability assay was performed, 
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(Figure 4.15b). When the 39 µM free Ca2+ spike was added, the fluorescence intensity 

increased 3.2 times. Even though this is smaller than that of pure C20BAS (4.5 times), it 

still indicates partial permeability of Ca2+. After ionomycin addition, the fluorescence 

increased two times from the previous level, which suggests that C20BAS/cholesterol 

liposomes can retain some of the Ca2+ gradient. The calculated Ca2+ leakage is ca. 41%. 

This is similar to that observed in unpolymerized bis-SorbPC/DOPA/cholesterol 

liposomes (ca. 46%, Table 4.1). When Triton X-100 was added, the fluorescence level 

was elevated by ca. 3%. This is similar to what was observed for eggPC and bis-SorbPC.  

Based on these results, it is likely that 70:30% (mol/mol) C20BAS/cholesterol 

liposomes have less constraints on the membrane structure than pure C20BAS liposomes, 

in that they have fewer defects permeable to Ca2+, and/or the defects are smaller than that 

of the pure liposomes. 

 

4.4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

 In this chapter, the first studies of ion (Ca2+) permeability across polymerized 

liposomal membranes are reported. For this purpose, a Ca2+ permeability assay based on 

a liposome-entrapped, calcium-sensitive fluor was developed. The design of this assay 

permits evaluation of both the Ca2+ permeability and the viability of insertion of a lipid 

soluble ionophore to diffusively transport Ca2+. In addition, the Ca2+-sensitive fluor, CG-

1, was conjugated to 3 kDa dextran, which prevents the fluor from leaking through the 

membrane defects that are usually observed with polymerizable lipids with reactive 

groups in the tail region. 
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 The Ca2+ assay was tested in control experiments without liposomes and with 

liposomes composed of a fluid lipid, eggPC. The control experiments without liposomes 

showed the fluorescence changes during the assay steps at an extreme situation where 

there was no barrier to prevent Ca2+ from reacting with CG-1. In this situation, with 

added Ca2+, the fluorescence intensity change reached its maximum. Upon the 

subsequent ionomycin injection, the fluorescence intensity level was barely changed. On 

the other hand, the assay applied to eggPC showed the fluorescence intensity changes 

when a membrane is impermeable or slightly permeable to Ca2+. When the assay steps 

were applied to eggPC liposomes, the largest fluorescence intensity change came from 

the ionomycin injection (Table 4.1), opposite to the control experiment without any 

liposomes. The distinction between these two assay steps shows that a Ca2+ gradient was 

maintained and the gradient was dissipated by the facilitated transport of Ca2+ by 

ionomycin. To quantitatively compare the various lipids, the fluorescence intensity 

difference between the initial and ionomycin levels was assumed to represents the total 

[Ca2+]free. Therefore, the fraction of the fluorescence change at the free Ca2+ step can be 

used to calculate percent leakage of Ca2+. Based on this calculation, the Ca2+ leakage of 

eggPC is 5%. 

 The Ca2+ permeability of four polymerizable lipids, bis-SorbPC, bis-DenPC, and 

lipids A and C, was evaluated. All of them have sorbyl group(s) as the polymerizable 

moiety. These lipids differ in the location of the sorbyl group(s): at the chain termini in 

bis-SorbPC, adjacent to the glycerol backbone in bis-DenPC, and at the termini of the 

head group in lipids A and C. It has been reported that permeabilities of lipid membranes 
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depend strongly on the packing of lipid chains in the membrane,27, 40, 41 and that 

functional groups in the lipid hydrophobic region are likely to perturb the packing.27 

Therefore, in addition to studying permeability properties of these polymerizable lipids, 

this study also addressed the effect of the location of the functional group on 

permeability. 

 The unpolymerized liposomes of these lipids were evaluated using the Ca2+ assay 

as a control for polymerized liposomes. Thus the effects of the lipid structure and the 

influence of UV illumination were evaluated separately. Two problems that were 

frequently encountered due to UV polymerization were buffer degradation and 

photobleaching of CG-1. Both problems were minimized by restricting the 

polymerization time to four minutes, which was found to be sufficient for the 

polymerizable lipids used here to undergo ≥90% monomer to polymer conversion.  

The Ca2+ leakage calculated for bis-SorbPC is 97% and 94% for unpolymerized 

and polymerized vesicles, respectively. These numbers are 13% and 23% for 

unpolymerized and polymerized bis-DenPC vesicles, respectively (Table 4.1). These data 

show that both polymerized and unpolymerized bis-SorbPC liposomes have a high defect 

density that allows free movement of Ca2+ across the membrane. In contrast, bis-DenPC 

can retain a Ca2+ gradient. The permeability differences between these two sorbyl lipids 

are attributed to the location of the sorbyl groups. Sorbyl groups at the chain termini in 

bis-SorbPC apparently perturb the lipid packing thereby increasing the defect density. 

This finding indicates that ion permeability of membranes can be improved by 

repositioning the functional groups of lipids. The difference in Ca2+ leakage of 
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polymerized and unpolymerized bis-DenPC is assumed to be due to the polymerization-

induced perturbations in the lipid packing and/or domain formation. Based on this study, 

two types of perturbations are hypothesized to increase the ion permeability: structure 

specific and polymerization specific perturbations. Regardless, to our knowledge, this is 

the first study showing that a polymerized liposome can retain an ion gradient and allow 

carrier-mediated ion transport across a polymerized membrane. 

In an effort to decrease the permeability of bis-SorbPC liposomes, a fluid lipid, 

DOPC, was mixed with bis-SorbPC. Its presence improved the Ca2+ permeability, to 22% 

leakage, but after polymerization, the leakage (94%) was same as the pure bis-SorbPC 

liposomes. This result is attributed to the leakage through polymerization-induced 

formation of bis-SorbPC-enriched phases and/or phase boundaries. However, this study 

showed that by mixing lipids the permeability of ions can be controlled, at least in 

unpolymerized liposomes. 

Mixed liposomes of bis-SorbPC/DOPA/cholesterol were also prepared and 

evaluated. However, this mixture produced Ca2+ leakage values of 46% and 96%, before 

and after the polymerization, respectively. The apparent failure of this composition to 

maintain a Ca2+ gradient is likely due to Ca2+ translocation and/or membrane disruption 

by DOPA.288-291 

Based on the studies with bis-SorbPC and bis-DenPC, locating the sorbyl groups 

in the head group region is expected to minimally perturb lipid packing and thus Ca2+ 

impermeability. However, the synthesized lipids with sorbyl head groups, lipids A and C, 

only form liposomes with another fluid lipid such as DOPC (see Chapter 3). Therefore, 
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the effect of the functional group location in lipids A and C is not apparent due to the 

fluid nature of DOPC that acts as a permeability barrier in these mixed liposomes. After 

polymerization, mixed liposomes of lipids A and C showed Ca2+ leakage of 30 and 40%, 

respectively. These values are compared to 10% and 12% Ca2+ leakage observed for the 

unpolymerized mixed liposomes, respectively. The partial retention of the Ca2+ gradient 

in the polymerized mixed liposomes cannot be entirely due to DOPC, because it is very 

likely that polymerization-induced phase separation6, 221 creates DOPC-enriched and lipid 

A-/lipid C-enriched phases. If lipids A- and C-enriched phases have high defect density, 

then the retention of an ion gradient would be impossible as observed for bis-SorbPC. 

The increased permeability after polymerization is likely influenced by the 

polymerization-induced structural changes in the bilayer. These mixed liposomes from 

lipids A and C are useful where partial polymerization is acceptable with somewhat 

higher Ca2+ permeability. 

In addition to the polymerizable lipids discussed above, a synthetic bola lipid was 

tested. The Ca2+ leakage for C20BAS liposomes was 97% but it went down to 41% when 

mixed with 30% (mol/mol) cholesterol. This is another example of altering the ion 

permeability of a membrane by mixing lipids. The high Ca2+ permeability of pure 

C20BAS is assumed to be due to the thinness of the lipid monolayer and/or the molecular 

rigidity that leads to packing constraints on the membrane. The increased impermeability 

of Ca2+ in mixed C20BAS is attributed to cholesterol, which is believed to lessen 

membrane packing constraints. 
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At the end of each Ca2+ assay, Triton X-100 was added to lyse the liposomes. At 

this step, the fluorescence intensity increased for some liposomes while it decreased for 

others. This occurrence can be ascribed to changes in molar absorptivity and/or quantum 

yield of the fluor, or the scattering effects by micelles, or a combination of these factors. 

This chapter describes the first known studies to evaluate Ca2+ permeability of 

polymerized liposomes. The Ca2+ permeability assay described in here is rapid and easy 

to use. Since the entrapped fluor is dextran conjugated, it prevents leaking through 

defects in the membrane. Therefore, it can be conveniently use with polymerizable lipids 

that often show packing defects in the bilayer. In addition, the design of the assay permits 

an assessment of the viability of insertion of a lipid-soluble ionophore into the lipid 

bilayer. At the same time, there are some weaknesses of this assay: i) The assay can be 

applied only to lipids that form liposomes. ii) The liposomes need to be stable during the 

fluorescence measurements without undergoing Ca2+ induced fusion, deformation or 

other activities. iii) UV-polymerization of > 4 min increases the buffer degradation and 

photobleaching of the dye. Therefore, sufficient polymerization of the liposomes should 

happen during this time duration. However, most phospholipids and their polymer 

derivatives satisfy these conditions. 
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CHAPTER 5. 

PROTON LEAKAGE ASSAYS FOR BIS-DENPC LIPOSOMES 

5.1. INTRODUCTION 

 In a cell, regulated movements of metabolites and ions between the intra- and 

extracellular space are usually controlled by dedicated channels or pumps.300 The ability 

of cell membranes to separate and define one compartment from another lies at the heart 

of many of these controlled processes. One example is the separation of differing 

concentrations of ions across membranes, most notably protons. Transmembrane proton 

gradients form the basis for almost all energy conversion processes in biology, and are 

directly involved in various other biological systems in ways which are not directly 

linked to energetics, such as in many transbilayer transport processes.301  

Because of the complexity of intact biological systems, a convenient way of 

studying the proton permeability of membranes is to employ liposomes as model 

systems. Liposomes mimic the lipid structure of cell membranes and their ability to form 

a permeation barrier against molecules and ions. Therefore, understanding the 

permeability characteristics of lipid bilayers as simplified models for cell membranes is 

important. Liposomes are easily produced and their composition can be controlled in 

terms of lipid or other membrane components. The closed vesicular systems formed by 

liposomes define interior and exterior compartments. A wide variety of molecules can be 

conveniently confined in these compartments. Vesicle entrapment of molecules has 

demonstrated applications in drug delivery,7, 302-304 cosmetcis,7, 303 catalysis,305 
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biosensing,306 toxic metal ion separation,307-309 and artificial photosynthesis155, 158, 160 

among many other areas.  

It is possible that permeation of both protons and hydroxide ions can contribute to 

the decay of a pH gradient across a lipid bilayer. It is unlikely that the permeability of the 

hydroxide anion differs significantly from other anions such as chloride, but hydroxide 

concentrations must be taken into account in calculations of H+/OH- flux and 

permeability, particularly at alkaline pH ranges.39 For simplicity, the terms proton flux 

and proton permeability will be used here to refer to the process by which pH gradients 

decay across membranes. 

Lipid membrane permeability can be followed by the movement of species down 

a concentration gradient if those species are detectable in some manner. Proton 

permeability has been measured by several authors using several techniques. These 

include the use of pH-sensitive electrodes,310 the membrane distribution of fluorescent 

weak bases such as 9-aminoacridine,311 encapsulated pH-sensitive dyes such as pyranine 

(HPTS),312 Cresol Red,313 and carboxyfluorescein dyes covalently bound to membrane 

lipids,314 and EPR measurements of spin-labeled permeant cations.315 These studies 

suggest that proton permeability is surprisingly high and varies over a wide range, from 

10-9 to 10-2 cm/s.276, 298, 310, 311, 313, 316, 317 This variability probably arises from the use of 

different techniques, lipids, and bilayer systems, and/or different pH ranges.298 However, 

this range of values appears to be exceptional in that it is one to twelve orders of 

magnitude more than the observed permeabilities of other small ions; e.g., 10-10-10-14 

cm/sec for cations such as Ca2+,318 Na+,276 and K+,319 and 10-8-10-11 cm/sec for Cl-.319, 320 
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Protons exhibit further anomalous behavior in that permeability appears to be insensitive 

to pH, even when conditions are varied from highly acidic (pH 1) to highly alkaline (pH 

11).321  

Several alternative mechanisms to explain the anomalous proton flux have been 

suggested. The first is that the proton flux is mediated by trace amounts of contaminants 

(“protonophores”) in lipid bilayers, perhaps arising as a product of oxidation or 

hydrolysis.322, 323 In support of this hypothesis, proton conductance is highest in 

polyunsaturated phospholipids that are most likely to have oxidation damage, and lowest 

in relatively stable lipids such as diphytanoyl phosphatidylcholine.256 Furthermore, 

additions of simulated hydrolysis products such as phytanic acid increases proton 

conductance about 10-fold.324  In contrast, bovine serum albumin (BSA), which strongly 

binds to hydrophobic contaminants in membranes, reduces proton conductance 10-fold 

but not the water permeability of the bilayer.324 This suggests that water permeation and 

proton conductance are not directly linked. However, protonophores do not provide a 

complete explanation of the proton permeability anomaly, because they do not account 

for the three to twelve orders magnitude difference observed between proton and other 

cation permeabilities. 

The second and most popular model suggests that transient hydrogen-bonded 

chains (tHBC) of water molecules extend into the hydrophobic region of the bilayer and 

provide a pathway for H+/OH- movements by proton jumping,39, 310, 311 similar to the 

Grotthuss conductance mechanism in water and ice.325, 326 This idea is supported by the 

fact that lipid bilayers are relatively permeable to water, with permeability coefficients on 
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the order of 10-3 cm/sec.327, 328 In support of this model, it was reported that protons are 

translocated in a gramicidin A channel by jumping along a single strand of hydrogen 

bonded water molecules.329 The concentration of water in the hydrophobic region of the 

bilayer has been estimated to be approximately 10-2 M.312, 330, 331 It was suggested that 

approximately 7% of bilayer water is present in a transient configuration similar to a 

gramicidin channel, and this could account for the measured proton flux.39, 310, 312 

A third possible pathway is translocation of hydrogen-bonded water molecules 

through transient “hydrated defects” that are produced by thermal fluctuations in the lipid 

bilayer.332 The mechanism by which protons are apparently able to cross phospholipid 

bilayers so readily is not at all clear, although this mechanism either is unavailable to 

other cations/anions or conducts them with greatly reduced efficiency. While simple 

solubility-diffusion satisfactorily describes the permeation of many solutes, including 

water itself,333 permeation through transient pores in the bilayer is believed to be the 

dominant pathway for ions. 334, 335  

This study is focused on the proton permeability of a polymerizable lipid, bis-

DenPC, that showed resistance to Ca2+ leakage during the permeability assay described in 

Chapter 4. The proton permeability of bis-DenPC is compared to that of a natural fluid 

lipid mixture, eggPC. For this purpose, two proton permeability assays are described that 

generate the ∆pH by different methods: i) by a redox reaction that closely mimics the 

electron transfer reactions in biological systems;336, 337 and ii) by a direct addition of an 

acid to the external medium to create a pH gradient. 
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5.1.1. Creating a proton gradient by a redox reaction 

 There are a number of methods by which one can develop a pH gradient across a 

liposomal bilayer. Two methods are used in this study. In the first method, a proton 

gradient is created using an oxidation-reduction reaction. In general, liposomes 

containing an oxidant are added to a medium containing a reductant. A lipid-soluble 

carrier molecule, which acts as a hydrogen acceptor upon reduction, is then added. The 

carrier is expected to transport both protons and electrons into the liposome and release 

protons upon reduction of the entrapped oxidant. The release of protons during this 

reaction acidifies the liposome inner compartment, and a proton gradient should develop, 

which can be detected with a pH-sensitive fluorophore. This electron transport system is 

thought to closely mimic the electron transfer reactions in oxidative phosphorylation.336, 

337 In addition to investigating permeability, this electron transport system is also useful 

for examining facilitated transport across lipid bilayers and polymerized membranes; in 

this case, it is the facilitated transport of electrons and protons by a carrier molecule.  

 In the studies described in this chapter, ferricyanide was used as the oxidant 

entrapped inside the liposomes, ascorbic acid (Figure 5.1a) was used as the reductant in 

the external buffer, and phenazine methosulfate (PMS, Figure 5.1b and 5.1c) was used as 

the lipid-soluble, electron and proton carrier molecule. It was reported that ferrocyanide 

can also be used as a reductant outside but it generates only a small pH gradient.275 

Figure 5.2 diagrammatically represents the sequence of the transmembrane redox 

reaction. 9-Amonoacridine (Figure 5.1d) or HPTS (pyranine, Figure 5.1e) was used as the 

fluorophore to detect the ∆pH generated. Equations (5.1-5.6) describe the redox reactions  
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Figure 5.1. Structures and some half-cell reactions of molecules that were used in the 

∆pH generation: (a) reduction of dehydroascorbic acid (D) to ascorbic acid (H2A), (b) 

phenazine methosulfate (PMS), (c) reduction of PMS+ to PMSH, (d) 9-aminoacridine, (e) 

HPTS (pyranine). 
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Figure 5.2. Diagrammatic representation of the mechanism of the transmembrane redox 

reaction. 
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happening at the exterior and the interior of the liposomes. Because the net E values are 

positive for the redox couples, these reactions are thermodynamically favored. During the 

PMS-ascorbic redox reaction, there is a net release of protons to the medium. However, 

the external buffer capacity is large enough that the effect should be small. 
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5.1.1.a. Phenazine methosulfate 

 PMS is known to stimulate electron flow in photophosphorylation in 

photosynthetic systems.338 PMS is widely used as an electron transfer catalyst in enzyme 

assays, as a mediator in studies of electron carriers, electron transfer reactions, and 

biological electron transfer chains, and as a redox buffer in potentiometric titrations of 

protein-bound, oxidation-reduction cofactors.339, 340  

Hinkle and Shinbo et al. showed that when Fe(CN)6
3- and ascorbate were 

separated by a liposomal membrane, Fe(CN)6
3- was reduced at a negligible rate, 

indicating that diffusion of these reagents through the membrane is very slow.336, 337 

During the electron transfer process shown in Figure 5.2, PMS is present in the 

membrane and the reactions are assumed to occur at the solution-membrane 

boundaries.337 In support of this theory, it was reported that oxidized PMS (PMS+, 5-

methylphenazinium) is less lipophilic than reduced PMS (PMSH), which is essentially 

insoluble in aqueous media.341 This suggests that PMS+ is reduced at the outer surface of 

the membrane and then PMSH penetrates further into the membrane matrix.342 The 

oxidized PMS+ is thought to accumulate within the acidic vesicles.340 If PMS acts in a 

non-cyclic manner, the extent of redox reaction will be limited by the amount of PMS 

present. In fact, Deamer et al. showed this by titrating 9-AA quenching with small 

additions of PMS in a ∆pH gradient created in a liposome.275 The authors suggested that 

PMS diffusion across the membrane might consist of two steps: rapid diffusion of the 

uncharged form followed by much slower, outward diffusion of PMS+. If small amounts 

of PMS are used, the second step becomes rate limiting.275, 337, 343 Therefore, PMS 
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concentrations approaching the total amount of ferricyanide were used in order to 

develop rapid pH gradients.275  

 

5.1.1.b. HPTS (Pyranine)  

 8-Hydroxypyrene-1,3,6-trisulfonic acid (HPTS, also known as pyranine) is a 

highly water-soluble, membrane-impermeant pH indicator with a pKa of ~7.3.344 The 

highly polar character is a result of the three sulfonic acid groups that prevent leakage 

across lipid membranes (Figure 5.1e). HPTS exhibits a pH-dependent fluorescence shift 

(Figure 5.3), allowing ratiometric measurements using an excitation ratio of 450/405 

nm.345  

 

5.1.1.c. 9-Aminoacridine 

9-Aminoacridine (9-AA) is a monoamine (Figure 5.1d) with pKa=10.0.346 The 

development of a pH gradient across a membrane is also can be detected by the 

distribution of a weak base such as 9-AA. Rottenberg et al. proposed that in response to a 

pH gradient, 9-AA moves inward, towards the acidic enclosed liposomal volume and 

acridine florescence is quenched.347 Therefore, 9-AA florescence quenching may be used 

to measure the developed ∆pH. The fluorescence is restored to its original level when 

∆pH is dissipated. Although many different quenching mechanisms have been proposed, 

such as screening of the dye molecule,275 protonation and pK shifts,348 interactions with 

membrane bound molecules,275, 349 concentration (collisional) quenching and 

aggregation,349, 350 as well as excimer formation,351, 352 the exact mechanism is not well
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Figure 5.3. The pH-dependent (a) fluorescence excitation spectra of HPTS and (b) a 

calibration plot of intensity ratio at 450/405 nm vs. pH. 
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understood. However, its quantitative correlation with ∆pH was verified by Deamer et al. 

using liposomes as a well-defined model system for biological membranes.275 

The relationship governing the distribution of 9-AA between membrane-enclosed 

volumes at different pH is given by275, 311, 349, 353 

 

 ( )7.5loglog
i

o

o

i
ioio V

V
A
A

pHpHpH +=−=Δ −  

 

where ∆pH o-i is the difference in pH inside (pHi) and pH outside (pHo), Ai and Ao are the 

concentration of amine inside and outside, respectively, and Vi and Vo are the internal 

membrane volume and external volume, respectively. Assuming the fluorescence is 

completely quenched when 9-AA enters a membrane-enclosed volume, the value of Ai 

/Ao is given by Q/(100-Q), where Q is the percent quenching.  

The emission spectrum of 9-AA in a liposome solution is illustrated in Figure 5.4. 

 

5.1.1.d. Proton permeability calculation - assay based on redox reactions 

 Proton permeability, PH+ (cm/sec) was calculated as a function of the internal 

buffer capacity and the rate of proton flux using the following equation:354-356 
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Figure 5.4. The fluorescence spectrum of 9-AA in a solution composed of eggPC 

liposomes in pH 7.5 buffer (buffer B, see experimental). Fluorescence excitation is at 400 

nm. 
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where JH+ represents proton flux in moles/(sec · vesicle), SA is the surface area of a 

vesicle (cm2/vesicle), ∆C is the initial difference in proton concentration inside and 

outside the vesicles (moles/cm3), ∆pHi is the change in internal pH when time equals τ, 

the time constant of the single exponential curve describing the change of fluorescence as 

a function of time, and BCV is the buffer capacity of an individual vesicle in moles/ (pH · 

vesicle). Since the external solution is buffered sufficiently to maintain a constant pH, a 

change in ∆pH reflects a change in the internal pH. Equation (5.9) describes all units 

related to the terms in equation (5.8). 

 

( )
2

3 5.9
sec sec sec

moles cm cm moles pH moles
vesicle vesicle cm pH vesicle

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= =⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⋅ ⋅⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠
 

 

Rearranging the equation (5.8), equation (5.10) can be developed. This equation will be 

utilized in the calculation of proton permeability. 
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5.1.2. Creating a proton gradient by a direct addition of an acid 

In the second method, a ∆pH was created by adding an aliquot of H2SO4 to the 

external medium. The decay of the proton gradient created was measured using HPTS 

fluorescence. 
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5.1.2.a. Proton permeability calculation - assay based on direct addition of an acid 

 This calculation is based on an equation described by Paula and coworkers.298 The 

net proton flux JH+ was calculated from the following equation: 

 

( )11.5
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rB
dt
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dt
dFUJ H

⋅
⎟
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where FU is the fluorescence intensity unit, dFU/dt (units of FU/sec) describes the linear 

portion of the slope of the slow decay of the ∆pH with respect to time, V (cm3) is the 

liposome interior volume, A (cm2) is the vesicle surface area, and B (units of mol/cm3 · 

FU-1) is the concentration of protons added to change fluorescence by one unit. B was 

obtained by injecting a known amount of acid to the liposome suspension and measuring 

the fluorescence change from the intensity level before ∆pH was created and after the 

∆pH was eliminated by adding Triton X-100. For spherical liposomes of narrow size 

distribution, the ratio of the vesicle surface area, A, to the vesicle volume, V, can be 

expressed in terms of the liposome mean radius, r (cm). For all liposome samples, the 

measured mean diameter was 100 nm ± 10%, thus, the size distribution was narrow. 

 Dividing the flux JH+ by the proton concentration gradient ∆C across the bilayer 

yielded the permeability coefficient PH+: 

( )12.5
C

JP H
H Δ

= +
+  
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5.2 EXPERIMENTAL 

5.2.1. Materials 

 EggPC (chicken) was purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids 

(http://www.avantilipids.com) and used without further purification. The polymerizable 

lipid, bis-DenPC is not commercially available (Figure 1.12). Therefore, it was prepared 

in the Chemical Synthesis Facility in the University of Arizona by a modification of the 

procedure reported by Liu and O’Brien.148
 The lipid structure was established by 1H 

NMR and high-resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS). In addition, the purity was 

confirmed by the presence of only one spot on TLC. 8-Hydroxypyrene-1,3,6-trisulfonic 

acid trisodium salt (HPTS), and R-phycoerythrin were purchased from Invitrogen Corp., 

CA, USA (http://probes.invitrogen.com). 9-Aminoacridine hydrochloride hydrate (98%), 

L-ascorbic acid (≥99.0%), ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), and 5-

methylphenazinium methyl sulfate (phenazine methosulfate, PMS) were purchased from 

Sigma-Aldrich Corp. (St. Louis, MO). The water used in rinsing and the polymerization 

experiments, hereafter referred to as deionized water, was obtained from a Barnstead 

Nanopure system with a measured resistivity of 18.3 MΩ cm and total organic content 

specified as less than 10 ppb. All other reagents and solvents were purchased from 

standard commercial sources and used as received. 

 

5.2.2. Preparation of solutions  

For the fluorescence measurements with HPTS (∆pH created by redox reactions, 

hereafter will be known as assay A), 100 mM K3Fe(CN)6, 1 x 10-4 M of HPTS, and 1 
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mM EDTA were dissolved in a phosphate buffer solution prepared with 0.05 M KH2PO4 

and adjusted pH 7.8. This is hereafter referred to as the initial buffer. In those cases 

where HPTS was replaced with 9-AA (hereafter will be known as assay B), the initial 

buffer does not have HPTS and the pH was adjusted to 7.5. 

 

5.2.3. Preparation of vesicles 

Lipids (2.5 mg) from stock solution were dried under a stream of argon followed 

by drying for ca. 4 hours under a vacuum. The lipids were then hydrated with 2 mL of the 

initial buffer. In the assay that used an acid to change the external pH (hereafter will be 

known as assay C), the lipids were hydrated with 1 x 10-4 M HPTS solution prepared 

with 0.01 M potassium phosphate buffer that was adjusted to pH 7.8.  

Hydrated lipids were vortexed several times after warming above the Tm. The 

lipid mixture was subjected to ultra-sonication above the Tm for 1 min275 followed by 10 

freeze-thaw cycles (-77°C in dry ice/2-propanol to 40°C). Large unilamellar liposomes of 

lipids (LUVs) were prepared by the extrusion method using an extruder (Northern Lipids 

Inc., Vancouver, BC). The suspension was extruded through two stacked Nuclepore 

polycarbonate filters 10 times (pore size 600, 400, and 100 nm sequentially 3 times each 

except for 100 nm, which was 4 times) above the Tm. The average diameter of the 

liposomes was determined by QELS measurements. 
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5.2.4. Separation of entrapped vesicles 

In order to separate excess Fe(CN)6
3- (and/or excess HPTS) from the vesicles with 

entrapped Fe(CN)6
3- (and/or entrapped HPTS), size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) 

was used. For the SEC, a Sephadex G-50 column calibrated with R-phycoerythrin was 

used. For the assays A and B, the column was equilibrated with a sucrose-containing 

buffer (described below) at pH 7.8 or 7.5, respectively. Hereafter, these buffers will be 

known as buffer A and B, respectively. For the assay C, it was 0.01 M phosphate buffer 

at pH 7.8. Hereafter, this buffer will be known as buffer C. The equilibrated SEC column 

was used for the separation of two mL vesicle solutions. The liposome suspension was 

collected from the column and adjusted to a known volume with the same mobile phase 

for further applications. 

In the assays A and B, sucrose was added to osmotically balance the vesicles 

during gel filtration.275 The sucrose containing buffer solution was prepared with 400 

mM sucrose and 1 mM EDTA in 0.05 M KH2PO4 and adjusted to pH 7.8 (buffer A) or 

7.5 (buffer B). These buffers were used as the mobile phases in SEC of the samples 

prepared for the assays A and B.  

 

5.2.5. Fluorescence measurements 

 LUVs that were separated as above were placed in a cuvette and diluted with the 

SEC mobile phase to 2 mL to prepare a 0.1 mg/mL vesicle solution. The fluorescence of 

the sample was measured with a FluoroLog®-3 fluorometer (HORIBA Jobin Yvon Inc, 

Edison, NJ).            
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For 9-AA, the sample was excited at 400 nm and the emission was monitored at 

450 nm in the time acquisition mode of the fluorometer. Data was collected at 20 sec 

intervals with 10 sec integration time. During the fluorescence measurement, 10 µL of 

2.57 x 10-4 M 9-AA was added to the liposome suspension to produce a final 

concentration of 1.29 x 10-6 M. Subsequently, 25 µL of 3.27 x 10-4 M PMS and 50 µL of 

8 x 10-2 M ascorbic acid were added at various time intervals as indicated by the 

fluorescence measurements plots. The final PMS and ascorbic acid concentrations were 

4.1 x 10-6 M and 2 x 10-3 M, respectively. All components (9-AA, PMS, and ascorbic 

acid) were dissolved in the buffer B. Quenching of the fluorescence indicated that a pH 

gradient developed between the liposome interior volume and exterior volumes. The 

fluorescence was recorded continuously for 15-25 min, and the relaxation of quenching 

was assumed to reflect decay of the pH gradient by the combination of proton and 

hydroxyl flux. At the end of the measurement, 20 µL from 0.1098 M Triton X-100 was 

added to the liposome suspension (final Triton concentration, 1.1 x  10-3 M) to release the 

∆pH.           

For HPTS fluorescence measurements, the sample was excited at 450 nm and the 

emission was monitored at 515 nm. In assay A, the subsequent steps were similar to 9-

AA fluorescence experiments. In assay C, initial HPTS fluorescence was observed for 

several minutes, after which an aliquot (10 µL) of 0.54 M H2SO4 was added to the 

medium. This was mixed quickly and the ∆pH decay was observed for ca. 10 min. At the 

end of the measurement, 20 µL of 0.1098 M Triton X-100 was added to the liposome 

suspension. In all these measurements, fluorescence intensities were not corrected for 
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dilution but these corrections were assumed to be negligible due to small volume 

additions. 

 

5.2.6. UV photopolymerization 

Bis-DenPC LUVs in a cuvette prepared for the fluorescence measurements were 

irradiated with a high-pressure Hg/Xe arc lamp (Newport Corporation, CT) for 4 min at a 

temperature of 45 °C. The lamp was equipped with a water filter to remove IR radiation, 

preventing excessive heating of the sample. The polymerization was monitored by UV-

vis absorption spectroscopy. The UV-vis absorbance spectrum of the 0.1 mg/mL vesicle 

suspension of bis-DenPC was recorded against the SEC mobile phase blank before and 

after the polymerization on a Spectral Instruments (Tucson, AZ) model 440 UV-vis 

spectrometer. 

  

5.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 Understanding the proton permeability characteristics of lipid bilayers composed 

of polymerizable lipids such as bis-DenPC may help to understand how they can be 

applied in various applications. In the assays A and B, an electron/proton transport 

system that closely mimics the electron transfer reactions in oxidative phosphorylation 

was used to generate a proton gradient.336, 337 In the assay C, the pH of the external 

medium was reduced by adding an acid to the medium. The proton gradient that was 

created was detected using entrapped HPTS fluorescence. The proton permeability of bis-
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DenPC liposomes measured using all three assays is compared with that of a fluid lipid 

mixture, eggPC.  

 

5.3.1. Proton leakage assay for eggPC vesicles - ∆pH created by redox reactions 

5.3.1.a. Using HPTS as a pH indicator 

In assay A, HPTS entrapped together with Fe(CN)6
3- in eggPC was used with 

externally added  PMS and ascorbic acid to generate and to detect ∆pH across liposome 

membranes. HPTS exhibits a pH-dependent fluorescence shift that includes a peak at 405 

nm which decreases in intensity with increasing pH, a peak at about 450 nm which 

increases in intensity with increasing pH, and a region at approximately 415 nm where 

the intensity is pH-independent (Figure 5.3). The fluorescence intensity at 415 nm 

therefore can be used to measure the internal vesicular dye concentration, whereas the 

excitation ratio of the intensities at wavelengths 450/405 nm provides a sensitive, 

concentration-independent quantitation of internal pH. However, in the assay system used 

here, with added redox components, HPTS fluorescence spectra showed shifted peaks 

and quenching. This was markedly noticeable with entrapped Fe(CN)6
3-

 (Figure 5.5). The 

concentration-dependent fluorescence intensity decrease is ascribed to inner filter effect 

due to Fe(CN)6
3- absorbance. As seen in the Figure 5.5b, the ratio of the wavelength 

intensities at 450/405 nm is changing and therefore not useful to predict the correct pH 

value. In addition, the extent of the fluorescence intensity decrease and peak shifting may 

be further complicated by the redox reaction in which ferricyanide (-3 charge) is reduced  
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Figure 5.5. The fluorescence spectra of HPTS titrated with K3Fe(CN)6: (a) full spectra 

showing peak shifts and quenching of the fluorescence (b) intensity changes at the 

wavelengths of 405 and 450 nm, and at the peak maximum with different K3Fe(CN)6 

concentrations. 
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to ferrocyanide (-4 charge) and mixtures thereof inside the vesicle volume. Therefore, the 

use of HPTS fluorescence to measure ∆pH was abandoned. 

 

5.3.1.b. Using 9-AA as a pH indicator 

Quantitative correlation of 9-AA with ∆pH is well established, even though 9-AA 

studies are complicated due to membrane-probe interactions.275, 357, 358 Figure 5.6 shows 

planned steps for assay B without eggPC vesicles or K3Fe(CN)6 in the solution. This 

control experiment was designed to check the effect of PMS, ascorbic acid, and Triton X-

100 addition steps on 9-AA fluorescence. While measuring the fluorescence at 450 nm, 

9-AA was first added to the cuvette. Prior to the addition, there was negligible 

fluorescence background; after, a strong fluorescence signal was observed. With PMS 

addition to the cuvette, there was a negligible change in 9-AA fluorescence. When 

ascorbic acid was added to the mixture, the fluorescence was quenched ca. 11%. This 

was either due to the introduction of the weak acid, ascorbic acid (pK1 = 4.10) or the 

redox reaction of PMS and ascorbic acid that releases protons to the medium. Apparently, 

in either situation the pH was slightly changed from the lightly buffered medium. When 

ascorbic acid was introduced into the medium without PMS, there is ca. 6% drop in 

fluorescence (data not shown). Therefore, this 11% quenching of the fluorescence 

includes pH changes from both weak acid dissociation and from the redox reaction. At 

the end, Triton X-100 was added to the mixture, which resulted in ca. 4% further drop of 

fluorescence. From this control experiment, it was established that the buffer capacity of 

the outside medium was sufficient to test the complete redox reaction with liposomes. 
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Figure 5.6. Control experiment without eggPC or K3Fe(CN)6 showing 9-AA proton 

assay steps. A sample prepared from 2 mL buffer B was used for the measurement. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.7. Absorbance of eggPC liposomes in buffer B. 
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The fluorescence drop associated with Triton X-100 addition is ascribed to the 

change in molar absorptivity and/or quantum yield of the fluor or the scattering effects by 

the surfactants or combination of the factors thereof. Molar absorptivity and quantum 

yield strongly depend on the chemical environment around a fluor.280 The addition of 

surfactants may have changed the environment around 9-AA, e.g. if the molecule is 

entrapped in a surfactant micelle. In addition, creating micelles in the solution should 

increase light scattering.  

EggPC liposomes were diluted to 0.1 mg/mL of lipid in order to minimize 

scattering and inner filter effects.277 At this dilution, the apparent absorbance is <0.05 at 

400 nm for entrapped K3Fe(CN)6 (Figure 5.7). With the addition of 9-AA, the absorbance 

at 400 nm increases slightly (Figure 5.7). 

In the complete assay B, when PMS was added to eggPC liposomes with 

entrapped K3Fe(CN)6 mixture, a ca. 2% drop in initial fluorescence was observed (Figure 

5.8). However, no drop was observed during the control experiment (Figure 5.6). The 

observed drop may be due to PMS inserting into lipid membrane and disturbing the 9-AA 

distribution. When ascorbic acid was added to the mixture, immediately the fluorescence 

was quenched by 94% of the initial intensity. This was assumed to be due to the creation 

of a pH gradient between the liposome interior and the exterior volume (see Figure 5.2). 

Other authors reported that if the amount of PMS is too low, the fluorescence quenching 

has a rapid step followed by a much slower step.275 This was also observed in 

experiments here (data not shown). If smaller amounts were used, PMS diffusion
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Figure 5.8. The complete 9-AA proton leakage assay (assay B) for eggPC liposomes 

with entrapped K3Fe(CN)6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.9. Single exponential curve fit for proton leakage for eggPC liposomes. 
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 becomes the rate- limiting step in the overall kinetics.275, 337, 343 In order to avoid this, 

enough PMS was added to create a rapid drop (ca. 2800 PMS molecules/vesicle). 

The ∆pH decay was monitored for ca. 15 min, before Triton X-100 was added to 

release the gradient (Figure 5.8), at which 90% of the fluorescence intensity at the 

ascorbic acid addition was recovered. The absence of 100% fluorescence recovery is 

apparently due to the formation of micelles/other lipid structures with Triton X-100 that 

may have changed the chemical environment around the fluor and the amount of light 

scattering, as described earlier. 

Based on the modified equation (5.7), assuming the dye associated with the 

interior volume of the vesicle is totally quenched, the ∆pH created by the redox reaction 

can be estimated. Substituting the values for pHo = 7.5, Q = 94, Vo = 2 mL, Vi = 9.247 x 

10-4 mL (total interior volume for 1.766 x 1012 vesicles (100 nm) in 0.1 mg/mL solution); 
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If the 11% drop in fluorescence that was observed when ascorbic acid was added to the 

control experiment and the 2% drop at the PMS step of this experiment were taken into 

the consideration and were subtracted from 94% of the fluorescence quenching, the new 
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Q becomes 81%. Substituting the new value into equation (5.7) yields a ∆pH value of 

3.97 (~ 4.0) and an interior pH value of 3.5. When Deamer et al. used the ascorbic acid 

and ferricyanide system to generate ∆pH, they also observed ∆pH units of 4.0 developed 

across liposomal membranes.275  

 The proton permeability of the eggPC membrane can be calculated using equation 

(5.10). For this purpose, the portion of the graph that shows proton leakage from the 

eggPC liposomes (Figure 5.9) was fit into a single exponential curve using the equation: 

 

( )0 1 exp 5.13xy y A
τ
−⎛ ⎞= − ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
 

 

where y0 is the y offset, A1 is the amplitude, and τ is the time constant. 

The calculated time constant is 404 sec or 6.7 min. The change in internal pH at 

404 sec is calculated using equation (5.7) and is 0.01 pH units. The initial difference in 

proton concentration inside and outside the vesicle is calculated to be 3.16 x 10-4 mol/L 

(3.16 x 10-7 mol/cm3) which is based on the ∆pH value after ascorbic acid addition. 

Buffer capacity (β) is calculated using an equation described by Fernando and Ryan359 
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where [H +] and [OH -] are proton and hydroxide concentrations at the pH of the buffer 

respectively, CSalt is the total salt concentration, and Ka is the equilibrium constant of the 

buffer. Substituting values for the liposome interior buffer (a pH 7.5 buffer solution made 

up of 0.05 M KH2PO4 (pKa = 6.82) with 100 mM K3Fe(CN)6), the β is calculated to be 

0.1646 moles/(L · pH). In order to substitute this value for BCV in equation (5.10), β 

needs to be multiplied by the volume of a 100 nm vesicle, which is calculated to be 5.236 

x 10-16 cm3/vesicle. Therefore, BCV is estimated to be 8.62 x 10-20 mol/(pH · vesicle). 

Inserting 3.14 x 10-10 cm2 for SA (area of a 100 nm vesicle) and the rest of the numbers in 

equation (5.10) gives a proton permeability coefficient of 2.1 x 10-8 cm/sec for eggPC 

vesicles. This value is within the reported range of proton permeabilities (10-9-10-2 

cm/sec).276, 298, 310, 311, 313, 316, 317 

When Nozaki and Tanford reported values in the range of 10-9 cm/sec for eggPC 

vesicles,276 these experiments were done in large pH gradients (~3 pH units) similar to 

those used here. Deamer and Nichols316 reported that the low permeability coefficients 

observed by Nozaki and Tanford were due to a proton flux that was limited by diffusion 

potentials created by the high pH gradients. In the same study, Deamer and Nichols 

showed that adding a protonophore, FCCP (carbonylcyanide p-

fluoromethoxyphenylhydrazone), has a small effect on the proton gradient decay. This 

was attributed to the presence of diffusion potentials that render the FCCP proton 

transport mechanism ineffective. However, by adding valinomycin to the same medium, 

which contains K+, the ∆pH was relaxed. This was interpreted as relaxation of the 

counterion current that leads to the increased proton flux. In addition, by adding 
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valinomycin to liposomes with small pH gradients (0.5 pH units), they did not see a 

similar effect. However, the same authors in a previous study, using 9-AA and imposing 

a pH gradient of ~2.5, measured a proton permeability coefficient in the range of 10-4 

cm/sec.311 It is not clear whether the high proton gradient affected their measurement in 

that study. Since there are so many discrepancies among published data, it is not possible 

to determine which represents the “true” value.360 However, despite these variations, the 

range of reported proton permeability coefficients is still higher than that of monovalent 

metal cations.  

It is possible that the permeability coefficient calculated here is underestimated 

due to a proton flux limited by counterion current. The situation is complicated by the 

fact that 9-AA can only be used to study relatively large changes of ∆pH.347, 349 When 

∆pH is <1, it is hard to measure by fluorescence quenching since the intensity change is 

small. Therefore, the assay conditions were not changed to create a low pH gradient. In 

addition, the various assumptions used in the ∆pH and permeability calculations make the 

proton permeability coefficient calculated in this study, to a certain extent, an estimate 

rather than a precise determination. However, the measurement is still useful to compare 

different lipid systems under the same pH gradients. 

 

5.3.2. Proton leakage assay for bis-DenPC vesicles - ∆pH created by a redox reaction 

5.3.2.a. Before UV polymerization 

 Analogous to the fluorescence assay for eggPC liposomes using 9-AA, bis-

DenPC vesicles were prepared and assayed in a similar way. The resulting fluorescence-
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time plot is presented in Figure 5.10. The features of the fluorescence curve are 

comparable to those of the eggPC plot (Figure 5.8). Similar to the assay for eggPC, once 

PMS was added to the medium, a ca. 3% drop in initial fluorescence was observed. When 

ascorbic acid was introduced into the medium, the fluorescence was quenched by ca. 

87%. This is only ca. 7% less than the quenching observed in the eggPC liposomes. This 

shows that the amount of Fe(CN)6
3- entrapped in the these two systems is comparable and 

PMS shuttles electrons and protons across bis-DenPC vesicles, irrespective of the more 

hydrophilic sorbyl functional groups in the lipid bilayer. The 87% fluorescence drop was 

corrected by subtracting the 11% quenching observed with the ascorbic acid step in the 

control experiment and the 3% drop from the PMS step in the same experiment. 

Therefore, the corrected fluorescence quenching for bis-DenPC liposomes is 73% for the 

∆pH calculation. 

The pH gradient decay was observed for ca. 26 min, before Triton X-100 was 

added to release the gradient (Figure 5.10). With the Triton addition, ca. 89% of the 

fluorescence intensity at the ascorbic acid addition was recovered. This is comparable to 

90% for eggPC vesicles. The slope of the pH gradient decay was higher in bis-DenPC 

vesicles, which suggests that bis-DenPC vesicles have higher proton permeability than 

eggPC vesicles. For the permeability calculation, the portion of the fluorescence-time 

plot between the ascorbic acid and Triton additions was fit to a single exponential (Figure 

5.11). The calculated time constant is 1560 sec or 26 min. 

The initial transmembrane ∆pH created by the redox reaction for bis-DenPC 

liposomes was estimated. Substituting the values for pHo = 7.5, Q = 73, Vo = 2 mL, and 
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Figure 5.10. The complete 9-AA proton permeability assay (assay B) for bis-DenPC 

vesicles, before UV polymerization. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.11. Single exponential curve fit for proton leakage from bis-DenPC liposomes. 
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Vi = 9.247 x 10-4 mL in equation (5.7) gives a calculated ∆pH value of 3.8 and a pHi  

value of 3.7. 

The calculated initial transmembrane ∆pH and bis-DenPC vesicle interior pH (3.8 

and 3.7, respectively) are similar to those of eggPC vesicles (4.0 and 3.5, respectively). 

Thus, the amount of K3Fe(CN)6 entrapped and the progress of the redox reaction that 

resulted in creating the pH gradient in bis-DenPC liposomes were analogous to that of the 

eggPC liposomes.  

The proton permeability coefficient for bis-DenPC liposomes was calculated 

using equation (5.10). For this purpose, at the time constant of 1560 sec, the fluorescence 

quenching was calculated to be 71%. After the quenching was corrected for the PMS and 

ascorbic acid steps (3 and 11 %, respectively), the quenching was 57%. This was used in 

equation (5.7) to calculate pHi and the value obtained was 4.04, and thus ∆pHi of 0.34. 

The initial difference in proton concentration between the interior and the exterior of the 

vesicle is calculated to be 2.0 x 10-7 mol/cm3. This is based on the ∆pH value 

immediately after the ascorbic acid step. The BCV and SA values are the same as in the 

eggPC calculation. Substituting these numbers in equation (5.10) gives a proton 

permeability coefficient of 3.0 x 10-7 cm/s for bis-DenPC vesicles. The calculated proton 

permeability coefficients and ∆pH values for eggPC and bis-DenPC liposomes are 

summarized into Table 5.1. 

The permeability coefficient for bis-DenPC is nearly fourteen times the 

permeability coefficient for eggPC vesicles. Therefore, bis-DenPC bilayers are fourteen 

times as leaky as eggPC bilayers to protons.  Clement and Gould suggested that the rate
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Table 5.1. Summary of the measurements using the 9-AA proton permeability assay. 

 

Liposome Transmembrane 
∆pH created Initial pHi PH+ (cm/sec) 

EggPC 4.0 3.5 2.1 x 10-8 

Bis-DenPC (unpolymerized) 3.8 3.7 3.0 x 10-7 
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of proton transport across a lipid bilayer is determined by the lipid composition and the 

physical state of the bilayer.361 Because both bis-DenPC and eggPC are in the liquid-

crystalline phase, the higher proton permeability observed for bis-DenPC is ascribed to 

proton channeling defects that can arise due to having sorbyl functional groups in the 

lipid chains, close to the hydrocarbon interior. In addition, under the high ∆pH used here, 

large concentration, and potential gradient forces acting on the bilayer can amplify and/or 

increase the proton channeling defects. Since bis-DenPC bilayers already have potential 

defects sites, together with the above possibility may have led to the at least an order of 

magnitude higher leakage compared to that of eggPC bilayers. 

 

5.3.2.b. After UV polymerization 

 Dilute bis-DenPC LUV suspensions as prepared for unpolymerized proton 

permeability experiments were UV polymerized as described in the section (5.2.6). The 

absorbance of the bis-DenPC liposome suspension, before and after UV 

photopolymerization, is illustrated in Figure 5.12. Based on the absorbance profile, after 

4 min, the liposomes were ca. 93% polymerized. 

 The proton permeability assay was applied to polymerized bis-DenPC liposomes. 

The resulting fluorescence time-plot is shown in Figure 5.13. When PMS was added to 

the medium, there was a 2.5% drop in the initial fluorescence, comparable to the 3% drop 

for unpolymerized bis-DenPC. The behavior of PMS in polymerized bis-DenPC 

liposomes suggests that the polymerization of the lipids that leads to extra bonds in the
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Figure 5.12. Bis-DenPC absorbance before and after the UV polymerization. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.13. 9-AA proton assay for bis-DenPC with entrapped K3Fe(CN)6 – after UV 

polymerization. 
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bilayer does not hinder PMS diffusion. However, upon ascorbic acid addition, the 

fluorescence quenching was a mere 12%. This is similar to that of the control experiment, 

in which it was 11%. This suggests that there was no pH gradient created between the 

interior and exterior of the liposome membrane, or the gradient created was smaller than 

can be measured using 9-AA. Once Triton X-100 was added to the liposome suspension, 

the fluorescence level dropped again (2%) similar to 4% in the control experiment 

(Figure 5.6). If a proton gradient was present, the fluorescence is expected to increase, as 

Triton X-100 disturbs the membrane and releases the ∆pH. Therefore, it is more likely 

that the ∆pH was not created across the poly(bis-DenPC) membrane. 

  There are several possibilities that may have prevented ∆pH from being created 

across the polymerized bis-DenPC membranes. One possibility is that entrapped 

Fe(CN)6
3- leaks through the phase boundaries or defects created during the 

polymerization, to the exterior bulk medium.6 Another possibility is that the polymerized 

membranes have larger defects that allow Fe(CN)6
3- to leak into the exterior buffer. In 

both situations, once ascorbic acid is added, it reacts with Fe(CN)6
3- directly, rather than 

through the carrier molecule, PMS. Therefore, the protons created due to the redox 

reaction are released into the external buffer, which has sufficient capacity to prevent a 

measurable pH change. However, from the studies described in Chapter 4, it is apparent 

that poly(bis-DenPC) is resistant to Ca2+ permeability. Consequently, it is unlikely that 

poly(bis-DenPC) is permeable to highly charged Fe(CN)6
3- and impermeable to Ca2+. 

However, it is possible that protons can diffuse rapidly through the membrane defects 

that are too small for Ca2+ transport but larger and/or more numerous than those in 
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unpolymerized membranes, because proton permeability happens via different 

mechanism (s).  

Based on the evidence so far, Fe(CN)6
3- leakage is unlikely after the 

polymerization, however, it is possible that Fe(CN)6
3- leakage occurs through the domain 

boundaries and defects that are created during the polymerization. It is not possible to 

measure whether Fe(CN)6
3- leakage happens during, or after, or both stages of the 

polymerization from this assay.  

 In order to prevent Fe(CN)6
3- from leaking during polymerization, in another 

experiment, bis-DenPC LUVs were transferred into a cuvette before passing them 

through a SEC column to remove excess Fe(CN)6
3-. This sample was UV irradiated and 

then passed through the SEC column to remove the excess Fe(CN)6
3-. The idea was to 

polymerize bis-DenPC vesicles without a [Fe(CN)6
3-]  gradient. However, the SEC 

column was colored yellow from top to bottom and the separation of entrapped Fe(CN)6
3- 

from excess Fe(CN)6
3-

 was not achieved. This suggests that Fe(CN)6
3- reacted to form 

various molecular-weight products during the UV irradiation. Several authors suggest 

that Fe(CN)6
3- releases cyanide in a step-wise manner from the iron complex under UV 

light.362-366 They suggested that this reaction is irreversible and the final product is 

Fe(OH)3. As a byproduct, cyanide (pKa = 9.2) reacts with water to produce OH- and 

HCN, thereby changing the pH of the medium if it is not buffered enough. Therefore, it is 

possible that the continuous yellow color observed in the SEC column was various states 

of the iron complex. In summary, experiments to prevent possible leakage of Fe(CN)6
3- 

during UV polymerization were unsuccessful. 
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 As an alternative to Fe(CN)6
3-, cytochrome c (III) was used. Cytochrome c (E0' = 

0.255 V) can participate in redox reactions with PMS and ascorbic acid343 and is also 

large enough (MW: 12,384) so that it should not leach out through the defects of the 

membrane. However, attempts to use cytochrome c entrapped in eggPC vesicles to 

measure proton permeability were not successful. The fluorescence-time plot was similar 

to the control experiment (data not shown). Other authors have reported that cytochrome 

c penetrates into lipid bilayers and disturbs the acyl chain packing.367, 368 In addition, it 

was reported that the barrier properties of the bilayer are greatly reduced upon addition of 

the protein. Based on these reports, it is possible that cytochrome c was mostly associated 

with bilayer rather than dissolved in the interior liposomal volume. It is also possible that 

membrane-embedded cytochrome c will not participate in the redox reaction with PMS 

but will directly react with ascorbic acid in the exterior medium. 

 

5.3.3. Proton leakage assay - ∆pH created by an acid pulse 

5.3.3.a. EggPC vesicles 

 A direct addition of H2SO4 to liposomes containing entrapped HPTS was used in 

this method (assay C). This is a simple method compared to the proton assay based on 9-

AA, because no other reagents are involved. Since HPTS is sensitive to small changes in 

pH, it can be used to measure small ∆pH gradients where counterion-limited diffusion 

potentials are small. In a control experiment, eggPC was used in this assay, as illustrated 

in Figure 5.14. As observed in the Figure 5.3a, as the pH decreases, intensity at 450 nm 

also decreases. Therefore, the fluorescence of HPTS excited at 450 nm was observed at 
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515 nm for ca. 5 min before an aliquot of H2SO4 was added to the pH 7.8 lipid 

suspension. The acid spike was adequate to drop the pH of the exterior medium by one 

pH unit, as measured using a pH electrode. Immediately after the acid injection, a 

biphasic decrease in the fluorescence intensity of the entrapped HPTS is observed (Figure 

5.14). An initial fast component (ca. 19% drop) is followed by a much slower decrease in 

fluorescence intensity. Lysing the vesicles with Triton X-100 results in a significantly 

decreased, constant level of fluorescence. Clement and Gould reported that the initial fast 

component of the fluorescence decrease corresponds to a fast, electrically uncompensated 

movement of protons along the H+ concentration gradient.357 Compared to the 

measurement of ca. 19% in Figure 5.14, their fast component is ca. 20% of the total 

fluorescence decrease. The subsequent slow component can most likely to be attributed 

to passive diffusion of protons across the bilayer into the vesicle interior.357    

 The proton flux in response to ∆pH can be calculated using equation (5.11). For 

this purpose, the linear region of slope of the slow component of the decay curve is used 

in the calculation of dFU/dt. It was calculated for fluorescence intensities at 420-860 sec 

and was 1356 FU/sec. In order to calculate B, during the 1.08 x 10-5 mol H+ addition, 

HPTS fluorescence was measured at initial (at 340 sec) and final times (at 1000 sec) from 

which a value of 1.667 x 10-10 mol/(FU · cm3) was calculated. For 100 nm vesicles, r = 

50 x 10-7 cm. These values were substituted into equation (5.11) and the proton flux, JH+
 

of 3.8 x 10-13 mol/(sec · cm2) was calculated. The proton concentration change for the pH 

change from 7.8 to 6.8 is calculated to be 1.4 x 10-10 mol/cm3. Substituting these values in 

equation (5.12) yields a proton permeability coefficient of 2.6 x 10-3 cm/sec. This is much 
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higher than the value (2.1 x 10-8 cm/sec) calculated for eggPC using 9-AA proton assay 

(Table 5.1). Since the proton gradient is smaller (1 pH unit) in the HPTS proton assay 

compared to that in the 9-AA assay (4.0 pH units), the limitations due to the counterion-

limited proton diffusion rate should be minimal in the HPTS proton assay. Therefore, the 

10-3 cm/sec value probably represents a value closer to the “true” value of the proton 

permeability coefficient. 

  

5.3.3.b. Unpolymerized bis-DenPC vesicles  

As in the eggPC assay, the initial HPTS fluorescence was observed for ca. 5 min 

in the assay of bis-DenPC vesicles (Figure 5.15). The initial intensity is similar to that of 

eggPC (Figure 5.14). This suggests that the amount of HPTS entrapped in both eggPC 

and bis-DenPC is comparable. In the second step of the assay, an aliquot of H2SO4 was 

added to create a 1 pH unit change in the exterior medium of the bis-DenPC lipid 

suspension. Soon after the acid injection, a biphasic decrease in the fluorescence intensity 

of the entrapped HPTS is observed similar to that of eggPC vesicles. However, the initial 

fast decay is calculated to be ca. 43% of the initial fluorescence intensity (Figure 5.15). 

This is compared to 19% in the eggPC proton assay. The higher drop for bis-DenPC 

suggests that there are more channels for protons to diffuse across the bilayer compared 

to an eggPC bilayer. This observation is consistent with evidence from 9-AA proton 

assay, which showed that bis-DenPC is more permeable to protons than eggPC. 
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Figure 5.14. Fluorescence of HPTS entrapped in eggPC vesicles exposed to H2SO4 and 

Triton X-100. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.15. Fluorescence of HPTS entrapped in unpolymerized bis-DenPC vesicles 

exposed to H2SO4 and Triton X-100. 
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Presumably, the difference is due to kinks or defects attributable to sorbyl functional 

groups in the lipid tail region. 

The proton flux was calculated using equation (5.11). The linear region of the 

slope of the slow component of the decay curve was calculated for fluorescence 

intensities at 460-840 sec and was 1061 FU/sec. The B term for the fluorescence drop 

from 320-960 sec for added [H+] is calculated to be 1.9 x 10-10 mol/(FU · cm3). 

Substituting these values in equation (5.11) and calculating for JH+ yields 3.3 x 10-13 

mol/(sec · cm2). Using equation (5.12) to calculate permeability coefficient gives 2.3 x 

10-3 cm/sec. This value is slightly smaller than the proton permeability coefficient of 

eggPC (2.6 x 10-3 cm/sec, Table 5.2). This is apparently due to more counterion limited, 

proton-counterion exchange that occurred in bis-DenPC vesicles during the initial rapid 

migration of H+. However, the similar permeability coefficients indicate that the proton 

gradient is maintained in bis-DenPC comparable to eggPC.  

 

5.3.3.c. UV polymerized bis-DenPC vesicles  

As discussed in the experimental section, HPTS was entrapped in bis-DenPC 

vesicles that were UV photopolymerized. Based on the absorbance profile of the sample 

before and after the polymerization, the lipid sample was ca. 94% polymerized (data not 

shown). The assay C was used to assess proton permeability in the polymerized bis-

DenPC liposome suspension. The resulting fluorescence time-plot is presented in Figure 

5.16. The initial fluorescence intensity was ca. 26% less than that of the unpolymerized 

bis-DenPC (Figure 5.15). This is presumed to be due to photobleaching of HPTS during 
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Figure 5.16. Fluorescence of HPTS entrapped in UV polymerized bis-DenPC vesicles 

exposed to H2SO4 and Triton X-100. 
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the UV irradiation. After monitoring the initial HPTS fluorescence for ca. 6 min, an 

aliquot of H2SO4 was injected into the medium. As occurred in the other two lipid 

systems (eggPC and unpolymerized bis-DenPC), a biphasic fluorescence decay was 

observed. The initial fast decay is calculated to be ca. 52% of the initial fluorescence 

intensity (Figure 5.16), which is greater than the 19% and 43% initial fast decays of 

eggPC and bis-DenPC vesicles, respectively (Table 5.2). This is attributed to less 

restricted diffusion of protons across the poly(bis-DenPC) membrane, which may have 

more proton-channeling defects due to the polymerization. However, it is possible that 

during the polymerization, entrapped HPTS leached out from the vesicle interior and 

contributed to the fluorescence measured upon acid addition. If the rapid decay is due to 

the electrically uncompensated movement of protons, poly(bis-DenPC) is 2.7 times and 

1.2 times more permeable to protons as eggPC and bis-DenPC vesicles, respectively. 

The proton flux was calculated using equation (5.11). The slope of the slow 

component of the decay curve was calculated for fluorescence intensities at 480-940 sec 

and was 646 FU/sec. The B term for the fluorescence drop from 380-1000 sec for added 

[H+] is calculated to be 2.2 x 10-10 mol/(FU · cm3). Substituting these values in equation 

(5.11) and calculating for JH+ gives 2.4 x 10-13 mol/(sec · cm2). Using equation (5.12) to 

calculate the permeability coefficient gives 1.7 x 10-3 cm/sec. This value is smaller than 

the proton permeability coefficients of eggPC and bis-DenPC (2.6 x 10-3 and 2.3 x 10-3 

cm/sec, respectively). Having the same order of proton permeability as eggPC and 

unpolymerized bis-DenPC suggests that the defects in the poly(bis-DenPC) bilayer are
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Table 5.2. Summary of the measurements from HPTS proton permeability assays of lipid 

vesicles.  

 

Liposomes Initial fluorescence drop (%) PH+ (cm/sec) 

EggPC 19 2.6 x 10-3 

Bis-DenPC 43 2.3 x 10-3 

Poly(bis-DenPC) 52 1.7 x 10-3 
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minimal; the membrane does not behave as a molecular sieve. Table 5.2 summarizes the 

HPTS proton assay results.  

It is possible that as the number of protons that permeate into the vesicle during 

the initial, fast stage increases, the rate of the second slower influx decreases due to a 

higher transmembrane diffusion potential. The successively larger fluorescence decays 

coupled with the successively smaller permeability coefficients measured for eggPC, bis-

DenPC, and poly(bis-DenPC), respectively, confirmed the above fact that the proton 

diffusion is subjected to increasingly higher diffusion potentials. In addition, the smaller 

proton permeability coefficient for poly(bis-DenPC) suggests that the initial 52% drop in 

fluorescence is likely due to diffusion of H+ into the vesicle interior rather than leakage of 

HPTS. 

The existence of diffusion potentials suggests that even with a gradient as small as 

1 pH unit, counterion limited proton influx occurs which limits the proton permeability 

rate. The initial amount of H+ which can enter a vesicle appears to be determined by the 

number of defects in the lipid bilayer if other conditions are equal such as internal buffer 

capacity. Conversely, for the reason that the ∆pH is small (1 pH unit), the proton 

permeability coefficient values are likely to be more accurate than those obtained in an 

experiment with a higher proton gradient.  

Regardless, to author’s knowledge, this is the first proton permeability 

measurement on a polymerized lipid bilayer. These measurements showed that protons 

permeate through poly(bis-DenPC) bilayers at a rate comparable to unpolymerized bis-

DenPC or eggPC bilayers, in the range of 10-3 cm/sec. However, based on the initial rapid 
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change in fluorescence, bis-DenPC and poly(bis-DenPC) vesicles leak protons nearly 

twice and three times faster than eggPC vesicles, respectively. In addition, it is unlikely 

that a proton gradient is maintained during lipid polymerization. This leakage presumably 

happens due to lipid molecules rearranging and domain formation. 

 

5.4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

 The balance between maintenance and dissipation of concentration gradients 

across cell membranes is crucial for the function of biological systems. Processes such as 

oxidative and photosynthetic phosphorylation require membranes that provide effective 

barriers to passive diffusion of protons. It follows from these considerations that 

knowledge of passive proton-hydroxyl flux is essential to understanding mechanisms by 

which proton gradients are maintained across membranes. Measured proton 

permeabilities vary over a wide range that covers several orders of magnitude more than 

the observed permeabilities of other small ions such as K+. In order to explain this 

anomalous proton flux, there have been several mechanisms suggested, as described in 

the introduction section. Although the mechanism of proton permeation across a lipid 

bilayer is still unclear, it suggested that the permeation does not appear to follow 

conventional diffusion theory.  

Although others have measured proton fluxes, this research reports the first 

attempt to quantify the net proton-hydroxyl permeability of polymerized liposomes. For 

this purpose, the proton permeability of a polymerizable lipid, bis-DenPC, which showed 

Ca2+ leakage resistance (Chapter 4), was measured. The quantitative measurements for 
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bis-DenPC before and after UV polymerization as well as for eggPC vesicles were 

performed using two different proton assay methods. 

The first proton assay method used a transmembrane redox reaction to generate a 

∆pH across the lipid membrane. Even though HPTS is more sensitive to pH changes, it 

could not be used due to concentration-dependent interference with Fe(CN)6
3-. Therefore, 

9-AA fluorescence was used to measure pH changes. Using the 9-AA fluorescence-

quenching ratio, it was estimated that the transmembrane redox reaction could create an 

approximate ∆pH value of four units. Modeling the ∆pH decay as a single exponential 

process, proton permeability was calculated. The proton permeabilities are on the order of 

10-8 and 10-7 cm/sec for eggPC and bis-DenPC vesicles, respectively. These values are 

within the reported range of proton permeabilities (10-9-10-2 cm/sec). The permeability 

coefficient of bis-DenPC is at least an order of magnitude higher than the permeability 

coefficient of eggPC vesicles (Table 5.1). This suggests that sorbyl functional groups 

create some defects that allow diffusion of protons across the hydrocarbon interior of the 

bis-DenPC bilayer.   

It is likely that these calculated proton permeabilities are underestimated due to 

counterion-limited diffusion potentials that can occur under high ∆pH values. It is not 

possible to use the same proton assay to measure permeabilities under small pH gradients 

since 9-AA fluorescence is not sensitive to small pH gradients. Furthermore, when the 9-

AA proton assay was applied to poly(bis-DenPC) vesicles, a ∆pH was not detected using 

9-AA fluorescence quenching. This is more likely due to a leakage of entrapped 

Fe(CN)6
3- or ∆pH during and/or after polymerization. In addition, it was found that 
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Fe(CN)6
3- could react under UV light to form various iron complexes. Therefore, it is not 

possible to use Fe(CN)6
3-  as a redox reagent under UV polymerization conditions. 

Therefore, under these circumstances, the second proton assay was devised. 

In the second proton assay, direct injection of H2SO4 is used to change the pH of 

the exterior medium. The ∆pH is measured using entrapped HPTS fluorescence. This is a 

simple and sensitive method compared to the first proton assay, but the drawback is the 

photobleaching of the entrapped fluorophore. In order to prevent formation of limiting 

potentials from an accumulation of positive charges, the pH gradient was limited to 1 pH 

unit. The proton permeability coefficients calculated for eggPC, bis-DenPC and poly(bis-

DenPC) vesicles are on the order of  10-3 cm/sec, much higher than those calculated using 

the 9-AA proton assay. However, even at this ∆pH, diffusion potentials might have 

contributed to decay of proton gradient. On the other hand, because the ∆pH is small, the 

diffusion potentials should be smaller than in the 9-AA assay. Thus, permeability 

coefficients of 10-3 cm/sec probably represent values closer to the “true” values. 

In the HPTS assay, the initial rapid drop in the biphasic fluorescence decay 

represents an electrically uncompensated movement of protons. Based on the rapid 

decay, protons permeate nearly two times faster across bis-DenPC bilayers and three 

times faster across poly(bis-DenPC) than across eggPC, and 1.2 times faster across 

poly(bis-DenPC) than across bis-DenPC. This suggests that the defects in the bis-DenPC 

bilayer membrane due to polymerization are small, and that it can be used as a 

permeability barrier for small ions. This is the same conclusion that was obtained from 
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the Ca2+ permeability assay (Chapter 4). Once more, carrier-mediated ion transport is 

demonstrated here, even in the polymerized membranes.  

This chapter describes the first known studies to quantify the net proton-hydroxyl 

permeability of polymerized liposomes. These findings indicate that the intrinsic 

permeability of unilamellar vesicle membranes to hydrogen ions is high and increases 

with number of defects in the bilayer. These studies give more insight into the 

understanding of polymerizable lipids and scope of their applications. At the same time, 

it highlights the difficulties that can be encountered in polymerizable lipid research. In 

order to impede diffusion potentials due to counter-ion currents that slow the proton 

diffusion, even lower ∆pH gradients could be used, or counter-ion dissipating ionophores 

such as valinomycin could be added. However, with ionophores, pH gradients dissipate 

quickly. Therefore, better mixing and measuring methods are required.312  
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CHAPTER 6. 

SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

6.1. SUMMARY 

As described in Chapter 1 of this dissertation, the research groups of Gust, Moore, 

and Moore at Arizona State University and Saavedra, Armstrong, Hall at University of 

Arizona are investigating the incorporation of artificial photosynthetic reaction centers 

(APRCs) and diffusive quinine pumps (Q) into polymerized lipid membranes formed on 

indium-tin-oxide supported, polymer cushions. The goal is the development of a 

biomimetic energy transduction device that mimics bacterial photosynthesis.  

Creating a supramolecular assembly composed of a light-driven, transmembrane 

proton pump interfaced to an electrically active support poses significant challenges. 

Among them are the creation of cross-linked PSLBs that are stable to chemical and 

physical disruptions, yet retain their barrier properties (i.e. prevent ion leakage), allow 

vectorial insertion of APRCs, permit transmembrane ion transport by lipid-soluble Q 

shuttles, and maintain interface compatibility with polymer cushion. Poly(lipid) films 

with these properties have not been reported.  

In order to assess the permeability characteristics of poly(lipids), two liposome-

based permeability assays were developed based on Ca2+ and proton diffusion. The 

possibility of coupling a lipid bilayer directly to a transducer to form a stable uniform 

film is also explored using hybrid bilayers. In addition, novel head group polymerizable 

lipids were evaluated for their lipid characteristics and ability to form polymers. 
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6.2. SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

6.2.1. Hybrid bilayers 

The lipid bilayer is one of the most elegant and important self-assembled 

structures in nature. It not only provides a protective container for cells and sub-cellular 

compartments, but also hosts much of the machinery for cellular communication and 

transport across the cell membrane. Solid supported lipid bilayers provide an excellent 

model system for studying the surface chemistry of the cell. Moreover, they are 

accessible to a wide variety of surface-specific analytical techniques.  

 The range of substrates capable of supporting phospholipid bilayers is limited.101 

Assembly of lipid film on other substrates requires surface modification. One such 

approach involves the use of hybrid lipid bilayers especially on metal electrodes such as 

gold. There are several advantages to choosing hybrid phospholipid platforms for sensor 

applications. Foremost is the coupling of a phospholipid monolayer on a metallic surface. 

This allows for non-labeled analyte detection by direct electrical measurement,1 Surface 

Plasmon Resonance spectroscopy,57 and quartz crystal microgravimetry.124 

A key factor in the polymerization of hybrid bilayer membranes (HBMs) based on 

bis-SorbPC lipids is the temporal stability of the unpolymerized HBM. This research 

project was undertaken under the assumption that the cross-linking polymerization of bis-

SorbPC in the upper leaflet of the HBM would provide uniform, air-stable HBM as was 

demonstrated for the PSLBs of bis-SorbPC.9, 10 The key difference between the two types 

of supported films is that the cross-linking polymerization is restricted to the upper leaflet 

of the HBM. This prevents the intermonolayer cross-linking between two leaflets of the 
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HBM. However, previous work did not establish that the intermonolayer cross-linking is 

requirement for the uniform, stable films.  

The HBMs were evaluated based on film deposition parameters as well as on 

different polymerization parameters (Chapter 2). Film deposition parameters include both 

LBS deposition and vesicle fusion methods. Polymerization parameters include 

comparisons of films made from UV-initiated polymerization as well as redox-initiated 

radical polymerizations. 

The study confirmed that both LBS and vesicle fusion methods could be used to 

deposit a bis-SorbPC monolayer on an OTS SAM to make HBMs in a predictable 

fashion. Film characterization strongly suggests that polymerization of bis-SorbPC 

stabilizes the HBM in such away that its structure is largely preserved even after the 

dehydration process. Appearance of voids in the AFM images was observed and is 

thought to be due to desorption of low molecular weight fragments after drying. 

 Based on this study, it is proposed that network formation in upper monolayer of 

a HBM is insufficient to prevent oligomers desorption. Thus intermonolayer covalent 

linking appears to be a necessary prerequisite in making defect-free, uniform planar 

supported lipid assemblies.  

 

6.2.2. Studies of diffusion of cations across polymerized liposomes 

Transmembrane diffusion of cations across poly(lipid) membranes has not been 

investigated. It is likely that a polymer network will change the permeability properties. 

In addition, it is likely that permeability characteristics of various different polymerizable 
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lipids differ. To address this topic, a novel, convenient, liposome-based assay based on 

entrapment of a calcium-sensitive fluor was developed (Chapter 4). 

The design of the assay permits measurement of both the permeability of 

poly(lipids) to Ca2+ (a convenient ion to monitor in these systems) through defects in the 

bilayer, as well as assessment of the viability of insertion of a lipid-soluble ionophore 

into the lipid bilayer to diffusively transport Ca2+. Based on this work, the first results 

that correlate ion (Ca2+) permeability and liposome polymerization are reported. The 

results strongly suggest that there is a relationship between the amount of ion leakage and 

the location of the functional group in the lipid, i.e. which presumably affects the packing 

order of the bilayer. Among the various polymerizable lipids evaluated using the Ca2+ 

assay, bis-DenPC proved to have the lowest Ca2+ permeability before and after 

polymerization. This is believed to be due to having sorbyl functional groups closer to the 

glycerol backbone, which led to less packing perturbations in the center of the bilayer.6, 

27, 40, 41 To our knowledge, this is the first study that showed a polymerized liposome can 

retain an ion gradient while allowing carrier-mediated ion transport across the membrane. 

In addition, it is shown that permeability control of ions can be achieved by mixing lipids 

to form liposomes; e.g. in unpolymerized liposomes of bis-SorbPC and polymerized 

liposomes of lipids A and C. 

The proton permeability of bis-DenPC liposomes was assayed in Chapter 5. Two 

proton permeability assays were used that generate the ∆pH by different methods: i) by a 

redox reaction that closely mimics electron transfer reactions in biological systems; and 

ii) by a direct addition of an acid to the external medium to create a pH gradient. Based 
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on the work, it was concluded that bis-DenPC is nearly 2-fold and 3-fold as permeable as 

eggPC, before and after the polymerization respectively. This suggests that the defects in 

the bis-DenPC bilayer membrane due to polymerization are small, and that it can be used 

as a permeability barrier for small ions. The same conclusion was obtained from the Ca2+ 

permeability assay (Chapter 4). Carrier-mediated proton transport was also demonstrated, 

as observed with the Ca2+ assay. Although others have measured proton fluxes, this 

research is the first to quantify the net proton-hydroxyl permeability of polymerized 

liposomes. These permeability studies provide more insight into the understanding of 

polymerizable lipids and scope of their applications. At the same time, they highlight the 

difficulties that can be encountered in polymerizable lipid research. 

 

6.2.3. Novel sorbyl functionalized head group lipids 

As observed in the permeability studies of polymerizable lipids, creation of a 

polymeric network in the center of the bilayer appears to perturb the packing of the lipid 

tails, creating ion-permeable defects (e.g., with bis-SorbPC). Therefore, three novel head 

group polymerizable lipids were synthesized based on a strategy that head group 

polymerization should minimally perturb tail group packing and thus minimally perturb 

the characteristic ion impermeability of the membrane. These novel lipids were evaluated 

for their lipid characteristics and ability to form polymers in Chapter 3. None of these 

compounds forms vesicles by itself, as measured by light scattering. Therefore, attempts 

were made to form mixed vesicles with other fluid lipids. Investigation of Langmuir 

isotherms showed all these molecules form monolayers. However, the isotherms of 
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mixed monolayers suggest that these molecules form immiscible mixed monolayers. In 

contrast to lipid B, lipids A and C show some tolerance to the mixing lipid. This is the 

reason why mixed vesicles can be formed with A and C but not with B. Under 

polymerization conditions, mixed vesicles of A and C form oligomers. These poly(lipids) 

do not show stability to surfactant solubilization in contrast to cross-linked polymerized 

liposomes. 

 

6.3. FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

The appearance of defects in poly(bis-SorbPC) HBMs is ascribed to desorption of 

the polymer groups along with the receding water during the transfer across the air-water 

interface. Previous work on bis-SorbPC PSLBs suggests that intermonolayer covalent 

linkages may be important for preventing oligomer desorption.10 Similarly, formation of 

defects in HBMs due to oligomer desorption may be prevented by intermonolayer cross-

linking between two leaflets of the HBM. This may be achieved by inserting reactive 

groups to the lower leaflet of the HBM. Previous work with bis-SorbPC and mono-

SorbPC mixed PSLBs suggest that with 30 mol% bis-SorbPC, it is possible to create a 

uniform, defect-free PSLB.10 Taken this as a starting point, it is likely that a minimum of 

30% coverage of anchoring groups in the lower leaflet is needed to make a defect-free 

HBM, assuming that there is sufficient cross-linking in the upper leaflet. The percentage 

of lower leaflet anchoring groups and the choice of the reactive group, i.e. whether it is 

sorbyl, acryloyl or any other reactive group, to make a defect-free, uniform HBM, could 

be topics for a future study.   
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Proton and Ca2+ permeability assays were developed and shown in previous 

chapters. These assays can be applied to various lipid compositions. Based on the 

permeability assessments so far, the lipid composition that gives the best balance between 

the stability and the impermeability to cations is found to be bis-DenPC. However, 

further studies on permeability characteristics of other polymerizable lipids and different 

lipid mixtures should give us more insight into the understanding of these lipid 

compositions and scope of their applications. In addition, these studies should provide 

general guidelines for the design of future lipids used in stabilized lipid assemblies. 

The characterization and evaluation methods used in the Chapter 3 for analyzing 

lipids A-C provide a general guideline for analyzing novel lipids. At the same time, they 

highlight some of the difficulties with analytical techniques available for lipids, e.g. mass 

spectrometry methods for lipid polymer determination. These studies open the way to the 

exciting possibility of combining the unusual physical characteristics of these new head 

group polymerizable lipids with the broad range of chemical characteristics that have 

come to be associated with liposomes, such as encapsulation of chemical and biological 

agents, permeability manipulation, reconstitution of functional proteins, and chemical and 

biosurface modification. 

Head group polymerizable lipids characterized in this dissertation form stable 

lipids only when these lipids are mixed with a large mole fraction of a lamellar-forming 

lipid such as DOPC. Therefore, different polymerizable lipids that have polymerizable 

moiety linked to the head group are under consideration by the research groups of 

Saavedra, Armstrong, and Hall. Some of these lipids are shown in Figure 6.1. They are 
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based on acrylamide groups which polymerize readily at moderate to low concentrations 

(i.e., a mesophase is not required), and when attached to a lipid head group.369-371 In 

addition, acrylamides are more water-soluble than dienoyl groups. The polymerization of 

these lipids will yield polymeric networks that are located beyond the lipid-water 

interface and thus not expected to affect tail packing and facilitated diffusive transport. 

The proposed lipids contain two phytanyl chains linked to the head group through a chiral 

glycerol unit. This design has been chosen because:296, 372, 373 i) lipids containing phytanyl 

tails are known to form highly ion-impermeable, thermally stable bilayers; ii) ether 

linkages are more stable to hydrolysis than ester linkages; c) the phase transition 

temperatures of phytanyl lipids are very low, ensuring that the lipids will be in the fluid 

phase at room temperature.  
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Figure 6.1. Structures of proposed polymerizable acrylamide lipids. 
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APPENDIX A. 

PLANAR SUPPORTED MONOLAYERS OF C20 BOLA ACYCLIC SATURATE 

(C20BAS) 

INTRODUCTION 

Molecular self-assembly and self-organization are becoming increasingly 

significant in the elucidation of life processes, and to the generation of new 

supramolecular structures and molecular materials.374, 375 The inspiration for the 

conceptual development of such structures and materials is provided by biological cells, 

which contain a wide variety of self-assembled microstructures of different sizes and 

functions. One example is provided by Archaebacteria, which proliferate under extreme 

environments. The archaea membrane core lipids are composed of saturated isoprenoid 

chains attached to glycerol by ether linkages with a sn-2 stereochemistry, which is 

opposite to that of conventional mesophilic lipids.  

Of particular interest are the unusual bipolar lipids (also named 

“bolaamphiphiles”) present in thermoacidophilic, methanogenic and some psychrophilic 

species. These lipids consist of tetraether acycles or macrocycles formed by two 

biphytanyl chains ether linked at both ends to a glycerol unit or a cyclopentane unit.299 In 

archaea, the tetraether bipolar lipids are thought to span the membrane to form 

monolayers and allow the microorganisms to maintain membrane integrity in harsh 

environments. 

The development of synthetic archaeal bipolar lipid analogues over the last 

decade have significantly increased our understanding with regard to membrane 
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permeability, fluidity and packing properties of this class of amphiphiles.299 These novel 

synthetic lipids may be building blocks for a new generation of stable liposomes and 

artificial membranes of technological interest. Some of the lipid properties that will 

useful in this regard are:299 i) mechanical stability due to the monolayer organization; ii) 

chemical and enzymatic stability resulting from the complete saturation of the chains, and 

the presence of ether bonds; iii) thermal stability, which allows heat sterilization of 

liposomes without dramatic loss of the encapsulated substance; iv) low permeability to 

molecules and ions. 

The preliminary surface characterization of an archaeal bipolar lipid analogue, 

2,2'-di-O-decyl-3,3'-O-1'',20''-eicosanyl-bis-rac-glycero-1,1'-diphosphocholine 

(C20BAS), is described here (for structure, see Figure 1.4). The cation permeability of 

C20BAS liposomes is described in Chapter 4 of this dissertation. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The synthetic bola lipid, C20BAS (Tm =16° C, MW: 1073.4), was synthesized in 

the laboratory of David H. Thompson, Purdue University, IN.274 The purity of the lipid 

was evaluated by thin-layer chromatography (TLC). The water used in rinsing and the 

polymerization experiments, hereafter referred to as deionized water, was obtained from 

a Barnstead Nanopure system with a measured resistivity of 18.3 MΩ·cm and total 

organic content specified as less than 10 ppb. Silicon wafer substrates (1, 1, 1) were 

purchased from Wacker. All other reagents and solvents were purchased from standard 

commercial sources and used as received.  
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Silicon wafers were used as substrates. These were cleaned in 30% H2O2/ 70% 

H2SO4 piranha solution for ca. 30 min, followed by rinsing several times with deionized 

water. The cleaned substrates were then sonicated in deionized water for 10 min, and then 

rinsed again, and dried under direct flowing N2. This procedure produced hydrophilic 

substrates with a sessile water contact angle of less than 10°. The substrates were used 

immediately after cleaning.  

Lipids from stock chloroform solution were dried under a stream of argon 

followed by drying for ca. 4 hours under vacuum. The lipids were hydrated in deionized 

water to a final concentration of 1 mg/mL and then vortexed several times after warming 

the solution for 35 °C. To prepare small unilamellar lipid vesicles (SUVs), the solution 

was sonicated to clarity at 35 °C for ca. 30 min. Immediately after preparation, SUVs 

were used for vesicle fusion.1, 9, 10, 112, 163 Saturated NaCl solution was prepared by adding 

4 g of salts to 2 ml of deionized water (maximum solubility of NaCl in water is 31.7 

g/100 ml at 25 °C, ca. 5.4 M).376 In some situations, vesicle fusion was initiated using an 

osmotic gradient by adding 1 ml of the NaCl solution to 3.2 ml of vesicle solution (ca. 1.3 

M salt solution) in the liquid cell of the ellipsometer. The fusion time was varied as 

described later. After vesicle fusion, the fusion solution was replaced carefully with 

deionized water without exposing the film. Underwater thickness was measured for this 

film. Once underwater film characterization was achieved, the film was removed from 

the liquid cell and dried with a gentle flow of Ar. 
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Film characterization 

Thickness measurements of supported hybrid bilayers were performed using a 

Sentech SE400 ellipsometer (Sentech Instruments GmbH, Berlin, Germany) using the 

632.8 nm line of a HeNe laser at a 70° incident angle from the surface normal, assuming 

a uniform refractive index profile of 1.46 for the lipid films.10 Measurements were made 

at several locations on each sample and on a minimum of three independently prepared 

samples for each type of film.  

Contact angles of deionized water on substrates were measured with a Krüss 

model DSA 10 Mk2 drop shape analysis system. Drop shapes were analyzed with the 

software, Drop Shape Analysis (DSA) for Windows, version 1.70. Static drop analysis 

was performed with a volume of 1 µL at multiple sites on each sample, and on at least 

three independently prepared samples for each film. Static contact angles were fit using 

the Tangent-1 method provided with the DSA software. 

The surface morphology of films was examined using AFM performed in tapping 

mode on a Nanoscope III (Digital Instruments, Santa Barbara, CA). Tapping mode etched 

silicon probes (TESP) were purchased from Digital Instruments and were tuned to 

between 200-400 kHz for measurements in air. 

 

RESULTS 

 C20BAS vesicles were fused onto SiO2 for ca. 30 minutes and the ellipsometric 

thickness was measured for the dried sample. The thickness was 2 ± 3 Å. The thickness 

and water contact data in Appendix A are summarized in Table A.1.This reading was 
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Table A.1. The summary of the thickness and water contact angle measurements for 

films discussed in Appendix A. 

 

C20BAS film Thickness (Å) Water contact angle 
(degrees) 

C20BAS on SiO2   

air-dried 2 ± 3 - 

C20BAS on SiO2   

underwater 23 ± 1  

air-dried 0 ± 0 - 

30:70 % (mol/mol) cholesterol/ C20BAS   

underwater 1.2 ± 0.6  

30:70 % (mol/mol) cholesterol/ C20BAS 
with NaCl   

underwater 58 ± 3  

1st rinsing – air-dried 43 ± 1 - 

2nd rinsing – air-dried 24 ± 1 59 ± 1 
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interpreted as an absence of lipid on the substrate surface. However, the underwater 

ellipsometric thickness of a sample that was deposited in a similar manner was 23 ± 1 Å. 

The calculated length of a C20BAS molecule is 28 Å. Therefore, the thickness of 23 Å 

suggests that there is a near-monolayer formed underwater. Once the sample was taken 

out of water and air-dried, the thickness dropped to 0 ± 0 Å. This zero thickness is 

interpreted as loss of the C20BAS monolayer during the dehydration.  

 Thompson and coworkers suggest that it is possible to prepare stable small 

unilamellar vesicles (SUVs) of bolaamphiphiles with narrow dispersion range by adding 

cholesterol to the mixture.292 Therefore, 30:70% (mol/mol) cholesterol/C20BAS vesicles 

were prepared and fused onto SiO2. The film thickness was measured underwater after 38 

hours of vesicle fusion. The film thickness was measured to be 1.2 ± 0.6 Å. This suggests 

that there was no significant fusion on the substrate even after the long incubation period. 

Therefore, for the next experiment, NaCl was added as described in the experimental 

section after 18 hours of the fusion in deionized water. The vesicle fusion was continued 

for another 17 hours before the thickness measurement. The underwater thickness 

measurement was 58 ± 3 Å. It appears that a multilayer, of approximately three 

monolayers of C20BAS was formed. Regardless, NaCl apparently enhanced the vesicle 

fusion by creating an osmotic gradient across the membrane.101 After air-drying the 

sample, the thickness was reduced to 43 ± 1 Å. After another rinsing and drying cycle, 

the thickness was reduced again to 24 ± 1 Å. Apparently, each drying and rehydrating 

cycle decreases the thickness by approximately one monolayer of C20BAS. The water 
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Figure A.1. AFM images of air-dried 30:70% (mol/mol) cholesterol/C20BAS mixture on 

SiO2 after two rinsing cycles: a) 10 X 10 µm, b) 2 x 2 µm, c) 1 x 1 µm, and d) phase-

contrast AFM image of (c). Height scale is 10 nm for (a) while rest have a height scale of 

5 nm. 

a b

c d
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Figure A.2. Angle view and line scan of AFM image in Figure A.1c. 
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contact angle of the monolayer assembly was 59 ± 1°. This value is higher than that of a 

defect-free film composed of outward-facing phosphorylcholine head groups (32°), but is 

close to that of UV polymerized bis-SorbPC PSLBs (59°) which have some defects on 

the surface.10 

The AFM images of the surface of the 24 Å thick film are presented in Figures 

A.1 and A.2. The pattern formation in these images is speculated to be due to phase 

segregated cholesterol and C20BAS. Residual salt was not present on the surface based 

on XPS measurements. The XPS data suggest that surface is composed only of C, O, and 

N (data not shown). 
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